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ABSTRACT
The use of distributed systems, involving multiple components, has become a common industry
practice. However, modeling the behaviour of such systems is a challenge, especially when the behavior
consists of several collaborations of different parties, each involving possibly several starting (input) and
ending (output) events of the involved components.

Furthermore, the global behavior should be

described as a composition of several sub-behaviours, in the following called collaborations, and each
collaboration may be further decomposed into several sub-collaborations. We assume that the
performance of the elementary sub-collaborations is known, and that the performance of the global
behavior should be determined from the performance of the contained elementary collaborations and the
form of the composition.
A collaboration, in this thesis, is characterized by a partial order of input and output events, and
the performance of the collaboration is defined by the minimum delays required for a given output event
with respect to an input event. This is a generalization of the semantics of UML Activities, where all
input events are assumed to occur at the same time, and all output events occur at the same time. We
give a semantic definition of the dynamic behavior of composed collaborations using the composition
operators for control flow from UML Activity diagrams, in terms of partial order relationships among
the involved input and output events.

Based on these semantics, we provide formulas for calculating

the performance of composed collaborations in terms of the performance of the sub-collaborations,
where each delay is characterized by (a) a fixed value, (b) a range of values, and (c) a distribution (in the
case of stochastic behaviours).

We also propose approximations for the case of stochastic behavior

with Normal distributions, and discuss the expected errors that may be introduced due to ignoring of
ii

shared resources or possible dependencies in the case of stochastic behaviours. A tool has been
developed for evaluating the performance of complex collaborations, and examples and case studies are
discussed to illustrate the applicability of the performance analysis and the visual notation which we
introduced for representing the partial-order relationships of the input and output events.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Representing and reasoning about the dynamic aspects of the world, primarily about
actions and events and their associated performance, is a problem of interest to many different
disciplines.
Many commercial systems, especially Web-based applications, are composed of a
number of communicating components. These are often structured as distributed systems, with
components running on different processors or in different processes. For example, a multi-tiered
system might start with requests from Web Clients that flow through a “front-end” Web-Server
and then to a Web “Application Server,” which in turn makes calls to a “Database Server”, and
perhaps to additional servers (authentication, name service, credit-card authorization, customer
relationship management, etc.).
When developing such distributed reactive systems, there is a need to model behavior
both from a global system perspective and a local or component perspective.

The global

perspective specifies and analyzes the collaborative behavior of a distributed system in an
abstract manner, while the local perspective identifies different system components along with
their behaviour such that their interactions give rise to a behaviour satisfying the global
perspective. Numerous methodologies have been defined to model such systems, such as UML
Activity Diagrams [62], Use Case Maps (UCM) [13], the Process Definition Language (XPDL)
[76], Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [64], Business Process Execution Language
1

(BPEL) [88], Web Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) [83] and Petri Nets
[7, 16, 17, 29].
Most, if not all, of these notations can potentially decompose a system into sub-systems
and further into sub-sub-systems, where the final decomposition typically identifies a single
component. However, quite often in many distributed systems, even the final decomposition
involves multiple components. This is often referred as the crosscutting nature of distributed
services [43, 72], i.e. services involve several collaborating components playing different roles,
that each may participate in several services.

By modeling according to the roles, their

behaviour can be defined precisely, but the behaviour of a service is fragmented. To model the
global behaviour of a service explicitly, an orthogonal view is needed where the collaborative
behaviour is the focus. Within this orthogonal view, there is an inherent need to show the
relationships and dependencies amongst the involved roles, especially when all the involved
roles may potentially start at different times and end at different times.
Performance of such systems can be very difficult to analyze. Distributed systems are
already a challenge to evaluate, but the problem intensifies when they are comprised of “blackbox” sub-modules: software from many different (perhaps competing) vendors, usually without
the source code.
While complex systems exhibit performance problems that often grow out of the system
complexity, we propose they can by diagnosed by focusing on the performance of the sub-

2

modules.

We contend that performance-oriented research must include analysis of the

performance of a global system, based on the performance of its constituent sub-modules.
1.2 UML Collaborations
Due to the cross-cutting nature of services, there is a need to specify services in terms of
their roles and cross-cutting service behaviour, then to specify the detailed dynamic behaviour of
each service role and, lastly, to compose the behaviour of service roles into complete,
coordinated and accurate global behaviour.

UML Interaction Diagrams [62] and Message

Sequence Charts [62] are commonly used for such purposes, except it is quite cumbersome to
define all the scenarios. Furthermore, many a times, one does not wish or does not have enough
information to model such details and would rather have the option to model at an abstract level.
Also, there is a matter of realizability, i.e., finding a set of local component behaviours whose
combined execution leads to the global behaviour.
A suitable candidate to model such systems is UML Collaborations.

Being both

structural and behavioural classifiers in UML 2 [62], Collaborations can be used to define the
dynamic aspects of a system as a structure of roles with associated interaction behavior.
A UML Collaboration describes a set of cooperating roles, each performing a specialized
function, which collectively accomplish some desired functionality. The relevant relationships
are shown by a set of connectors that define the communication paths between the participating
instances. Roles of a collaboration define a usage of instances, while the classifier typing these

3

roles specify all the required properties of these instances. A role specifies the required set of
feature, a participating instance must have.
Furthermore, Collaborations can be decomposed into smaller sub-collaborations via
CollaborationUse [62]. Elementary collaborations (collaborations which cannot be further
decomposed) can often be specified using Interaction Diagrams. Then, the overall behaviour of
a composite collaboration can be specified as a various set of sequences or a “choreography” of
its sub-collaborations. Currently, UML does do not define the dynamic behaviour of the
Collaboration Diagrams. A proper way to describe the joint behaviour of the sub-collaborations
of a composite collaboration is needed.
1.3 Main Objective
The main objective of this research is to propose precise semantics for the dynamic
behaviour of UML Collaborations in terms of partial orders of events that are performed by the
different roles of the collaboration. We define the precise semantics of the usual sequence
operators such as weak sequence, strict sequence, concurrency, alternatives, weak while loop and
strict while loop. To do this, we model a starting event and an ending event for each role in the
collaboration, where a starting event is the beginning of the first execution of that role in that
collaboration and the ending event is the ending of the last execution of that role in that
collaboration. We think that existing approaches to the definition of these operators are either
unsuitable, or have difficulties, when modeling collaborations that have multiple independent
starting points of execution (later called starting events) and multiple independent ending points
4

of executions (later called ending events) – simply put, not all the roles may start executions at
the same time and end their executions at the same time, in a given collaboration. Complexity
increases further when we consider collaborations that are decomposed into other subcollaborations, by means of collaboration-uses.
Inspired by the Performance Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) [18], we
introduce “Collaboration Behaviour Diagrams” (CBD), a notation for the behaviour of
sequencing of collaborations using the partial orders formalism. This is a modeling notation
comprised of UML Activity Diagrams and a partially ordered set of starting and ending events.
In CBD, the dynamic behaviour of a system is captured partially by the semantics of UML
Activity Diagrams (AD). This is comprised of actions and sequencing operators to define the
relationship between these actions. Each action, in general a sub-collaboration, is characterized
by a partially ordered set of starting and ending events, which allows us to model situations when
roles start and end their involvements in the different sub-collaborations.
With this, we can then define the semantics and compute performance of composite
collaborations, composed using standard UML operators such as strict/weak sequencing,
alternative, concurrency and strict/while loops based on the performance of the constituent subactivities.
Though our work primarily caters for software systems and services, it can easily be
adapted to non-computer systems with little to none modifications. Also, throughout this thesis,
we use roles as compared to system components, where components are typically defined as a
5

physical entity and role is a logical entity, implemented by a component. Multiple roles can be
implemented by a single component.
1.4 Main Contributions
The main contributions which we made as part of the research are the following:
-

Introduce Collaboration Behaviour Diagram (CBD) to formalize the semantics of the
dynamic behaviour of UML Collaborations with partial orders. The CBD defines the
semantics for Collaborations sequenced with strict/weak sequencing, alternative,
concurrency and strict/weak while loops.

-

Design of a testing methodology to determine the dependencies and the delays between
the starting and ending events of involved roles. Quite often, the inner details of a
collaboration are not provided and the collaboration is a black-box system where there is
no knowledge of the dependencies nor delays between the starting and ending events of
the involved roles. This testing methodology determines these dependencies and the
delays without relying on any information about the internal structure of the given
activity.

-

Using the CBD, we propose formulas to calculate the performance of global
collaborations based on the performance of sub-collaborations. For a composite
collaboration, composed of two sub-collaborations with various sequencing operators, we
classify the roles according to their participation in these sub- collaborations. Based on
the role classifications, we calculate the performance from the starting event of one role
6

to the ending event of another role (and/or the same role), based on the sequential
operators and the performance of the constituent sub- collaborations. We calculate the
performance for a single control flow path, and we also consider all possible control flow
paths that may exist. For a given path, we consider different types of delays such as
fixed, stochastic and a range of delays.
-

For stochastic delays, we propose approximations for the cumulative distribution
functions of Normal Distributions, as this distribution can be used to approximate other
distributions due to the Central Limit Theorem.

-

We calculate the delays between starting event of a role and the ending event of another
role (and/or the same role), for each role in a collaboration. This gives us n2 delays for n
roles. Calculating delays becomes a very cumbersome task, for example a collaboration
with 4 roles will have 16 delays, and if it is sequenced with another collaboration with
another 4 different roles, this will yield (4+4)2=64 delays, and that is only for a sequence
of two collaborations (typically we have far more than that). To automate the calculation,
we implemented the Performance Analysis Tool (PAT), a tool that calculates the
performance of global collaborations based on the sequencing operators and performance
of the constituent sub-collaborations. A number of examples and case studies were
developed during our work to validate the tool.

-

Our work relies on certain set of assumptions. These assumptions included no sharing of
resources such as CPUs, database, etc. We also assumed the inputs of each collaboration
were independent. Messages and their associated message delays were ignored
throughout our performance analysis. We discuss the expected errors that may be
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introduced due to ignoring of shared resources or possible dependencies in the case of
stochastic behaviours, and how formulas can be adapted to include message delays.
1.5 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 2 surveys a number of modeling paradigms that can be used to model the
dynamic behaviour of a collaboration. We review Petri Nets, WS-BPEL, WS-BPMN, UML
Activity Diagram, UML Collaborations and Partially Ordered Sets to model collaborations with
multiple independent starting and ending events.
Performance concepts pertaining to analytical modeling are introduced in Chapter 3.
Analytical models are classified into queuing models and stochastic models. We discuss queuing
models such as Single-Server Queues, Network of Queues, and Layered Queuing Networks. For
stochastic models, we discuss exponential models such as Continuous Time Markov Chains and
non-exponential modeling such as Semi-Markov Processes and Generalized Semi-Markov
Processes.

We also examine performance extensions of some of the modeling paradigms

mentioned in Chapter 2, such as Stochastic Petri Nets, Queuing Models, UML MARTE and
PERT, to model these concepts.
Chapter 4 models the behaviour of a system with the Collaboration Behaviour Diagram, a
formalism based on partial orders that we use to define the semantics of the dynamic behaviour
of Collaborations. Also, we developed a method to determine dependencies between starting
events and ending events assuming that the collaboration is a black-box system. These starting
and ending events may belong to the same role and/or to different roles involved in the
8

collaboration. We also introduce the concept of a Nominal Execution Time Delay, the delay
from a starting event of a role to an ending event of another role (and/or same role) provided that
all the remaining starting events have occurred long time before. This forms the basis for the
calculation of the performance of a global collaboration based on the performance of the
constituent sub-collaborations and various sequencing operators.
Chapter 5 analyzes the performance of global collaborations based on the performance of
the constituent sub-collaborations and the sequencing operators. We consider weak sequence,
strict sequence, concurrency, alternatives, weak while loop and strict while loop. We propose
formulas to calculate the delays of composite activities abstracting each of these operators.
In Chapter 6, we approximate the results for stochastic delays of Chapter 6 by Normal
Distributions.
Chapter 7 discusses the assumptions that were made during our performance analysis.
We discuss the impact of error that could be introduced by shared resources and dependent
activities. We also discuss the existent of various messages and how one can incorporate the
message delays in the performance analysis of Chapter 5.
Chapter 8 presents the Performance Analysis Tool (PAT) implemented to calculate the
performance of a global collaboration. A discussion of the required input and expected output is
given.

We designed, developed and tested PAT in Java, using the Eclipse development

environment.

A Collaboration Behaviour Diagram is first modelled in the IBM Rational

Software Architect (RSA) as annotated UML Activity Diagrams, which are exported in the XMI
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(XML Metadata Interchange) format. This XMI model is then used as an input to PAT, where
PAT analyzes the performance of the sub-collaborations and generates the performance of the
global collaboration.
Chapter 9 presents the case study “Travel Management System” to illustrate the formulas
from Chapter 6. The Travel Management System is modeled as a Collaboration Behaviour
Diagram and the performance of the constituent sub-activities is defined. Using formulas from
Chapter 6, we calculate the performance of the global collaboration. Some of the detailed results
are given in Annex A and B.
Chapter 10 provides our conclusions and suggestions for future research directions.
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2. MODELING
A modeling language is employed to represent information or knowledge in a structure that
is defined by a set of rules and regulations. These rules and regulations define the meaning of
the elements in the given structure. A modeling language can be categorized as either graphical
or textual. Graphical Modeling typically uses a diagram with symbols that correspond to certain
predefined concepts and lines connecting these symbols to show the relationship and/or
constraints between these symbols. Meanwhile, textual modeling languages typically represent
these concepts and relationships by standardized keywords along with parameters. Usually
textual modeling languages are used more for computer-interpretable expressions such that there
could be some automated processing done on these expressions. This can make it sometimes
difficult for human readability.

While graphical modeling is easier in terms of human

readability, it has limited success in automated processing.
Some graphical modeling paradigms that were considered in this research include various
flavors of Petri Nets (PN), Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN), various diagrams of the Unified Modeling Language (UML),
Queuing Models (QM), Performance Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and Partially
Ordered Sets.
2.1

Petri Nets (PN)
Petri Nets provide formal, graphical, executable techniques for the specification and

analysis of concurrent, discrete-event dynamic systems. A PN is a bipartite graph, specified by a
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set of places (drawn as circles), transitions (drawn as lines) and arcs as illustrated in Figure 1a
[7]. Arcs run from a place to a transition or vice versa, never between places or between
transitions. An inhibitor arc imposes the precondition that the transition may only fire when the
place is empty (shown as arcs with open dots). The places from/to an arc that run to/from a
transition are called the input/output places of the transition.

A marking of a PN is an

assignment of tokens to the places of the net. A transition is enabled if there is at least one token
in each of its input places and no token in its inhibitor arc—otherwise it is disabled. An enabled
transition may fire by consuming a single token per place from its input places and places one
token per place to each of the output places.
Two transitions are said to be in conflict when the inputs are overlapping such as shown in
Figure 1b. If there is only one token in each place, then transitions T1 and T2 cannot be
executed at the same time, but one can (a choice must be made).

P1

inhibitor
arc

P1

P2

token

P2

P3

place

arc
P3

immediate
transition

a – Basic Petri Net [7]

T1

T2

P4

P5

b – Petri Net with Choice
Figure 1 – Petri Nets
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The marking of a PN corresponds to the state of a system and firing of a transition
corresponds to the occurrence of an action (or state transition). In general, some transitions are
enabled while others are disabled, reflecting the fact that some actions can occur whilst others
cannot. When multiple transitions are enabled at the same time, any one of them may fire, hence
making execution of Petri Nets nondeterministic. If a transition is enabled, it may fire, but it
does not have to. Since multiple tokens may be present anywhere in the net (even in the same
place) and firing is nondeterministic, Petri Nets are well suited for modelling the concurrent
behaviour of distributed systems.
2.2

Business Processes Modeling Languages
Standardized by OASIS [60], BPEL is an executable language for specifying business

process behaviour based on Web Services. In BPEL, processes use web services interfaces
exclusively to export and import information. The web service interactions can be differentiated
in two kinds of processes: executable business processes and abstract business processes. While
executable processes model the actual behaviour of a participant in a business interaction and can
be executed by a BPEL engine, abstract business processes are partially specified processes that
specify the mutual visible message exchange interface of each of the parties involved, without
revealing the internal behaviour.
Even though there is no standard notation to graphically model BPEL, BPMN [60, 86, 88]
is a popular choice by many vendors for specifying business processes in a Business Process
Diagram. BPMN is a flowchart modeling technique, similar to UML Activity Diagrams [62], to
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define a Business Process Diagram (BPD).

It is a network of graphical objects, which are

activities/tasks and the flow controls that describe the order of execution. The main purpose of
BPMN was to create an easy development model while at the same time being able to handle the
complexity inherent in business processes. To that end, BPD uses four categories of elements:
flow objects, connecting objects, swim-lanes, and artifacts to organize the graphical aspects of
the notation.
Work has been done in [24, 39, 52] to extend UML Activity Diagrams as a UML Profile
for Automated Business Processes [3] to have a mapping between BPMN/BPEL and UML
Activity Diagrams. This is quite useful as UML is more widely known, and has a readily
understood graphical notation with a rich set of semantics for capturing key attributes of object
oriented systems [52]. This transformation will enable the extensive UML experience to be
applied to the maturing web services technologies.
2.3 Unified Modeling Language (UML)
UML [62] is a standardized general-purpose modeling language for specifying,
constructing and documenting the artifacts of a software system. It includes a set of graphical
notations to create visual models of complex software designs. UML offers 14 standard diagram
types to model a software system throughout its lifecycle. These diagrams are classified as either
structural or behavioural, as seen in Figure 2.
In our research, we examine UML Activity Diagrams along with UML Collaborations to
model a distributed system with multiple actors.
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UML Diagrams

Structure
Diagram

Class
Diagram

Object
Diagram

Behaviour
Diagram

Profile
Diagram

Component Deployment
Diagram
Diagram

Composite
Structure
Diagram

Activity
Diagram

Use Case
Diagram

State
Machine
Diagram

Interaction
Diagram

Package
Diagram
Sequence
Diagram

Communication Interaction
Diagram
Overview
Diagram

Timing
Diagram

Figure 2 – UML Diagrams (adapted from [62])
2.3.1 UML Activity Diagrams (AD)
UML Activity Diagrams [62], with semantics based on Petri-Net, is a modeling formalism
to describe workflows of activities and actions. Like other modeling paradigms, such as BPEL
and BPMN, UML AD are typically used for business process modeling, for modeling the logic
captured by a single use case or usage scenario, or for modeling the detailed logic of a business
rule.
An AD captures the dynamic behaviour of a system. It is a flowchart to represent the flow
of execution from one activity to another, composed of actions and “sequencing operators” to
define the relationship between these actions. These “sequencing operators” include:
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 Sequence: Allows actions to execute in a specified order
o A sequence can be further classified as weak or strict sequencing. Though UML

AD does not specify this, this distinction has been made in UML Sequence
Diagrams. Strict sequencing between two activities A1 and A2 means that all
sub-activities of A1 must be completed before A2 may start. In contrast, weak
sequencing between A1 and A2 means that each system component locally
applies sequencing to the local sub-activities of A1 and A2, that is, a component
may start with sub-activities that belong to A2 as soon as it has completed all its
local sub-activities that are part of A1.

Note: Strict and weak sequencing

operators are not associative with one another, that is the behaviour of ((A ;w B)
;s C) is not necessarily equal to (A ; w (B ;s C)), where A, B and C are
collaborations and “;w” and “;s” stand for weak and strict sequencing,
respectively. We give priority to strict sequence, i.e., strict sequence is evaluated
first and then the weak sequence.
 Alternative: Allows a choice between several flows of actions.
 Concurrency: Allows multiple actions to be executed concurrently.
 Interruption: Allows an action (or a set of actions) to be interrupted, such that an
alternative set of actions may execute.
 Loops: Allows repetition of actions to be performed.
An activity represents some transformation or processing in a modeled system. (We use
collaboration and activity interchangeably through this text, as we are using activities to describe
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the collaboration between several components). Such an activity may be further refined into
sub-activities where the details of its behaviours could potentially be described by another UML
Activity Diagram or UML Interaction Diagram. However, in most scenarios, we are not exposed
to that level of detail and are only aware of the abstract description of the work being performed
by a sub-activity and the roles involved.
The basic concepts for modeling an activity diagram are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 – Elements of Activity Diagrams
Activity Model Elements

Description

Initial Node(s)

A filled-in circle represents the starting of a flow. There can be
multiple initial nodes, each one representing a separate flow (in the
cases of concurrent activities).

Final Node

A filled-in circle with a border represents the ending of all actions
in an activity.

Flow Final

A circle with “X” in it, representing the end of a flow

Activity

A rounded rectangle represents a sub-activity to be executed. An
activity is a collection of actions.

Flow/edge

An arc representing the flow of execution.

Fork

A black bar, with one input flow and multiple output flows,
representing the beginning of concurrency of the multiple output
flows.
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Join

A black bar, with multiple inputs and one output flows,
representing the ending of concurrency and synchronization
amongst all the parallel input flows.

Condition

A text expressing a condition that must be true before continuing
(ex. x > 1).

Decision

A diamond shape, representing choice between alternatives.
Again this has one input, and multiple output flows but only one of
those output flows gets executed.

Merge

A diamond shape, representing the merging of several alternate
flows. This also has several inputs but only one output.

Partition

A swimlane, to model the separation of responsibilities

InterruptibleActivityRegion A dashed, round-cornered rectangle drawn around the nodes
contained by the region. An interrupting edge is a notation with a
lightning-bolt activity edge. This is a region where any token flow
through the interrupting edges will cause all the tokens and
behaviours in the region to terminate.
2.3.2 UML Collaboration
A UML Collaboration Diagram [62] illustrates a collaboration between various elements
(entities/roles), each assigned a certain task. Its main purpose is to explain how a group of
cooperating instances achieve a desired functionality.

It specifies a view of the set of

cooperating instances such that it only incorporates the aspects that are relevant to the description
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of the system. It describes the required links between instances that play certain roles in the
collaboration, as well as the features required of the classifiers that specify the participating
instances.

Several collaborations may describe different projections of the same set of

classifiers. Thus, a given entity may be simultaneously playing roles in multiple different
collaborations, but each collaboration will only represent those aspects of that entity that are
relevant to its purpose.

The roles of a collaboration are played by the instances of

components/classifiers. The role represents the usage of the instance, while the classifiers typing
these roles specify all required properties of these instances. Thus, a collaboration identifies the
properties required by instances, to participate in the collaboration, and the connectors between
the roles specify the communication paths between the participating instances.
A collaboration is usually attached to an operation/classifier through a UML meta-element
CollaborationUse that describes how the operation/classifier is realized by a set of cooperating
entities. A collaboration is not directly instantiable. Rather, the collaboration comes about as a
result of the actual cooperation between the instances that play the roles defined in the
collaboration (the collaboration is a selective view of a situation).
UML defines the structural aspects of a Collaboration via Structural Classifiers. It defines
the roles being used and the instances of the roles. For the behavioural aspects of Collaboration,
we use the notation of UML Activity Diagram as introduced in [15]. However, we are
concerned with the semantics of the dynamic behaviour that we define using partial orders. This
allows us to model independent starting events that occur at different times and ending events at
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different times – i.e. not all the roles start their execution at the same time and similarly for the
end of executions.
As an example, we consider the collaboration of a virtual doctor’s office as illustrated in
Figure 3. There are 3 roles, namely the DoctorTerminal, the PatientTerminal and the
ReceptionistTerminal and 5 sub-collaborations. Each of the sub-collaborations is defined
separately and reused as a UML Collaboration Use. The circles and rectangles, adopted from
[15] – an extension of the UML notation – respectively represent the initiating and the
terminating roles of a sub-collaboration. An initiating role is a role that starts a collaboration –
an initial local action in a collaboration is performed by an initiating role, and there are no other
actions that precede such an action. Terminating roles are defined similarly.
Doctor’sOffice
receptionistTerm
Setup next
appointment

requestDoc

wait

payment

patientTerm

consultation

doctorTerm

Figure 3 – Collaboration for a Doctor Office [15]
Activity Diagrams are an excellent candidate to describe the dynamic behaviour [15] of a
collaboration. They provide general rules for execution orders, such as sequence, alternative,
concurrency, interruptions, and also have the capability of defining partitions to separate each
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role’s behavior. [9] adopted the partitions from UML Activity Diagrams to separate different
responsibilities inside each sub-collaboration using dashed lines, as seen in Figure 4.
initial node

merge

r‐theReceptionistTerminal
p‐thePatientTerminal
d‐theDoctorTerminal

r

requestDoc

p
activity

r

p

wait

flow/Edge
d

consultation

p
parallel

r

payment

p

Setup next
appointment

p

r

join
decision
final node

Figure 4 – Dynamic Behaviour of the DoctorOffice Collaboration [15]
The activity diagram in Figure 4 describes the global behavior of the DoctorOffice
collaboration. The activity nodes are UML CallBehaviourActions that invoke the behavior
associated with a collaboration type, facilitated by CollaborationUse – each of the activity nodes
describes the behavior of a collaboration from Figure 3 (the same names have been kept for both
the collaboration and its activity). The participating roles are indicated by the partitions,
represented as dashed lines and as before, the dots and the dashes signify the initiating and the
terminating roles, respectively.
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2.3.2.1 Derivation of Component Specification from Global Specification
The global workflow of a system can be described by UML Activity Diagrams [62]. From
this global workflow, [8] has formulated the rules to derive the individual workflows for each
component/roles. A tool [45] transforms a global requirement model into a system design that
identifies a certain number of distributed components. Some of the global activities involve
collaboration amongst several components. The temporal constraints of the global requirement
on the different activities imply a set of coordination messages between the various system
components. [8] employs a set of rules to derive the behaviour of individual components
including the coordination messages for the global synchronization of the activities. The global
behaviour are based on the traditional sequencing operators such as weak sequencing, strict
sequencing, alternatives, concurrency and interruptions. Based on this transformation, [24] has
transformed a distributed system described in UML AD to BPEL with asynchronous messages.
2.4

Partially Ordered Sets (poset)
A partially ordered set (poset) is a pair (P, ≤) where P is a set of elements, and ≤ is a

binary relationship that states that for certain pairs of elements in the set, there is a precedence
relationship between the two. Since this relation does not hold for all pairs of elements, it is
called a partially ordered set (instead of a completely ordered set).
For a partially ordered set, the following properties must hold:
i)

Reflexivity: ∀a ε P, a ≤ a,
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ii)

Antisymmetry: for any a,b ε P, if a ≤ b and b ≤ a, then a = b

iii)

Transitivity: for any a,b,c ε P, if a ≤ b and b ≤ c, then a ≤ c

We use the notation, i → o, to specify (i,o) ∈ P which means that i precedes o in the partial
order. The elements i and o of a poset (P, “→”) are called comparable if either i → o or o → i,
otherwise they are incomparable.
For example, suppose there is a set A = {a, b, c} and P contains all subsets of A, as shown
in the Hasse diagram of Figure 5. The Hasse Diagram models the elements and the predecessor
relationship amongst pairs of elements. The element {∅} is the predecessor to all of the other
elements. Elements {a}, {b}, and {c} succeed {∅} but there is no relationship defined amongst
these elements, {a}, {b} and {c}. Similarly {a,c} succeeds element {a} and element {c}, but
again nothing can be said about the order between {b} and {a,c} and so on. The diagram of
Figure 5a is incomplete as it does not show all the dependencies. Because of transitivity and the
relationships {∅} → {a}, {a} → {a,c} and {a,c} → {a,b,c}, we can conclude that {∅} →
{a,b,c} must also exist as shown by the thick arrow in Figure 5b. Hence additional relationships
can be defined using the transitive property. This is a very important property, as quite often a
system is analyzed at an abstract level and hence abstract dependencies are required.
A partial ordering can be defined by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). This can be
accomplished by allowing the set of objects be the vertices of the DAG, and defining x ≤ y to be
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{a}

{b}

{c}

{a}
{a,c}

{a,b}

{b,c}

{a,c}
{a,b,c}

{a,b,c}

Figure 5a – Example of poset adapted from [20]

Figure 5b – Transitivity

true, for any two vertices x and y, whenever there exists a directed path from vertex x to vertex y
– i.e. whenever y is reachable from x. With these definitions, a topological ordering of the DAG
is the same as a linear extension of the partial order. Alternatively, any partially ordered set may
be defined as the reachability relation in a DAG. One can define a DAG that has a vertex for
each element in the poset, and an edge x→y for each pair of elements for which x ≤ y holds.
Using these methods, one can use topological ordering algorithms to find linear extensions of
partial orders.
Events may occur in sequence, concurrently or alternatively. We describe the partial order
representations for these relationships.
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2.4.1 Modeling Sequential Events
A set of events may have a dependency on other events, and hence cannot occur until all
the required dependent events have occurred. Such a situation is shown in Figure 6a, where
event e4, is shown to be dependent on e1 and e3, while e2 is only dependent on e1. Events e2 and
e4 are incomparable.

e1

e3

e2
e4
Figure 6a – Sequential Events with Partial Orders

2.4.2 Modeling Alternatives
Having an operator to model alternatives is an essential concept in UML. As there is no
standardized way of modeling alternative paths with partial orders, we use the choice symbol
from UCM [13] to model alternatives and the merge. As can be seen in Figure 6b, the decision
is modeled as a rectangular box with one incoming edge and multiple outgoing edges. Merging
of the alternative paths is modeled again as a rectangular box but with multiple incoming edges
and one outgoing edge.
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e1

alternative

e3

e2

merge
e4
Figure 6b – Modeling a path with an Alternative in Partial Orders
2.4.3 Modeling Concurrency with Partial Orders
We can model concurrency as illustrated in Figure 6c. There is a single event e1 which
leads to two concurrent events e2 and e3. Events e2 and e3 can only occur after e1 has occurred
and hence the shown dependencies. Events e2 and e3 are followed by event e4, where for event e4
to occur, both events e2 and e3 must have occurred.

e1

fork
e3

e2

join
e4
Figure 6c – Representation of Concurrency with Partial Orders
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2.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed various paradigms such as Petri Nets, WS-BPEL, WS-BPMN,
UML Activity Diagram, UML Collaborations and Partially Ordered Sets to model the dynamic
behaviour of collaborations with multiple independent starting and ending events. Even though
each of these paradigms are quite powerful to model behaviours of distributed systems, they are
unable to model behaviour of collaborations with multiple independent starting and ending
events, where a collaboration could be decomposed into sub-collaborations. This is further
discussed in Section 3.6.
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3. PERFORMANCE MODELING
There are several options to evaluate performance of a system or a component during the
development process. Some of these include evaluating a prototype, using a discrete event
simulation (DES), or constructing analytical models.
Constructing a prototype is not necessarily always realistic during an implementation phase
of the development process.

It is sometimes quite difficult to assess the performance or

dependability of a given system, for example it would be difficult to see the effects of
performance of thousands of users interacting in a given system.
Simulation is more popular in the research domain. There are many software tools /
products that can assist in the construction of these simulation models. However, this is quite
expensive as the tools require writing and debugging complex programs, which may take large
amount of computation resources to complete.

Additionally, added expenses can include

parameterizing as a highly detailed model requires a large number of parameters.
In contrast, analytical modeling is an economical alternative to simulations. This is the
main focus of our research. Analytical modeling is based on the construction and analysis of a
model, where a model is an abstract representation used to capture the essential characteristics of
a system such that the performance of the model can be reproduced. A model should include
sufficient information describing behaviour of the actual system – this could include various
characteristics such as performance, fault-tolerance, resource contentions, concurrency and
synchronization.
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Analytic models can be classified in the following two categories:
i)

Non-Stochastic Models: non-stochastic models typically describe a deterministic
system, where the behaviour of a model always produces the same output for a
given set of inputs. Amongst the more popular modeling paradigms are queuing
models such as Layered Queuing Networks, which typically study queue lengths
and waiting times to analyze resource utilization and contention.

ii)

Stochastic Models: stochastic models are used for systems where the behaviour of a
system is defined by a probability distribution.

Conceptually, stochastic modeling can be further refined into exponential models
(Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMC)) and non-exponential models (Semi-Markov
Processes (SMP) and Generalized Semi-Markov Processes (GSMP)).

Because of the

exponentially distributed times and the resultant memoryless property of CTMC, CTMCs can be
easily analyzed through straightforward application of numerical analysis. But for more generic
cases, SMPs and GSMPs are used for modeling where an exponential distribution is not
sufficient, such as for modeling a range of delays or modeling fixed delays for hard real-time
systems.
In this chapter, we begin with the study of CTMC, SMP and GSMP. We will then
introduce various modeling paradigms such as Queuing Models, Timed Petri Nets, Stochastic
Petri Nets, Performance Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) and the UML profile “Modeling
and Analysis of Real Time Embedded System” (MARTE).
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3.1

Stochastic Models
A stochastic model predicts a set of possible outcomes weighted by their likelihood, or

probabilities. It can be described by a state automata whose transitions are triggered by the
occurrence of stochastically timed events associated with the occupied state. This means that
even if the initial condition (or starting point) is known, there are many possibilities the process
might go, but some paths may be more probable than others.
The stochastic models that are most commonly used in performance and dependability
analysis are Continuous-Time Markov Chains (CTMC), Semi-Markov Processes (SMP) and
Generalized Semi-Markov Processes (GSMP).

These models vary by the set of instants in a

process’s life that satisfy the Markov property. A state of a stochastic model has the Markov
property if the conditional probability distribution for the next state of the model, given the
present state and the past, depends only upon the present state; that is, the past is irrelevant
because it does not matter how and when the current state was reached. The Markov property
holds at all instants of the process life for a CTMC. For SMPs, the property holds at the instants
of the state changes only, and for GSMP, the property may never hold. Since the Markovian
property is true at all instants, CTMC are models where durations can be represented by
exponentially distributed distributions. In contrast, SMPs and GSMPs can represent systems
with arbitrarily distributed durations.
Only continuous time models will be considered in this thesis, i.e., inter-event time, t, takes
its value from the set of positive real numbers. A model is described as irreducible (that is,
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strictly connected) if all states can be reached from all other states, by following transitions of
the process.
3.1.1 Exponential Models
The exponential distribution (also known as negative exponential distribution) describes
the time between events in a Poisson process – i.e. a process in which events occur continuously
and independently at a constant average rate. A Poisson process is a counting process in which
the inter-arrival time of successive jumps are independently and identically distributed
exponential random variables.
3.1.1.1 Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC)
In a CTMC, each state in the automaton is associated with several Poisson processes. A
transition between any two states of the automaton is governed by the jump of one of the Poisson
processes associated with the occupied state. These Poisson processes compete to trigger the
next transition. The distribution of the time spent in a state of a CTMC, also known as sojourn
time in the state, is actually exponentially distributed.
A Continuous-Time Markov chain with a small state space is commonly represented as a
state transition diagram. Each state is represented by a node and the transitions between various
states by arcs. The arcs are annotated with the parameters of the exponential distributions
governing these transitions: for instance, qij is the transition rate for a transition from state i to
state j.
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3.1.2 Non-Exponential Models
Due to their memoryless property, CTMC can be easily analyzed with straightforward
application of numerical analysis, making the model quite popular. However, an exponential
distribution is not always realistic. There are scenarios where other distributions would be more
appropriate – for example, if only the minimum and maximum of some quantity is known, then
the uniform distribution would be preferred. File transmissions and files sizes tend to lean
towards heavy-tail distributions, etc.
If the transition delay is of non-exponential distribution, the Markov property need not
hold anymore—the future behaviour of the process might depend on a distribution that was
started in the past and has not triggered a transition yet. A Semi-Markov Process (SMP) is a
stochastic process which allows non-exponential transitions and has the Markov property at the
time of any state change. In a SMP, all distributions that govern transitions are initialized every
time we enter a state; as a result, the lifespan of distributions from past states is not carried over.
Semi-Markov Processes (SMP) is a subset of Generalized Semi-Markov Processes (GSMP),
where the distributions are not necessarily initialized at each transition.
3.1.2.1 Generalized Semi-Markov Process (GSMP) and Semi-Markov Processes (SMP)
A GSMP is a state automaton where transitions are triggered by the occurrence of
stochastically timed events. A set of active events, A(s), is associated to each state, which can
cause an outgoing transition from that state. Each of these events has their own distribution for
determining the next state. At each transition to a state s, a set K(s) of new events is scheduled.
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The sojourn time (according to the random distribution) of each event is determined by their
individual clocks, and hence one clock per event. If an event e’ occurs causing a transition from
state s to state s’, and if another event e was active in state s, then either event e is associated
with the new state and its clocks continues to run or e is not associated with the next state,
resulting in its lifetime being discarded (or aborted) and is considered inactive. A transition
between two states is labelled by an event e and a set of events E that are aborted, represented as
s e→Es’. This represents the clock of event e expiring, in s and the process aborts the events in E
and moves to state s’. As a result, the active events in state s’ would be A(s’) = A(s) – (e∪E) +
K(s’). The events in the set A(s) – (e∪E) keep their residual lifetime, while events in K(s’) are
initialized according to their distributions.
SMPs are a subset of GSMPs where K(s) = A(s) for all s, meaning that all the active events
in a state are initialized once that state is reached. Due to this, SMPs satisfy the Markov property
at the time of state change.
3.1.3 GSMPs versus CTMCs and SMP - Comparison
To fully understand these various modeling paradigms, it is quite useful to discuss the
similarities and differences between GSMP, CTMC and SMP.
A CTMC is a GSMP in which all the clocks are governed by a negative exponential
distribution, resulting in a Markov Property at all instants of the process life. The Markov
property means that the probability of making a transition to a next state only depends on the
current state and not on previous states (“absence of state memory”). A CTMC also implies that
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the probabilities of taking next transitions do not depend on the amount of time spent in a current
state (“absence of age memory”). The residence time of a state is exponentially distributed with
a rate that equals the sum of the rates of its outgoing transitions.
A SMP is a GSMP in which all clocks are initialised on each state change, resulting in no
residual time from the previous state to carry over. For an SMP, the state residence times is
determined by the distributions of the different possible transitions (which may have different
distributions, each). In a GSMP, the residence time of a state is determined implicitly by the
distributions of the set of active events in a state. As a result, the state residence times in a GSMP
may be history-dependent. This phenomenon is the essential difference with SMPs, where state
residence times are governed by an a priori, fixed random variable.
Also as exponential distributions have memoryless behaviour, it does not make a
difference between initializing clocks on each state change or not. As a result, each CTMC is an
SMP but an SMP is not a CTMC, in general. A SMP possesses the Markov property, but does
not satisfy the “absence of age memory” principle: probabilities of next transitions are dependent
on the amount of time spent in the current state.
3.1.4 Application of SMP and GSMP
Since Markov Chains represent only activities with an exponentially distributed duration
(distributions with memoryless property), the only candidates to represent systems with generally
distributed durations are SMP and GSMP.
SMPs are processes where the durations are initialized every time the state is entered.
Activities in series and alternatives in Figure 6a and c are good examples of SMPs, where the
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transition to the next state is dependent only on the current state and not on the past states
(Markov Property). The duration of the transition to the next state is initialized every time a state
is entered, and the sojourn time of any remaining untriggered transitions of the previous state is
discarded.
In contrast, activities in parallel imply that all the activities are executing concurrently.
Activities may stop their execution as soon as the first activity has completed its task or all the
activities may run to completion. However, let us consider the example of a parallel search for
an item in a distributed database, where the earliest concurrent search process to finish, will
terminate the overall search. We would be interested in the time it would take for the earliest
search to finish. This would be modeled as a SMP as transitions where the remaining time are
discarded. However, if we allow all the activities to run to completion, then this would be
modeled as a GSMP, as none of the times of any transitions is discarded.
The duration of an activity can be modeled by a distribution. If the duration has a fixed
value, it may be modeled by a delta distribution (representing a deterministic duration). A
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a real valued random variable X is FX(x) = P(X ≤ x),
where P(X ≤ x) is the probability that the random variable X takes on a value less than or equal
to x.
Let us consider the various orderings of events e0, e1, ...en in Figure 7. Let us abstract the
sequence of events e0, e1,…,en by a composite activity G, where composite activity G abstracts
events in series in Figure 7a, concurrent events in Figure 7b and alternative set of events in
Figure 7c. We assume there exists a stochastic delay, Fxy(t), between events ex and ey as shown
in Figure 7a-c, characterized by a cumulative distribution function (CDF) Fxy(t). We assume
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these delays are statistically independent. If the distributions of the delays between the events
are considered to be a delta distribution, then these delays have a deterministic duration, and we
have the situation of “Fixed Delays”. In the following, we examine fixed delays and stochastic
delays for the abstract activity G for the series, alternative and concurrent operators.

e0
e0
F01

e1
F1 2

e0

F0x

e1

e2

en

...

F0x

p1

where x = {1,2,...n}

e1

e2

G

...

where
x= {1,2,...n}

pn

p2

e2 ...

en

en

G
G
a – series

b – concurrency

c – alternative

Figure 7 – Various orderings of Events
3.1.4.1 Series
The events in Figure 7a are ordered in series, i.e. there is only a single event succeeding each
other and they are processed in a straightforward sequence.
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Stochastic Delays:
If the delays between the events of Figure 7a are stochastic delays, then the CDF FG for the
abstract activity G, is defined by [75] as:
Fii+1(t),

FG(t) =

(1)

where ⊗stands for convolution, defined as:
Fj(t) ⊗ Fk(t) =

Fk(t-x) dFj(x) -- note the order of the activities do not matter

Fixed Delays:
If the distributions of the delays between the events are considered to be a delta
distribution and hence a fixed delay, then the delay for the abstract activity G can be calculated
by:
FG = ∑

F

(2)

3.1.4.2 Concurrency
Stochastic Delays:
Now, suppose if we wish to calculate the overall duration for the SMP case of concurrency,
we would be interested in the time it would take for the earliest event amongst e1, e2,…en after
event e0 to occur as shown in Figure 7b. A scenario with the earliest or “minimum” CDF of a
global activity G composed of parallel events ei, can be modeled by [75] as:
Completion of the Earliest Event:

minFG(t)
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=1–∏

1

F (t) )

(3)

Next, we examine the GSMP case of concurrency, where there are parallel events, ei,
composing the global activity G again, but the completion of this global activity G requires all of
the events ei to occur. This can be accomplished by calculating the delay between events with
the maximum time delay, [75]:
Completion of the Last Event:

maxFG(t)=

∏

(4)

Fixed Delays:
If we consider the delays between the events as a delta distribution, and if we consider a
range of delays for the deterministic duration of the abstract activity G, then the range of delays
can be defined as:
Completion of the Earliest Event:

minFG

= mini=1…n (

Completion of the Last Event:

maxFG

= maxi=1…n (

)

(5)
)

(6)

3.1.4.3 Alternatives
Alternative execution is when there is a decision to be made amongst multiple successor
events and only one of the successor events occurs as shown in Figure 7c.
Stochastic Delays:
To obtain a distribution delay, each path is assigned a probability value pi leading to
alternative paths i. If we examine the alternative case, a SMP, such as in Figure 7c, then the
overall distribution of G is defined by [75]:
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FG(t) = ∑

pi

(t)

(7)

where pi is the probability for event ei to occur.
Fixed Delays:
The fixed delay of the abstract activity G is the delay of the particular single control flow
path selected to be executed:
FG = F

(8)

where ei is the event occurs and 1 ≤ i ≤ n
If we consider the range of delays, then we need to consider all the control flow paths
which would lead to the greatest and smallest delay:
Minimum delay:

minFG

= mini=1…n(

)

(9)

Maximum delay:

maxFG

= maxi=1…n(

)

(10)

These formulae can be used to determine the distribution of a global scenario given the
distribution function of between individual events. They will be the basis of our work in
Chapter 5.
3.2

Non-Stochastic Models

3.2.1 Queuing Models
A queuing model consists of one or more servers that provide service to arriving
customers. Arriving customers, who find all servers busy, generally join a queue, waiting to be
processed by the servers, and thus the name “queuing model”. A queuing model is typically
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used to approximate a real life queuing situation or a system such as bank-teller service, or
customers waiting at the checkout of a grocery store. With this model, the queuing behaviour
can be analysed mathematically and useful statistics can be realized. Some of these statistics
include the average number of customers in a given queue, the average time spent in a queue, the
statistical distribution of those numbers, the probability of a queue being full (or empty), and the
probability of finding the system in a particular state. Analyses of such statistics help us
determine the source of issues related with queues. As well, we can also predict the impact, if
there is any, of any design changes in a given system and react accordingly.
There are several types of queuing models for a modeller to use as the need arises.
Amongst them, some of the more popular ones are Single Server Queues, Network of Queues,
and Layered Queuing Network (LQN).
3.2.1.1 Single Server Queue (SSQ)
In a single server queue model, there is a single server along with a queue of infinite
capacity. Successive customers with random service requirements arrive at random interval
times to be serviced by the server. If the server is busy, the customers queue up and upon the
server’s availability, based on a predefined principle (i.e. FIFO, LIFO etc), the customers are
processed by the server uninterrupted and depart the system upon completion.
3.2.1.2 Network of Queue (NoQ)
The term 'network of queues' describes a situation where the input to one queue is the
output from one or more servers. This is true in many situations in the area of
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telecommunications or computer organization. If we view an assembly line, where computer
parts are assembled, and these parts move from one assembly station to another sequentially,
then the system can be modelled as a queuing network. Each assembly station is modelled as a
separate service centre with its queue. Parts moving between the stations correspond to the users
in the system. Each part may move from one assembly station to another in the system, the
pattern in which these parts move is usually predefined. Each assembly station has a single
queue, however, its characteristics (arrival, service time, etc) are not independent of the other
assembly stations within the system. Such a situation is called a queuing network.
3.2.1.3 Layered Queuing Networks (LQN)
LQN models are an effective modeling paradigm to model complex resources that are held
in groups when a program executes [90, 91]. This modeling paradigm is used to model layered
service systems such as client-server, web applications, etc, where upper-layer servers include
the use of lower layer servers in their service time. Performance measures such as throughput
bounds, mean delay, processor utilizations and queuing delays are estimated with the help of this
methodology.

LQN describes a system by the set of resources that are employed by its

operations. One or more resources are required by each operation for which the model defines a
resource and an architectural context. The architecture context is a software object to execute the
operation, and the resource context is a set of software and hardware entities required by the
operation.
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3.2.2 Queuing Models: Pros and Cons
Queuing models can be constructed and evaluated relatively easily. However, some
aspects of the computer and communication systems cannot be represented by queuing networks.
It is quite difficult to represent systems in which there is internal concurrency or systems in
which more than one resource is acquired using queuing models.
3.3 Petri Nets
There are many extensions of Petri Nets to suit various purposes. For performance
modeling, some of these extensions include Timed Petri Nets (TPN) and Stochastic Petri Nets
(SPN).
3.3.1 Timed Petri Nets (TPN) [27, 71]
As powerful as the Petri Net formalism is, it is not sufficient for modeling performance
evaluation where quantitative measures such as throughput, response time, and average marking
are modeled. The idea of adding time to PNs is to introduce the temporal constraints on its
elements such as “a transition must fire within 20 time units” or “a token must remain in a
certain place for at least 5 time units”. So, temporal constraints are added to transitions, places,
and arcs. Most, if not all, possible approaches have been studied in the literature, adding time
constraints to places only, transitions only, arcs only or a combination of any of these. For
illustration purposes, temporal constraints on transition will be reviewed.
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There is a lower bound d and an upper bound D to a transition. If transition t is associated
with constraint [d, D] (with d ≤ D), then, after t is enabled, it must fire no less than d and no
more than D time units after it is enabled (unless it is disabled before). As can be seen in Figure
8, transition t, once enabled, can fire not before 2 time units and not after 3 time units. If a token
arrives in P1 at time T1 = 4, P2 at time T2 = 6, and P3 at time T3 = 2, then transition t fires nondeterministically between time Tmin = 8 and Tmax = 9.
P1
t
P2

P4
[2,3]

P3

Figure 8 – Timed Petri Nets
3.3.2 Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) [1, 7, 84]
SPNs were introduced in 1980 [82] as a formalism to describe Discrete Event Dynamic
Systems (DEDS) whose behaviour could be represented by Continuous-Time Markov Chains.
Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) are Timed Petri Nets with atomic firing in which the firing delays
are specified by exponentially distributed random variables, i.e. each transition ti is associated
with a random firing delay whose probability density function is a negative exponential with rate
wi. SPN consists of a race execution policy, i.e. when multiple transitions are simultaneously
enabled, the race policy selects the transition with the statistically minimum delay to fire.
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The exponential distribution for the firing delay is quite useful since a SPN, where
transitions have an exponentially distributed delay, can be mapped onto Continuous-Time
Markov Chains.

Due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution of firing

delays, SPN systems are isomorphic to continuous time Markov chains (CTMCs).
3.4

Performance Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)
Introduced in 1950s by the American Navy, PERT is a network-based methodology that

consists of planning and scheduling the many inter-related tasks in a large and complex project
[18], especially the time needed to complete each task and to identify the minimum time needed
to complete the total project [69]. PERT uses a network representation to illustrate precedence
and parallel relationships amongst activities in a given project.
In PERT, an activity in a project is a task that must be performed and an event is a
milestone which indicates the completion of one or more activities. The PERT formalism
comprises the following concepts:
PERT events (nodes): Nodes are events or points in time. This marks the start or the
completion of one or more activities. It consumes no time nor any resources. An event only
“occurs” after all the activities leading to this event have completed. In a PERT network, there is
single starting node which has only outflow arcs and a single ending node, which has only
incoming arcs.
PERT activities (arcs): Directed arcs represent activities. An arc represents the execution
of a task that has a time delay associated and requires resources. The activities leaving a node
cannot begin until all the activities (arcs) entering the node have completed their executions.
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This leads to having no cycles in a PERT network, as if an outflow activity cannot begin until all
of its inflow activities have completed, a cycle would mean the system can never continue from
that point onward. This also means that alternative flows cannot be modeled in PERT.
The PERT development process comprises the following steps [18, 69]:
i)

Identify the specific activities and milestones

ii)

Determine the proper sequence of the activities

iii)

Construct a network diagram

iv)

Estimate the time required for each activity

v)

Determine the critical path

vi)

Update the PERT chart as the project progresses.

Amongst acquiring other statistic, the PERT model helps answer the following questions:
i)

Shortest time for completion of a project

ii)

What activities are on the critical path – this is the longest possible continuous path
from an initial event to the terminal (last) event. Any additional delays along the
critical path will delay the reaching of the terminal event by at least the same amount.

3.4.1 Pros and Cons of PERT
PERT, as mentioned earlier, cannot model a system with loops/cycles nor model any
alternatives.
The network chart can easily grow quite large as the number of activities and the
dependencies increase, making the process unmanageable very quickly.
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As PERT is based on original estimates of individual activities, in real life, these time
estimates may not hold true due to certain uncertainties.

This causes PERT to provide

inaccurate information about the project completion time. A solution to this problem is to add
safety robustness in order to absorb any disruptions.
PERT also provides the activities on critical path that can directly impact the completion
time. Also, it identifies activities that have slack time and therefore could provide resources to
activities on the critical path in order to improve the overall process. This is quite useful, as
illustrated in Chapter 9.
PERT can explicitly define the dependencies between the activities such that one knows
what dependencies need to be fulfilled for the complete execution of the behaviour. With these
dependencies, it can also calculate the project completion time.

These are very powerful

properties of PERT which we also use in our research.
3.5 UML
Many extensions of UML are represented by profiles. Profiling is a mechanism in UML
that allows a modeller to extend certain aspects of the UML notations for particular domains (ex.
health care, financial) and platforms (J2EE, .NET). These profiles are defined using stereotypes,
tag definitions, and constraints that are then applied to the UML meta-model.
Seeing the need for an extension in the area of real-time and embedded software systems,
OMG adopted a UML profile called “UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance and Time
(SPT)”. However, experience with SPT revealed shortcomings in terms of expressive power and
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flexibility. With the emergence of the new UML 2.0, it became necessary to upgrade SPT and a
request for proposal (RFP) was issued seeking out a new profile, resulting in “Modeling and
Analysis of Real Time Embedded Systems” (MARTE).
MARTE extends UML to support Real Time and Embedded Systems (RTES). This
extension provides support for specification, design and verification/validation stages as well as
support to model component-based architectures, and a wide variety of different computation
paradigms (including asynchronous, synchronous, and time). The advantages of using MARTE
are the following [53]:


MARTE provides a common way of modeling both hardware and software features of a
RTES to enable better communication between developers,



MARTE enables interoperability between various development tools used for system
specification, design, implementation, verification, etc,



MARTE promotes the development of models which may be used to make quantitative
predictions of both software and hardware characteristics in regards to RTES.
MARTE is defined in three parts: MARTE Foundations, MARTE Design Model and

MARTE Analysis Model. The Analysis Model is quite applicable to our work. In this part,
Generic Quantitative Analysis Modeling (GQAM) is described. GQAM includes analysis based
on software behavior such as performance and schedulability as well as power, memory,
reliability, availability and security. MARTE further refines GQAM into Performance Analysis
Modeling (PAM) and Schedulability Analysis Modeling (SAM). PAM is used to annotate the
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existing UML meta-models such as activities, actions and flows/edges to contain performance
parameters such as duration delays, number of repetitions counts, etc.
3.6 What’s Missing
We have surveyed various modeling paradigms (performance and non-performance
models) in an attempt to model a distributed collaboration with multiple independent starting
(inputs) and ending (outputs) events at different times, where a collaboration may be
decomposed into further sub-collaborations.

UML Diagrams (Activity Diagrams and

Collaboration Diagrams) and Business Process Modeling Languages allow modeling of multiple
starting and ending events. However, they inherently assume all the starting events occur at the
same time. Petri Nets allows modeling of multiple starting events at different times. However,
compositionality of activities involving weak sequences is not possible with Petri Nets. In Petri
Nets, when a transition is triggered, a token is sent to all the receiver places. This does not allow
composition of transitions to model weak sequencing.

PERT does not allow modeling of

alternatives and loops.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we classified models to have stochastic and non-stochastic behaviour. For
models with stochastic behaviour, we further categorized models into exponential models
represented by CTMCs and non-exponential models, represented by SMPs, and GSMPs. To
model non-stochastic behaviour, we surveyed various flavours of queuing models, Petri Nets,
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PERT and UML MARTE. These models were examined in an attempt to model the performance
of behaviours of collaborations with multiple independent starting and ending events
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4. MODELING DISTRIBUTED COLLABORATION SERVICES
During the development of a distributed system, there is often a requirement to model
behaviour, both from a global system perspective and a local/component-wise perspective. In
many cases, several components in a given system collaborate with each other to produce a
global behavior. This need has been identified by several authors such as [8] and [14] and has
been referred to as the “cross-cutting” nature of services. Our understanding of “service” is an
identified functionality intending to establish some desired goals/effects amongst collaborating
entities. Often, each component takes part in several different services, so in general, the
behavior of services is composed from partial component behaviours, while component
behaviours are composed from partial service behaviours. The global view is necessary to
understand, specify, and analyze the collaborative behaviour of services provided by a system,
while the local perspective is needed to precisely design the system and its components.
In the past, it has been common to model the local view of distributed reactive systems as
a set of loosely coupled components modeled as communicating state machines, using languages
such as SDL and lately UML state diagrams. This has improved quality and modularity, mainly
by providing means to define a complex, reactive behaviour precisely in a way understandable
by humans and suitable for formal analysis and automatic code generation. However, with this
approach, even though the individual components are defined individually and precisely, the
behaviour of the service, in which the components participate, gets fragmented.
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To express the service behaviour as precisely and completely as possible, various
modeling formalisms such as MSCs, and UML Interaction Diagrams have been used. However,
as discussed in [14], recognized issues such as incompleteness, realizability, and
compositionality, are associated with global behaviours and their relationships to local
behaviours. To overcome these shortcomings, we use UML 2 Collaborations to describe the
global perspective of distributed services, but only the structural aspects – not the dynamic
behaviour. UML Collaborations depict the structures of collaborating elements, called roles,
each executing a specific function, which collectively accomplish a common goal.
UML Collaborations allow the specification of compositions of sub-services.
Collaborations defining other services can be referenced by other Collaborations through
Collaboration Use. A Collaboration Use specifies how the roles of the referenced collaborations
are bound by the containing Collaboration.

In effect, Collaborations referencing other

collaborations can be thought of as composite collaborations, while collaborations being
referenced are sub-collaborations. Hence, Collaborations directly allow service modeling and
service composition.
When collaborations are refined structurally, it is often the case that the behaviour of the
resulting sub-collaboration behaves trivial enough to be completely defined using UML
Interaction Diagrams or similar modeling formalism. However, the question of how to define
the global behaviour of composite collaborations in terms of sub-collaboration behaviours (i.e.,
the ordering of the execution of the sub-collaborations) along with the associated performance
remains.
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To answer this, we explore Collaboration Behaviour Diagrams. First, we specify our
understanding of collaboration, actors and events.
4.1 Collaborations, Actors, and Events
A collaboration specifies behaviour of a given distributed system. This includes, but is
not limited to, specification of interaction between a set of actors, execution of primitive
functions such as arithmetic functions, invocation of other collaborations (and/or itself), and
manipulation of objects such as reading/writing of attributes. The actions are sequenced using
standard UML sequencing operators such as sequence, concurrency, alternatives and loops.
An actor might be a person, a company or an organization, or a computer program or a
system that interacts with a system (in our case system is a collaboration) – an actor does
something and the system responds. An actor interacts with the system via message and data
exchanges but is external to the system (i.e. instance of the actor is not part of the instance of its
corresponding system). A role is a particular facet of an actor that requires specific services from
the modeled system. For example, a person may be a Dean of a faculty and also a professor in a
classroom and hence there are two roles associated with this actor – a Dean role and a Professor
role. In our text, we use actors and components interchangeably. In general, each system
component has some role to play, but multiple roles may be allocated to the same system
component. We adopt Bochmann’s [8] assumption that the allocation of the role to components
is predetermined.
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Informally, an event is something that happens and affects the system. UML, [62] defines
events as “a set of possible occurrences; an occurrence is something that happens that has some
consequence within the system”. Events may or may not cause a state change depending on the
conditions of a state. Examples of events are reception of a message, the fact that some
condition becomes true, for instance, that the temperature increases above a threshold value, or
the occurrence of a time-out (expiration of a timer). We consider here only the starting and
ending events representing the starting and ending of execution of roles in a collaboration. These
events are further discussed in Section 4.3.
4.2 Describing Collaborations with Partial Orders
It is a common practice to model distributed systems in terms of loosely coupled
components modeled as communicating state machines, using languages such as Input/Output
finite state machine (FSM), or an Input/Output Automata (IOA): the specification is a collection
of states, and from any state, valid inputs trigger the production of an output and possibly a state
change. FSM supports queues while IOA does not. State machines with variables, such as SDL
[72] and UML State Machines [62], are called extended state machines. Extended state
machines make use of the underlying formalism to model much more complex problems than is
practical without including extended state variables. For example, let’s say the behaviour of a
keyboard depends on the number of keystrokes and after 5000 keystrokes, the keyboard enters a
final state. Without state variables, each keystroke would be modeled as a state(for example,
pressing a keystroke in state state_200 would lead to state state_201), which is clearly
impractical. With state variables, there can be a key-stroke-counter variable which could be
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initialized to 5000 and decrement by every keystroke until the key-stroke-counter reaches zero,
and the keyboard then enters the final state.
These formalisms are adequate when specifying a sequential system. To specify behaviour
of a concurrent system, an Input/Output FSM would require listing all possible ordering
(combinations) of inputs and outputs, which is simply not practical. This would lead to a
specification that would be quite large and difficult to create, hard to interpret and thus to
understand, and whose size would make it difficult to analyze. Other models such as multi-port
FSMs [51] could potentially be used, where several distributed ports are considered and at a
given port, an input can generate concurrent outputs at different ports. However, this model is
still intrinsically sequential regarding the inputs, which must be specified one at a time (although
one such single input can generate several, concurrent outputs on different ports).
Bochmann et al. [11], introduced a new FSM methodology to specify a system with some
form of concurrency: Partial Order Input Output Automata (POIOA), an extension to IOAs to
deal with concurrency. In a POIOA, each transition is characterized by a partially ordered set of
inputs and outputs, thus capturing the causal relationships (or enforced sequencing) between
these events. This allows an up-to-exponential reduction of the number of transitions in the
model, as compared with an equivalent system specified as a single I/O FSM, or even a multiport FSM. More specifically, in a POIOA, the inputs may arrive concurrently, and transitions
may execute partially, in several steps, reacting to inputs as they arrive and producing outputs as
soon as they can be produced.
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Adapting this methodology, we model the dynamics of inputs and outputs of activities
(collaborations) as partially ordered events, where dependencies may exist between these events,
shown by an arc “” where e1  e2 means e2 is directly dependent on e1.
4.3 Collaboration Behaviour Diagram
The structural aspect of a collaboration can be defined by Collaboration Diagrams
specified in UML [62] but we believe there is a need to define the semantics for the dynamic
behaviour. To that end, we introduce the Collaboration Behaviour Diagram (CBD) to model
the dynamic behaviour of UML Collaborations. We define the syntax for the Collaboration
Behaviour Diagram very similar to the syntax of well-structured UML Activity Diagram defined
in UML [62], but there are some differences. We model a partially ordered set of starting events
and ending events for each role in the collaboration. Starting events are events that mark the
beginning of the execution of actions by a given role in the collaboration. Ending events are
events that mark the ending of the execution of actions by that role in the given collaboration.
For a given role, due to local sequencing, there will always be a dependency from the starting
event of that role to the ending event of that role. However, quite often, other dependencies may
exist between starting events of a role and endings events of another role, or between multiple
starting events or between multiple ending events. Hence, these dependencies form a partial
order between the events.

This partial order then models the dynamic behaviour of the

collaboration. It is important to note that it is not necessary that all roles start their execution at
the same time and end their executions at the same time, a requirement imposed for UML
Activity Diagrams.
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In addition, we use the concept of initiating events – these are those starting events, for
which there is no preceding event in the partial order among the starting event. An initiating
event marks the beginning of a collaboration. Note, that a given collaboration may have more
than one initiating event. Similarly, terminating events are those ending event, for which there
is no succeeding event in the partial order among all ending events.

Note, that a given

collaboration may have more than one terminating event. These concepts were introduced in [8].
A UML class diagram showing these concepts is given in Figure 9. We note that the
distinction between starting and initiating (and between ending and terminating) events is
important for modeling strict sequencing, as described in Section 5.1.
For the graphical representation of the dynamic behavior, we use a notation similar to
UML Activity diagrams, illustrated in Figure 10a, where starting and ending events are shown as
unfilled circle while initiating and terminating events are shown as filled-in circles.

*

roles

covered
1

0..1

activity

*
*

ending

terminating

starting

initiating

events

Figure 9 – Event Relationship Meta-Model
There is some similarity between our partial-order modeling and POIOA [11]. POIOA
models input and output events. These events are typically external messages / signals which
start and end an execution. They do not relate these events to the behaviour of any role.
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However, these events can be considered as the initiating and terminating events of our modeling
paradigm, CBD. In our modeling paradigm, we take it a step further, and recognize the fact that
some roles may not be waiting for an external message to start their actions but are waiting for a
message from another component within the same collaboration. This is the case for role R2 in
Figure 10a, as role R2 waits for a message from role R1 to start its execution.
In Figure 10a, events i1 and o1 are initiating and terminating events while i2 and o2 are
starting and ending events, of roles R1 and R2, respectively. As i1 and o1 are events of the same
role R1, o1 must occur after i1 due to local sequencing (the same is true for i2 and o2). The
starting events that are not initiating events must be triggered by a message received from a role
that has an initiating event (directly / indirectly). In this example, since i1 is the only initiating
event, all events, including i2, must occur after i1. A direct dependency is shown by “”, where
i1  i2 means i2 is dependent on i1. Due to the transitivity property, the relationships i1  i2 and
i2  o2, leads to indirect dependency i1  o2 shown by the dashed arrow “┈>.”

Collaborations can be comprised of other sub-collaborations. Quite often details of subcollaborations are provided (or known) and hence we can model the sub-collaborations and the
dependencies amongst these sub-collaborations such as in Figure 10b (in this example, we
assume the dependencies are a resultant of a strict sequence where execution of all the roles
needs to be completed before a “dependent” collaboration may start). Other times, only the
dependencies between the roles are known such as in Figure 10c and the inner details are hidden.
Note: example in Figure 10c can be obtained from Figure 10b using the transitivity property.
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To keep our diagrams clutter free, we do not necessarily model all the indirect
dependencies.

initiating
event

R1

R2

i1

i2

indirect
dependency

direct
dependency
terminating
event

starting
event

o1

o2

ending
event

Figure 10a – Activity represented as a CBD

R1

R2

R3

R1

Figure 10b – Abstract Collaboration with

R2

R3

Figure 10c – Dependencies due to Transitivity

details
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4.3.1 Modeling with CBD – an Example
Figure 11a models a fictitious Travel Management System, where a client (C) uses a
Travel Management System (M) to search for flights and hotels. M delegates this task to an Air
Travel Management System (A) and a Hotel Management System (H) in sub-collaboration
ProcessFlights (PF) and sub-collaboration ProcessHotels (PH).

In the ProcessFlights sub-

collaboration, A inquires the flight companies, Reliable Airways (R) and Fast Airways (F),
which process the request and return the results back to A, who informs M of their available
options. The process is similar for the ProcessHotels sub-collaboration with roles E and P.

QueryFlight&Hotel
M

M

A

H

F

R

E

P
A

Query (Q)

H

w

F
R
E
P

Process Flights (PF)

Travel
Management
System
Air Travel
Management
System
Hotel
Management
System
Fast Airways
Reliable Airways
Excellent Hotel
PremiumHotel

w
Process Hotels (PH)

QueryFlight&
Hotel

Figure 11a – Composite Collaboration QueryFlight&Hotel
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In Figure 11b, we show all the dependencies between the various events by arcs. The
initiating and terminating events are shown by filled-in circles while the other starting and
ending roles are shown by un-filled circles. The three sub-collaborations, Query, ProcessFlights
and ProcessHotels are abstracted by QueryFlight&Hotel. Note: the starting event of a role in
the abstract collaboration is the same event as the starting event of the first collaboration that role
is involved in; i.e. SiM = QiM, SiA = QiA, SiH = QiH, SiF = PFiF, SiR = PFiR, SiE = PHiE, and SiP = PHiP.
Similar, the ending events of a role in the abstract collaboration is the same event as the ending

POS of QueryFlight&Hotel
M
SiM
QiM

A
SiA
QiA

H

F

R

E

P

SiH

SiF

SiR

SiE

SiP

QiH
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M
A
PFiF

PFiR

H

Process
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(PF)
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PFoA

PFoR
PH iE

PH iP

PH oE

PH oP

Process
Hotels
(PH)
PH oM

SoM

PH oH

SoA

SoH

SoF
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SoE

F
R
E
P

SoP

Figure 11b – CBD of QueryFlight&Hotel collaboration
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event of the last collaboration that role is involved in, i.e.,
PFoF

PHoM

= SoM,

PFoA

= SoA,

PHoH

= SoH,

= SoF, PFoR = SoR, PHoE = SoE, and PHoP = SoP.
Let us analyze the weak sequencing between Query and ProcessFlights. As discussed in

Section 2.3.1, a weak sequence implies that ProcessFlights may start its execution as soon as the
involved roles become available and need not to wait for execution from all the roles in Query to
complete. Hence, even if all the actions in Query have not concluded, ProcessFlights may
potentially start to execute, for example, once role A completes its execution in sub-collaboration
Query, it can start its execution in ProcessFlights even if role H is still executing some action in
Query. Similarly, role H, once having completed its execution in sub-collaboration Query, may
start its execution in ProcessHotels, even if role A is still executing some actions in subcollaboration Query.

In contrast, had there been strict sequencing between Query and

ProcessHotels, then no execution in ProcessHotels could have started until all the actions in
Query had ended.
4.4 Notation
For the remainder of the thesis, we use the following notations:


Upper case letters denote collaborations (ex. A and B would refer to collaboration A and
B)



R(X) – set of the roles involved in collaboration X



rx – refers to a role of collaboration X, where rx ε R(X).
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I(X) – the set of starting events of collaboration X



O(X) – the set of ending events of collaboration X



Te –the time of the occurrence of the event e



Xα

– “α” defines any of the above characteristics in activity “X”. ex. DTe is the time of the

occurrence of the event e in activity D
4.5 Determining Dependencies
Often there is little or no information about the performance of a sub-activity or the
dependency relationships between the involved sub-collaborations and roles. To overcome this,
we have devised a methodology to obtain the delays between the starting and ending events of
the involved roles in a sub-activity. With this methodology, we also realize the dependencies (if
any exists) between the involved roles.
Bochmann et al. in [11] introduces Partial Order Input/Output Automata (POIOA), which
are automata with a finite number of states while each transition is associated with a labelled
partially ordered set of input and output events as described in Section 4.2. [11] describes a
method for testing a given implementation, assumed to be modeled as POIOA, to determine
whether it realizes the partial-order relationships between the input and output events that are
defined by a given behaviour specification, also given in the form of a POIOA. This is done by
discovering unspecified output faults, missing output and unsupported input, by comparing the
results produced by the implementation to the values predicted by the specification.
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The testing method proceeds as follows – we model here the input (output) events of a
POIOA by the starting (ending) events of the collaboration, and assume that all input events are
independent of one another. In a given collaboration A, for each starting event i ε I(A), we
perform the following two steps:

Step 1:

Apply all starting events im ε (I(A) \ {i}) and observe all ending events that will
occur. Call this set O1.

Step 2:

Apply the starting event i and observe all ending events that will occur. Call this
set O2.

Note: All ending events in O1 have no partial-order dependency on starting event i, while the
ending events in O2 have a partial-order dependency on starting event i. The union of O1 and O2
must be equal to O(A).
Also, in Step 1, one waits for all the dependent events to occur – the maximum amount of
time one should wait for all the dependent events to occur is application-specific. For example,
in a networking environment, the maximum wait time for all the events, where the events are the
arrival of data packets, could be 30 seconds. Possibly, this time delay could be defined in the
specification of the given system.
We propose to extend this testing procedure by collecting performance measurements at
the same time, as follows: For the occurrence of each ending event o ε O2, we measure the delay
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between the time of occurrence of the starting event i and the occurrence of the ending event o.
We call this delay the Nominal Execution Time Delay of o after i, written as Δio.
4.6 Nominal Execution Time Delay (NETD)
Definition: Nominal Execution Time Delay (NETD) of event o after event i for a
collaboration A, where i ε I(A) and o ε O(A), is the time delay between event i and event o in
collaboration A, provided that all the other starting events I’(A), where I’(A) = ( I(A) \ {i}) of
collaboration A have occurred a long time before event i (note: “\” represent “set minus”). The
NETD is written as AΔio.
All the actions in A have a dependency on at least one starting event of A, i.e., all the
actions in A are triggered by at least one starting event. Occurrence of starting events in I’(A)
long time ago ensures that all the actions in A that had a dependency on I’(A) would have the
time to execute completely. Hence, any remaining actions in A are dependent only on i.
It is clear that that if a dependency exists between two events i and o, where o is
dependent on i, then the NETD between these two events will always be a positive real number:
i
AΔ o

≥ 0 for all events o dependent on i

(11)

Note: We consider that there are cases where a dependency exists between events but
their NETD is zero. For example, in local sequencing, if there is no execution between a starting
event and the ending event of the same role, then this results in a dependency with a NETD with
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the value zero. Another example is the NETD between an ending event of a collaboration and
the starting event of the successor collaboration of the same role. As mentioned in Section 4.3.1,
these two events represent the same moment in time and hence a dependency exists but their
NETD is zero.
In the above test methodology, we note that the ending events o’ in O1 are not dependent on
the starting event i. We say that, NETD between two events o’ and i, where event o’ is not
dependent on event i, is:
i
AΔ o’

= –∞

(12)

which means that o’ may occur much earlier than i.
4.7 Delays for a Given Activity
In a given collaboration D, if the starting events are generated in an arbitrary order with
arbitrary timing, it is clear that the time delay between the occurrence of a starting event i and a
dependent ending event o can never be shorter than the NETD DΔio measured during the above
testing procedure. The time of the ending event has to be greater than or equal to the sum of
time of the starting event and the NETD between that starting event and the ending event.
Hence, we have the following relationship:
DTo

≥ DTi + DΔio,

(13)
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Generalizing this further, we note that the ending event o can only occur after all the
starting events on which it depends have already occurred, that is (13) must be satisfied for all
the starting events. Hence, the time of the ending event o can be calculated as:

DTo

≥ maxiε I(D) (DTi + DΔio),

(14a)

The time of the ending event o can be larger or equal to the sum of the time of the starting
event and the delay from the starting to the ending event. The relation “larger” is due to possible
sharing of resources, or other unexpected delays.
If we assume there are no shared resources (i.e., CPU sharing or such) and no queuing
delay, and delays involved are only that of the execution of actions from the starting to the
ending event, then the time of the output can be calculated as:

DTo

= maxiε I(D) (DTi + DΔio),

(14b)

Due to (11), both (14a) and (14b) will always result in a positive real number.
It is important to note that the Nominal Execution Time Delay (NETD) defined above
depends on a particular control flow path that was followed during the execution of a
collaboration. This particular flow path could depend on many things – path chosen during an
alternative, the number of times a sub-collaboration is executed within a loop etc. Therefore we
write (cp)DΔio for the NETD between i and o of collaboration D for a particular control flow path
cp.
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4.8 Types of Delays
For the modeling of the performance of collaborations, we consider that the NETD that
capture the performance of a collaboration could be of one three types: fixed delays, range of
delays, and delays defined in terms of probability distributions – stochastic delays.
4.8.1 Stochastic Delays (SD)
In this case, we assume that the execution delays (measured or specified) are of stochastic
nature and are defined by a probability distribution that could be measured by performing a large
number of delay measurements. We call these stochastic delays, (stoc)(cp)DΔio. We recognize that
stochastic delays could follow any kind of distribution. Hence, for our work in this thesis, we
provide general formulas that can be applied to any kind of distribution. Also, as normal
distributions can be used to approximate most if not all kinds of distributions under certain
conditions due to the Central Limit Theorem, we provide in Chapter 6 approximations for
stochastic delays in terms of normal distributions.
4.8.1.1 Special Case of Stochastic Delay - Fixed Delay (FD)
If a given NETD has a stochastic delay where the distribution is a Dirac Delta function,
then we can say that the NETD has a determinist duration or a fixed delay (FD)

(fixed)

(cp)

i
DΔ o.

This means that the delay for a given control flow path cp always results in the same value
provided the starting conditions (or initial states) are the same for all participating components.
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Fixed delays are commonly used when there is a need to specify performance for a single
control flow path for hard real time control systems. For example, a performance requirement
could be that a traffic light takes exactly 45 seconds to go from green to red, exactly another 20
seconds to go from green to yellow and exactly another 2 seconds to go from yellow to red.
4.8.2 Range of Delays (RD)
We say that a NETD (cp)DΔio, has a range of delays (RD) where the delay specified for a
control flow cp may provide different values, and it is important to specify minimum and
maximum values, written as

(max)

(cp)

i
DΔ o

and

(min)

(cp)
i
DΔ o

respectively. In reality, the delays may

be of stochastic nature, but one is normally not interested in the precise form of the probability
distribution. Range of delays is used to describe the behavior of system models for hard real-time
systems, using for instance the formalization of Timed Automata.
If the range is infinitesimally small, where the

(max)

(cp)

i
DΔ o

–

(min)

(cp)
i
DΔ o

≈ 0, then this

results in a Fixed Delay as detailed above.
4.9 Summary
In this chapter, we discuss various elements of a distributed system, such as collaborations,
actors and events. We review partially ordered sets (posets) and, based on UML Activity
Diagrams and posets, we introduce Collaboration Behaviour Diagrams, a modeling paradigm to
model the behaviour of a system with multiple independent starting and ending events. We also
introduce a testing methodology to determine dependencies and delays between various starting
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and ending events in a given collaboration and introduce the notation of NETDs, which define
stochastic, fixed or a range of delays.
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5. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPOSITE
COLLABORATIONS
Performance of workflows and activities has been explored by various authors. Chuang et
al. discussed a stochastic Petri-net workflow model to propose various performance formulas for
basic routing pattern of a workflow system [84]. Li et al. extended the Workflow net (WF-net)
with timing information to provide a formal framework for modeling and performance analysis
[48]. In their work, they proposed a method for computing the lower bound of the average
turnaround time of transaction instances in a given workflow. Similar work has been done by
Hao et al. [30], Wang et al. [84], and Lazowska et al. [47]. McNeile [56] modeled and analyzed
end-to-end workflow delays but their analysis assumed that all the components are available at
the beginning of the workflow, yielding a single workflow delay.
The above mentioned works assume a workflow implemented as an execution of activities
implemented by a single role. This is far from reality. A typical workflow includes several
roles, while each role may participate in several workflows. Complexity increases when
analyzing performance of a workflow involving several roles.
With a single role participating, it is inherently assumed that the single component
becomes available at the starting time of the execution of the workflow. Also, the ending event
of the collaboration is only dependent on the starting event of the same role as there is no other
role involved i.e. local sequencing. Dependencies between various events exist either due to
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local sequencing or due to the sequencing operators. Performance is analyzed based on these
dependencies.
With a workflow involving multiple roles, the very first concern is the starting time of each
role involved in the given workflow. The assumption that all the roles start at the same time is
unrealistic. Secondly, within a given collaboration, dependencies need to be identified which
may exist between various events of different roles. Based on these dependencies, then
performance can be analyzed for not only events involved in local sequencing but also between
events of one role and events of another role. As such we explore well-structured collaborations
with multiple roles, sequenced with standard UML operators to yield a global collaboration,
describing an abstract service.
We proposed a general formula to determine the time of the ending event of a role relative
to the time of the starting event of another (or the same) role and the NETD between these two
events in Section 4.7. For example, in the Travel Management System from Section 4.3.1, in the
collaboration “QueryFlight&Hotel”, the time of the ending event for all the involved roles can be
calculated based on the time of the starting events and the associated NETDs. Similarly, for the
abstract collaboration “Query”, the time of the ending events are again dependent on the time of
the starting events and the associated NETDs. However, “QueryFlight&Hotel” collaboration is
composed of “Query”, “ProcessFlight” and “ProcessHotel” sub-collaborations. Assuming that
the performance characteristics for each sub-collaboration are known, we show in this chapter
how the performance characteristics for the global behaviour can be calculated based on the
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NETDs of the constituent sub-collaborations and the control flow between the different subcollaborations.
We consider NETDs to be fixed, in a range or stochastic, as discussed in Section 4.8. This
is annotated by

w
(mzz)DΔ z

for the delay from the starting event w ε I(D) to the ending event z ε

O(D), where mzz is the delay type, i.e. mzz = fixed, max, min or stoc.
In the following, we consider various control flow operators combining sub-collaborations
A and B, and forming a well-structured composite collaboration D. We assume that there are
multiple roles involved in sub-collaboration A and B, where some roles may be involved only in
sub-collaboration A or only in sub-collaboration B or in both. To that end, we define the
following sets of roles:



R(D) = R(A) ∪ R(B): the roles involved in the composite collaboration D are the roles
involved in collaboration A and B.



RC(D) = R(A) ∩ R(B) : the “common roles”, that is, the roles that are involved in both
collaborations A and B.



RNC(A) = R(A) – RC(D) : the “non-common roles” of A, that is, the roles involved in subcollaboration A but not in sub-collaboration B.

The delay (mzz)DΔwz of the composite collaboration D depends on the participation of the roles w
and z in the sub-collaborations A and/or B. As such, for each operator, the formulas are
classified according to this participation.
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5.1 Strict Sequence
Figure 12a shows strict sequencing of sub-collaboration A followed by sub-collaboration
B, also written as A ;s B, where “;s” represents strict sequence. [10] defines strict sequencing of
A ;s B as “...the left subexpression must be terminated completely before execution of the service
defined by the right subexpression may be started.” This can be modeled by the partial order
diagram of Figure 12b. We take this diagram as the definition of the strict sequence A ;s B. This
diagram includes the event As, which we call Synchronization Event. This event occurs when all

rA'

rA

w
AΔ x
a
AΔ S

rC' rB

rB'

A
oA’

oA

s

As

iB
oB

B

b – CBD of Strict Sequence
Figure 12 – Strict Sequence
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roles involved in sub-collaboration A have completed executing their actions in subcollaboration A.
We note that if a role is involved in sub-collaboration A and not in sub-collaboration B,
then that role becomes available for its next collaboration as soon as it completes its execution in
A and needs not wait for the completion of sub-collaboration B.
NETD: The Nominal Execution Time Delay (mzz)DΔwz from a starting event w ε I(D) to an
ending event z ε O(D) for the composite collaboration D = A ;s B can be calculated using the
formulas given in Table 2.
Table 2 – NETD (mzz)DΔwz for Strict Sequence: A ;s B
Cases

Fixed Delays / Range of Delays

Stochastic Delay

1 w ε I(A) and z ε O(B)

(cp)
w
(stoc)AΔ x(t)) (15s)
maxx ε O(A) ( (cp)(mzz)AΔwx) (15f) (∏ O A
⊗ (∏ I B (cp)(stoc)BΔyz(t))
+ maxy ε I(B)((cp)(mzz)BΔyz)

2 w ε I(A) and z ε ONC(A)

(cp)

w
(mzz)AΔ z

(16f)

(cp)

3 w ε INC(B) and z ε O(B)

(cp)

w
(mzz)BΔ z

(17f)

(cp)

4 w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(A) –∞

w
(stoc)AΔ z(t)

(16s)

w
(stoc)BΔ z(t)

(17s)

(18f) –∞

(18s)

In the following, we justify the formulas given in Table 2. We assume that all the dependencies
shown in Figure 12b as arrows are associated with a zero delay and mzz = max, min or fixed.
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Case (1) – w ε I(A) and z ε O(B) : the role of the starting event w is involved in sub-

collaboration A and the role of the ending event z is involved in sub-collaboration B. The
delay from a starting event of any role w of sub-collaboration A to the synchronization event
(As), is the maximum of the delays of all dependencies from the starting event w through all the
ending events of A to event As.
Using (4) and (6) from Section 3.1.4.2, this can be calculated as follows, when the delay is a
fixed delay or a range of delays:

Fixed or Range of Delays:

(cp)

w
(mzz)AΔ s

Stochastic Delay:

(cp)

w
(stoc)AΔ s(t)

= max x

ε O(A) (

=∏

O A

(cp)

(cp)

w
(mzz)AΔ x)

(19f)

w
(stoc)AΔ x(t)

(19s)

To produce the ending event z, the dependencies from all the starting events of sub-collaboration
B must be satisfied. Again from (4) and (6), this can be calculated as:

Fixed or Range of Delays:

(cp)

(cp)

Stochastic Delay:

s
(mzz)AΔ z

= max y

s
(stoc)AΔ z(t)

=∏

ε I(B) (

I A

(cp)

(cp)

y
(mzz)BΔ z)

(20f)

y
(stoc)BΔ z(t))

(20s)

It is clear from Figure 12 that the total time delay DΔwz is the resultant of

(cp)
w
AΔ s

series. When the delay is either fixed or range of delays, then using (1),

w
(mzz)DΔ z

(mzz)

(cp)

w
AΔ s

w
(stoc)DΔ z(t)

and

(mzz)

(cp)
s
BΔ z.

and

(cp)

s
AΔ z

in

is the sum of

Again, similarly, if the delay is a distribution, then using (2),

is the convolution of (stoc)(cp)AΔws(t) and (stoc)(cp)BΔsz(t).
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Case (2) – w ε I(A) and z ε ONC(A): role of the starting event w is involved in sub-

collaboration A, and the role of the ending event z is involved in sub-collaboration A and
not in sub-collaboration B. As sub-collaboration B is not involved, the NETD from w to z of
collaboration D is the NETD from w to z of sub-collaboration A as all the other starting events
have occurred a long time ago, leaving only the dependency from w to z in sub-collaboration A.


Case (3) – w ε INC(B) and z ε O(B): the role of the starting event w is involved in sub-

collaboration B and not in sub-collaboration A and the role of the ending event z is
involved in sub-collaboration B. Similar to case (2), all the other starting events have occurred
a long time ago, leaving only the delay from w to z in sub-collaboration B, and hence the NETD
of collaboration D is that of the NETD of sub-collaboration B.
 Case (4) – w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(A): the role of the starting event is involved in subcollaboration B and not in sub-collaboration A, and the role of the ending event is involved
only in sub-collaboration A and not in sub-collaboration B. Sub-collaboration A is followed
by sub-collaboration B, and not the other way around. As there is no causal dependency from
the event w of sub-collaboration B to the event z of sub-collaboration A, there is no delay from
events of sub-collaboration B to events of sub-collaboration A, which is encoded by the –∞ value
(see Section 4.6).
5.2 Weak Sequence
In contrast to strict sequencing, Figure 13 shows weak sequencing of sub-collaboration A
followed by sub-collaboration B, also written as A ;w B where “;w” represents weak sequence.
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[8] defines weak sequencing A1 ;w A2 as “...each system component locally applies sequencing
to the local sub-collaborations of A1 and A2, that is, a component may start with subcollaborations that belong to A2 as soon as it has completed all its local sub-collaborations that
are part of A1.”
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Figure 13 – Weak Sequence

A partial order diagram of A ;w B is shown in Figure 13b, where components in subcollaboration B start their processing as soon as they have completed their processing in subcollaboration A. We takes this diagram as the definition of the weak sequence A ;w B. For the
roles not involved in sub-collaboration A, and only involved in sub-collaboration B, they may
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start their execution in sub-collaboration B without any delay stemming from sub-collaboration
A, possibly even before sub-collaboration A begins its execution.
NETD: The Nominal Execution Time Delays for the composite collaboration D = A ;w B
from the starting event w ε I(D) to the ending event z ε O(D),

w
(mzz)DΔ z,

are given by the

formulas in Table 3:
Table 3 – NETD (mzz)DΔwz for Weak Sequence: A ;w B
Fixed Delays /
Range of Delays

Cases

Stochastic Delay

1 w ε I(A) and z ε O(B)

maxxεIc(D) ((cp)(mzz)AΔwx (21f) ∏
+ (cp)(mzz)BΔxz )

2 w ε I(A) and z ε ONC(A)

(cp)

w
(mzz)AΔ z

(22f)

(cp)

3 w ε INC(B) and z ε O(B)

(cp)

w
(mzz)BΔ z

(23f)

(cp)

4 w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(A) –∞

((cp)(stoc)AΔwx(t)

(21s)

⊗ (cp)(stoc)BΔxz(t))
w
(stoc)AΔ z(t)

(22s)

w
(stoc)BΔ z(t)

(23s)

(24f) –∞

(24s)

Similar to strict sequencing, in the following, we justify the formulas given in Table 3. We again
assume that all the dependencies shown in Figure 13 by an arrow are associated with a zero
delay and mzz = max, min or fixed.
Note: The justification is the same for stochastic delays that is of the fixed and range of delays,
and hence we justify the formulas for only the fixed and range of delays and not for the
stochastic delays.
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Case (1) – w ε I(A) and z ε O(B) : role of the starting event w is involved in sub-

collaboration A and the role of the ending event z is involved in sub-collaboration B. There
must exist some common role(s) between A and B for a dependency (and hence a delay) to exist
from the starting event in A to the ending event in B. As the ending event in sub-collaboration A
is the same event as the starting event in sub-collaboration B for each common role x, the time of
the ending event and the starting event is the same. We can then conclude from (2) that the delay
for the “dependency path” through role x, is the sum of two delays:
(mzz)path_delay_through_x

= (cp)(mzz)AΔwx + (cp)( mzz)BΔxz

(25f)

To find the delay to ending event z, traversing each path from w  x and x  z will ensure all
the dependencies that z depends on will be satisfied, resulting in:
(cp)

w
( mzz)DΔ z

= max x ε Ic(D) ((cp)( mzz)AΔwx +(cp)( mzz)BΔxz)

(26f)

 Case (2) – w ε I(A) and z ε ONC(A): role of the starting event w is involved in subcollaboration A, and the role of the ending event z is involved in sub-collaboration A and
not in sub-collaboration B. This case is similar to that of Case (2) of strict sequencing.


Case (3) – w ε INC(B) and z ε O(B): the role of the starting event w is involved in sub-

collaboration B and not in sub-collaboration A and the role of the ending event z is
involved in sub-collaboration B. This case is similar to that of Case (3) of strict sequencing.
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 Case (4) – w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(A): the role of the starting event is involved in subcollaboration B and not in sub-collaboration A, and the role of the ending event is involved
only in sub-collaboration A and not in sub-collaboration B. This case is similar to that of
Case (4) of strict sequencing.
5.3 Concurrency
Figure 14 shows concurrent execution of sub-collaborations A and B, written as A
|| B. The non-common roles become available for their next collaboration, as soon as their
execution has completed in their respective sub-collaborations.

rA

rA’

rC

rC’ rB

rB’
D

iA’

iA

A

w
AΔ x

oA oA’

A

iB

B

w
DΔ z

iB’
y
BΔ z

B
oB oB’

a – Control Flow

b – CBD of Concurrent Sub-Collaborations
Figure 14 – Concurrency
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We assume there are infinite processes each with their own processor for any given
common role. Hence, one implementation of a common role does not have any effect on the
performance of a second implementation of the same common role. However, the common roles
are available for their next collaboration only when execution of the common role has completed
in both sub-collaborations, such as shown in Figure 14b.
NETD: The NETD from the starting event w to the ending event z, (mzz)DΔwz, for collaboration D
= A || B can be calculated using the formulas in Table 4.
Table 4 – NETD (mzz)DΔwz for Concurrency: A || B
Cases

Fixed Delays /
Range of Delays

1

w ε IC(D) and z ε OC(D)

max(

2

(w ε INC(A) and z ε O(A)) or
(w ε I(A) and z ε ONC(A)

(cp)

3

(w ε INC(B) and z ε O(B)) or
(w ε I(B) and z ε ONC(B))

(cp)

4

(wεINC(A) and z ε ONC(B)) or
(w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(A))

–∞

(cp)

w
(mzz)AΔ z,
(cp)
w
(mzz)BΔ z)

Stochastic Delays

(27f)

(cp)

w
(stoc)AΔ z(t)
(cp)
w
(stoc)BΔ z(t)

w
(mzz)AΔ z

(28f)

(cp)

w
(stoc)AΔ z(t)

(38s)

w
(mzz)BΔ z

(29f)

(cp)

w
(stoc)BΔ z(t)

(29s)

(30f)

–∞

*

(27s)

(30f)

where mzz = max, min or fixed
We again assume that all the dependencies shown in Figure 14b by an arrow are associated with
a zero delay. For these formulas, we consider each of the equations:
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 Case (1) – (w ε IC(D) and z ε OC(D)): roles of both the starting event and the ending, are
“common” roles i.e. they are involved in both sub-collaborations A and B. For the execution
of two concurrent sub-collaborations, a common role must complete its execution in both subcollaborations before any subsequent executions can be performed by that role, as shown in
Figure 14b. Since the given common role is the same for both sub-collaborations, the starting
events must occur at the same time. Hence from (4) and (6), the delay is the maximum of two
delays represented by the maximum of two fixed values or the product of the two distributions.


Case (2) – (w ε INC(A) and z ε O(A)) or (w ε I(A) and z ε ONC(A)): either role of the

starting event is a non-common role of sub-collaboration A while role of the ending event is
any role of sub-collaboration A, or vice-versa. As can be seen in Figure 14b, except for the
delay from the starting event to the ending event of the common roles, the NETD between the
starting event w and ending event z where (w ε I(A) and z ε Oc(A)) or (w ε Ic(A) and z ε O(A))
or (w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(A)) is due only to the delay from the starting event w to the
dependent ending event z. There is no other dependency which needs to be satisfied for event z
to occur. Hence, the NETD of collaboration D is the NETD of collaboration A from w to z, that
is AΔwz.


Case (3) – (w ε INC(B) and z ε O(B)) or (w ε I(B) and z ε ONC(B)): same as case (6)

except for sub-collaboration B instead of sub-collaboration A. This scenario is similar to
the Case (6) above.
Case (4) – (w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(B)) or (w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(A)): either role of the
starting event is a non-common role in sub-collaboration A while role of the ending event
is a non-common role in sub-collaboration B, or vice-versa. As can be seen from Figure 14b,
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there is no dependency from a starting event of a non-common role of collaboration A to an
ending event of a non-common role of collaboration B (or A). As defined by (3), the NETD for
non-dependent events is –∞.
5.4 Alternatives
Figure 15 shows the alternative choice between two sub-collaborations, A and B, written
as A [] B. This behaviour is abstracted as collaboration D. So far, only a single control flow
path had existed for strict/weak sequence and concurrency. We had considered fixed delays,
range of delays and delay distributions for a single control flow path.
A control flow path among collaborations defines in which order the non-refined
collaborations are executed. A behaviour may have alternatives, interruptions and loops which
may allow for different paths for a given behavior definition. It is clear there may exist several
different paths in a collaboration – for instance, each branch of an alternative yields a different
path. In general, the number of different paths is infinite. For instance, the number of times a
while loop is executed may be unbounded, and the body of a loop or alternative may include
embedded loops or alternatives, which results in a recursive structure of possible execution
paths.
For an alternative, there can be multiple control flow paths, one flow path for each
alternative path of execution.
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Before either of the two collaborations execute, a choice needs to be made between the
two sub-collaborations. We assume the choice is made by a set of roles C*, where C* ε R(D),
and we assume that all the roles involved in making the choice make the same choice. No action
in either sub-collaboration A or B may execute until this choice is made. We model this decision
making process by adding an abstract sub-collaboration “Choice” preceding the subcollaborations A and B, where we introduce a dependency from the starting events of C* to
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POS Equivalent
rC rC* rC*’ rC’ rB

r’B

Alternative

Choice
p

A

q

iA

B

iA’

w
AΔ x

A
oA

w
DΔ z

oA’
iB

B
oB

a – Control Flow

b – Partial Order Equivalent
Figure 15 – Alternative Operator
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iB’
oB’

y
BΔ z

the ending events of all the roles in sub-collaboration Choice. This is to make sure none of the
roles start their execution in either of the two sub-collaborations. Hence, sub-collaboration
Choice weakly precedes with collaboration A and B. The set of roles in sub-collaboration
Choice is defined by R(Choice) = C*

R(A)

dependencies between the starting event of C* and z

R(B).

This may introduce additional

O(D). We assume the choice and the

propagation of this choice to all the other involved roles (shown by the dependency arcs in
Choice sub-collaboration) is done instantaneously, and does not add any delay. Also note that
for non-initiating roles may not need explicit choice propagation.
First we analyze the sub-collaborations for a particular single control flow path and
calculate fixed delays, range of delays and delay distributions and based on these delays, then we
consider all possible control flow paths and calculate the range of delays and stochastic delays.
5.4.1 Consideration of a Single Control Flow Path
NETD: If we consider the control flow path for which sub-collaboration A executes, then the
NETD, (cp)(mzz)DΔwz, for the composite collaboration D consisting of an alternative execution such
as shown in Figure 15b is obtained as shown in Table 5a. The definition for delays for the case
that sub-collaboration B executes is similar to that of Table 5a and can be obtained by symmetry.
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Table 5a – NETD for A [] B for a Single Control Flow Path when A executes
Case
1

w ε I(C*) and

Fixed and Range of Delays

Stochastic Delays
((cp)(stoc)AΔyz(t)) (31s)

maxyεI(A) ((cp)(mzz)AΔyz) (31f)

∏

0

(32f)

δ(0)

(32s)

(cp)
w
(mzz)AΔ z

(33f)

(cp)
w
(stoc)AΔ z(t)

(33s)

–∞

(34f)

–∞

(34s)

0

(35f)

δ(0)

(34s)

z ε O(A)
2

w ε I(C*) and
z ε ONC(B)

3

w ∉ I(C*) and
(w ε I(A) and z ε O(A))

4

w ∉ I(C*) and
(w ε INC(B) or
z ε ONC(B) where w ≠ z)

5

w ∉ I(C*) and
(w ε INC(B), or
z ε ONC(B)where w = z)

where mzz = fixed, max or min.
We again assume that all the dependencies shown in Figure 15b by an arrow are
associated with a zero delay. Also, note that collaboration A and B both are preceded by a
Choice collaboration. In a Choice collaboration, there is a delay of at least zero when starting
event of role w ε C* or when starting event of role w is the same as the ending event of role z i.e.
w = z. In all the other cases, if there is no dependency, then the delays are –∞. We consider the
following equations:
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Case 1 – w ε I(C*) and z ε O(A):
The role of the starting event w is involved in making the choice and the role of the ending
event z is involved in A
As A is selected to execute, all the starting events of collaboration A need to wait for the choice
to be made by w, causing a dependency from w to all the starting events of collaboration A,
which in turn causes dependencies from all starting events of collaboration A to the ending event
z. Performance of this dependency can be calculated by taking the maximum over all the roles
of the starting events of A to the ending event z. This is a reduced form of equation (21).
Case 2 – w ε I(C*) and z ε ONC(B):
The role of the starting event w is involved in making the choice and the role of the ending
event z is involved only in B and not in A
As the role of the ending event is involved only in B and not in A, and considering A is selected
to execute, there is no execution which will cause a delay to B, other than the choice propagation
in the Choice sub-collaboration as shown in Figure 15b. We had assumed this delay to be zero
and hence the delay from w to z is zero.
Case 3 – w ε I(A) and z ε O(A) and w ∉ I(C*):
The roles of the starting and the ending events, w and z respectively, are both involved in
collaboration A and w is not involved in making the choice.
Since A executes, and the role of w is not involved in making the choice, all the remaining
starting events have already occurred except w as per the definition of NETD in section 4.6.
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Hence the only delay is from w to z. Note: if the role w is the same as role z, then the delay
must be at least zero due to (11).
Case 4 – w ε INC(B) or z ε ONC(B) where w ≠ z
Either the role of the starting event or the role of the ending event is involved in only
collaboration B and not in A, and the role of the starting event is not the same role as the
role of the ending event.
If the role of the starting event is involved only in sub-collaboration B, then this role does not
execute any of its actions as sub-collaboration A has been selected to execute. Hence there is no
dependency to any of the roles except its own role and hence due to (11), delay is –∞.
Case 5 – w ε INC(B) or z ε ONC(B) where w = z
Same as Case 4, except that the role of w is the same as the role of z.
Since w is the same role as z, the delay must be at least zero due to (11). And since collaboration
A executes and not B, there is no additional delay.
5.4.1.1 Consideration of a Single Control Flow Path – Reorganized
Table 5a defined delays of a single control flow path if A is executed in A [] B. Since we
need to consider both cases, that A executes and that B executes, when we deal with ranges of
delays or stochastic delays, we present in the following Table 5b both cases together. This leads
to a much larger number of cases. Since the content of Table 5b can be obtained from Table 5a
in a straightforward manner, we do not present any proofs. This table is used to aid the analysis
of delays when considering multiple control flow paths.
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Table 5b – NETD for A [] B for a Single Control Flow Path when A or B executes
Case

A Executes

B Executes
0

(36b)

1

w ε I(C*) and z ε ONC(A)

maxyεI(A) ((cp)(mzz)AΔyz)

(36a)

2

w ε I(C*) and z ε ONC(B)

0

(37a) max

y
(mzz)BΔ z)

(37b)

3

w ε I(C*) and z ε OC(D)

maxyεI(A) ((cp)(mzz)AΔyz)

(38a) maxyεI(B) ((cp)(mzz)BΔyz)

(38b)

4

w ∉ I(C*) and

(cp)
w
(mzz)AΔ z

(39a)

–∞

(39b)

(cp)
w
(mzz)AΔ z

(40a)

0

(40a)

–∞

(41a)

–∞

(41b)

(cp)
w
(mzz)AΔ z

(42a)

(cp)
w
(mzz)BΔ z

(42b)

yεI(B) (

(cp)

(w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(A),
where (w ≠ z))
or
(w ε INC(A) and z ε OC(D))
or
(w ε IC(D) and z ε ONC(A))
5

w ∉ I(C*) and
(w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(A),
where w = z)

6

w ∉ I(C*) and
((w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(B))
or
(w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(A)))

7

w ∉ I(C*) and
(w ε IC(D) and z ε OC(D))
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8

w ∉ I(C*) and

–∞

(43a)

(cp)
w
(mzz)BΔ z

(43b)

0

(44a)

(cp)
w
(mzz)BΔ z

(44b)

((w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(B),

where w ≠ z)
or

(w ε IC(D) and z ε ONC(B))
or
(w ε INC(B) and z ε OC(D))
9

w ∉ I(C*) and
(w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(B),
where w = z)

where mzz = fixed
5.4.2 Considering Multiple Control Flow Paths – Range of Delays
Based on the formulas in Table 5b, we calculate the range of delays in Table 6 for all the
possible control flow paths for the alternative operator in the composite collaboration D.
Note 1: The Choice sub-collaboration creates a dependency between all the starting
events w ε I(C*), and all the ending events z ε O(D), with a delay of 0.

Execution of

collaborations A or B may add additional delay from w to z but due to the Choice subcollaboration, the delay is at least 0.
Table 6 – NETD for Alternative Operator for Multiple Control Flow Paths – Range of Delays
Case
1

w ε I(C*) and z ε ONC(A)

Maximum Delay
maxyεI(A) ((cp)(max)AΔyz) (45a)
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Minimum Delay
0

(45b)

2

w ε I(C*) and z ε ONC(B)

maxyεI(B) ((cp)(max)BΔyz) (46a)

0

3

w ε I(C*) and z ε OC(D)

max (

min (

4

w ∉ I(C*) and

(47a)

maxyεI(A) ((cp)(max)AΔyz),
maxyεI(B) ((cp)(max)BΔyz))

(46b)
(47b)

maxyεI(A) ((cp)(min)AΔyz),
maxyεI(B) ((cp)(min)BΔyz))

(cp)
w
(max)AΔ z

(48a)

–∞

(48b)

(cp)
w
(max)AΔ z

(49a)

0

(49b)

–∞

(50a)

–∞

(50b)

max( (cp)(max)AΔwz,
(cp)
w
(max)BΔ z)

(51a)

min( (cp)(min)AΔwz,
(cp)
w
(min)BΔ z)

(51b)

(cp)
w
(max)BΔ z

(52a)

–∞

(52b)

(w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(A),
where (w ≠ z))
or
(w ε INC(A) and z ε OC(D))
or
(w ε IC(D) and z ε ONC(A))
5

w ∉ I(C*) and
(w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(A),
where w = z)

6

w ∉ I(C*) and
((w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(B))
or

7

8

(w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(A)))
w ∉ I(C*) and
(w ε IC(D) and z ε OC(D))
w ∉ I(C*) and
((w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(B),
where w ≠ z)
or

(w ε IC(D) and z ε ONC(B))
or
(w ε INC(B) and z ε OC(D))
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9

w ∉ I(C*) and

(cp)
w
(max)BΔ z

(53a)

0

(53b)

(w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(B),
where w = z)
Formulas in Table 6 are very intuitively derived from Table 5b. The cases are the same as for
the Table 5b. The maximum (/minimum) delays are the maximum (/minimum) of the two cases
where A or B executes.
5.4.3 Consideration of Multiple Control Flow Paths – Stochastic Delay
We assume there is a probability p for sub-collaboration A to execute, and probability
q=1-p for sub-collaboration B to execute. We can use the formulas in Table 5b to calculate the
delay distribution for all possible control flow paths. To calculate the stochastic delays, we
assume the NETDS of sub-collaboration A and B are also stochastic. If these delays are range of
delays, we have no stochastic information. If they are fixed delays, we consider the delays as a
Dirac delta distribution. The stochastic NETD for a composite collaboration D consisting of an
alternate execution of sub-collaborations A and B, (cp)(stoc)DΔwz, is given in Table 7.
Table 7 – NETD for Alternative Operator for Multiple Control Flow Paths – Stochastic Delays
Case

Stochastic Delays

1

w ε I(C*) and z ε ONC(A)

p*∏

2

w ε I(C*) and z ε ONC(B)

p * δ(0) + q * ∏

3

w ε I(C*) and z ε OC(D)

p*∏
q*∏

((cp)(stoc)AΔyz(t)) + q * δ(0)
((cp)(stoc)BΔyz(t))

((cp)(stoc)AΔyz(t)) +
((cp)(stoc)BΔyz(t))
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(54)
(55)
(56)

4

w ∉ I(C*) and
(w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(A),
where (w ≠ z))
or

p * (stoc)(cp)AΔwz(t),
(57a)
with probability q, there is no dependency from w to z
(in case B is executed)

(w ε INC(A) and z ε OC(D))
or
(w ε IC(D) and z ε ONC(A))

5

w ∉ I(C*) and

p * (stoc)(cp)AΔwz(t) + q * δ(0)

(57b)

–∞

(58)

p * (cp)(stoc)AΔwz(t) + q * (cp)(stoc)BΔwz(t)

(59)

(w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(A),
where w = z)
6

w ∉ I(C*) and
((w ε INC(A) and z ε ONC(B))
or
(w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(A)))

7

w ∉ I(C*) and
(w ε IC(D) and z ε OC(D))

8

w ∉ I(C*) and
((w ε INC(B) and z ε ONC(B),
where w ≠ z)
or

(60a)
q * (stoc)(cp)BΔwz(t),
with probability p, there is no dependency from w to z
(in case A is executed)

(w ε IC(D) and z ε ONC(B))
or
(w ε INC(B) and z ε OC(D))
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9

w ∉ I(C*) and

p * δ(0) + q * (stoc)(cp)BΔwz(t)

(60b)

(w ε I (B) and z ε O (B),
where w = z)
NC

NC

Formulas of Table 7 are the stochastic operators of the formulas defined from Table 5b.
According to Equation (7), the stochastic delay is the sum of the product of the respective
probability with the delay of the respective collaboration.
5.4.4 Example of an Alternative Operator when Considering a Single Control Flow Path
Figure 16a shows an alternative choice between two sub-collaborations A and B. We
assume the following: roles a and a’ are involved in collaboration A, roles b and b’ are involved
in collaboration B and there is a distributed choice made by roles c* and c*’ for which
collaboration is to be executed next, where c* ε R(A) and c*’ ε R(B). This decision making is
modeled by the Choice (C) sub-collaboration. None of the roles can start their execution in A or
B until the choice is made by both the roles c* and c*’. This is modeled by showing the
dependencies from the starting events of role c* and c*’ in sub-collaboration C to the ending
events of all the roles in collaboration C as shown in Figure 16b. This dependency can affect the
delays between starting and ending events of various as new dependencies may have formed
between these events.
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Figure 16 – Example with a Choice Collaboration
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Figure 16 – Example with a Choice Collaboration
Figure 16b shows the CBD diagram with the NETDs of sub-collaboration A and B. Let
us assume sub-collaboration A is selected for execution in the alternative control flow. Subcollaboration C weakly sequenced with sub-collaboration A is abstracted by collaboration D in
Figure 16c. Delays shown in shaded regions are the delays affected by the weak sequence of A
with Choice sub-collaboration. The affects are:
i.

There is now a dependency from ic* to oA. i.e Dic*  Doa, with a delay of DΔc*a = 4. Also
there is another dependency from ic* to oc’*, even though it has a 0 delay

ii.

There is a dependency path from the starting event ic’* to the ending event of all the roles
in sub-collaboration A with various delays. Also the delay from Dic* to Doa’ is now 5
instead of 2 before.
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iii.

The delay from ic* to oa’, is now DΔc*a’ = 5. Previously, the delay was AΔc*a’ = 2 before
weakly sequenced with sub-collaboration C. This is because for oA’ to occur, both path
of executions Cic*  Coa’  Aia’  Aoa’ and Cic*  Coc*  AiC*  Aoa’ must execute. This
is satisfied by taking the maximum delay of the two paths: max ((CΔc*a’ + AΔa’a’), (CΔc*c*
+ AΔc*a’)) = max (2, 5) = 5.

iv.

Similarly delay from ic* to oc* has changed to AΔc*c*= 6

Similar shaded delays are shown in Figure 16d if sub-collaboration B is executed.
5.5 Strict While Loop
[8] defines a “strict while loop” where collaboration C1 is repeated and then followed by C2, as
follows: “C1 is executed zero, one or more times and then C2 will be executed; more precisely,
the behavior starts with a choice between C1 and C2; if C1 is executed, there is strict sequencing
between the end of C1 and the choice of executing C1 again or terminating the loop with C2.”
This is written as “C1 *s C2”.
Figure 17a shows a control flow diagram of a strict while loop repeating sub-collaboration
A. We do not show the follow-up collaboration “B” as the analysis for a sub-collaboration
strictly sequenced with B has been previously analyzed in Section 5.1. Hence, we focus on the
abstraction of multiple iterations of sub-collaboration A.
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Figure 17b shows a partial order diagram that defines the dynamic behaviour of the strict
while loop for the control flow path where sub-collaboration A is executed n times. The special
case of n=1 is also indicated. In case of n=0, the delays are zero.
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To keep track of which iteration is being executed, we introduce the notation (j)α, where α
represents any of the behavioural properties of an collaboration/sub-collaboration and j is an
integer representing the number of the iteration. The index j is shown for only those item that
relate to different iterations, for example (j)Ai represents the starting event i of the jth iteration of
collaboration A.
The “Choice” mechanism discussed in Section 5.4 is again employed at the beginning of
each execution of collaboration A to assess the need for further repetition. Once more, we
assume that collaboration A is weakly sequenced after the collaboration Choice. As previously,
the choice is made by a set C* of roles identified as rc*...rc*’.
As this is a strict while loop, all the ending events of each iteration of collaboration A
synchronize at a synchronization event, written

(j)s

for iteration j. However, there is no

explicit synchronization before the starting events of the first iteration of collaboration choice
and A, that is, we do not make any assumption about the kind of sequencing that precedes the
composite collaboration D.
5.5.1 Consideration of a Single Control Flow Path
If we consider a single control flow path of a strict while loop where sub-collaboration A
repeats n times, the NETD of the composite collaboration D (cp)DΔwz for w ε I(D) and z ε O(D) is
given by the formulas in Table 8.
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Table 8 – Strict While Loop Operator (Single Control Flow Path)
n
0

1

Fixed Delays / Range of Delays

Stochastic Delays

if w ε C*

0

(61f)

0

(61s)

Otherwise

–∞

(62f)

–∞

(62s)

if w ε C*

max(y ε I(A), x ε O(A) ((1) (cp)(mzz)AΔyx)) (63f)

∏

I A ,

Otherwise

max x ε O(A) ((1) (cp)(mzz)AΔwx)

(64f)

∏

O A

∑

(65f)

> 1 if w ε C*

max yε I(A), x ε O(A)

Otherwise

max yε I(A), xεO(A)

(j)

(66f)

(∏

(cp)
y
AΔ x)

(cp)

O A (1)

(∏

y
(stoc)AΔ x(t)

(63s)

w
(stoc)AΔ x(t)

I A ,
(j)

max x ε O(A) ((1)(cp) (mzz)AΔwx) +
∑

(cp)

(∏

((j) (cp) (mzz)AΔyx))

(cp)

O A

(64s)
(65s)

O A

w
(stoc)AΔ x(t))

(cp)

w
(stoc)AΔ x(t))

I A ,

O A (j)

(cp)

⊗ (66s)
y
(stoc)AΔ x(t))

In the following, we justify the formulas given in Table 8. We assume that all the
dependencies shown in Figure 17b by an arrow are associated with a zero delay. As the logic
and proof for both stochastic and fixed delay is the same, we only give the proof for fixed delays.
Equivalent proofs can be applied to the proofs of stochastic delays
Case n = 0 – Sub-collaboration A executes 0 times, but Choice collaboration executes once

if w ε C*:

All the involved roles cannot start their execution until the choice is made by roles

rc*...rc*’ in collaboration Choice, causing a dependency from role rc*...rc*’ to all the involved roles.
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We had initially mentioned that we assumed that the delay to make the choice and for choice
propagation is zero, and hence the delay from the roles rc*...rc*’ to all the involved roles is zero.
otherwise:

As there is no execution of A, there is no delay from any starting event to any

ending event other than mentioned above. This is represented as –∞ as defined by Equation (12).
Case n = 1 – Sub-collaboration A executes once, but Choice collaboration executes twice

if w ∉ C*:

Collaboration A executes once, which is equivalent to sub-collaboration A strictly

sequenced with a following collaboration. This is calculated partially in Equation (17) in Table 2
as:
1st_iter_delay = max x ε O(A) ((1) (cp)(mzz)AΔwx)
if w ε C*:

(67)

If the starting event of role w belongs to a role making the choice, then no

execution in collaboration A could have started until this starting event from role w occurs.
Furthermore, the ending event of role z cannot occur until all the dependencies have been
satisfied from all the starting events. Hence the collaboration’s delay is the maximum over all
the starting and ending events as stated in Equation (67).
Case n > 1: Sub-collaboration A executes n times, and Choice collaboration executes n+1
times
From (63) and (64), we know the delay for A’s first iteration.
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As seen in Figure 17b, the subsequent_iter_delay looks identical to the 1st_iter_delay with the
addition of the synchronization event f at the beginning of each iteration, along with the
associated dependencies.
When we calculated the delay for 1st_iter_delay above, we assumed that starting events except
starting event of role w have occurred some time ago. Hence we do not consider the delays from
the remaining starting events to the synchronization event (1)f.
This is not the case for the 2nd iteration and onwards, as the starting events for those iterations
cannot occur until

(n-1)f

has occurred. Only then, the execution of the nth iteration may start.

Since the delay from all the starting events need to be considered, applying (6) to (67), we get:
subsequent_iter_delay = max w ε I(A) (max x ε O(A) ((j) (cp) AΔwx))

(68)

For each of these iterations, the NETD depends on the execution path of the body of A being
executed. Hence, this delay could be different for each iteration depending on the control flow
path in A. The total delay can be calculated as:
2_to_n_delay = ∑

max w ε I(A) (max x ε O(A) ((j) (cp) AΔwx)))

(69)

From Figure 17b, it is quite evident that the NETD of the composite collaboration is the sum of
1st_iter_delay and 2_to_n_delay, which gives (66).
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5.5.2 Consideration of Multiple Control Flow Paths – Range of Delays
If we consider all the possible control flow paths, then based on the formulas from Table
8, it is quite evident that the minimum delay occurs for n = 0 and the maximum delay occurs
when n = ∞. This leads to:

Minimum Delay:

(cp)

w
(min)DΔ z

=0

if w ε C*

(70a)

(cp)

w
(min)DΔ z

= –∞

otherwise

(70b)

Maximum Delay:
(cp)

w
(max)DΔ z

=∞

(71)

5.5.3 Consideration of Multiple Control Flow Paths – Stochastic Delays
For stochastic delays, it is assumed that each time the Choice is performed, there is a
probability p that A is executed and a probability q=1-p to stop the iterations. Then the NETD
for collaboration D, (cp)(stoc)DΔwz, is given by:
if w ε C*:

q*∑

Otherwise:

pq * ∏
(δ + ∑

pi

(j)

O A (1)

pi

(cp)

(cp)

w
(stoc)AΔ z

w
(stoc)AΔ x(t)

∏

I A ,
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(72)

⊗
O A (j)

(73)
(cp)

w
(stoc)AΔ x(t) )

and there is the probability q that there is no dependency from w to z, when w ∉ C*. This
happens when n = 0.
Discussion: The above delay is calculated by applying Equation (7) to the formulas in Table 8.
We apply probability p for each time A executes and probability q once for A to stop the
iteration and we sum up these delays.

if w ε C*: If the starting event belongs to the roles involved in making the Choice, then
applying (7) to (61s), (63s) and (65s) and summing up the delays yields (72).
Otherwise: If the starting event does not belong to a role involved in making the Choice, then
applying (7) to (62s), (64s) and (66s) and summing up the delays yields (73). If the subcollaboration does not iterate at all (i.e. n = 0), then there obviously is no delay from w to z and
hence no dependency from w to z.
5.6 Weak While Loop
[8] defines a weak while loop with body C1 followed by collaboration C2 similar to that
of a strict while loop “...except that weak sequencing is used between the end of C1 and the
choice of executing C1 again or terminating the loop with C2.” This is annotated as C1 *w C2.
Figure 18 shows such a weak while loop and its CBD definition.
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Figure 18 – Weak While Loop
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5.6.1 Consideration of a Single Control Flow Path – Fixed Delays
NETD: If we consider a single control flow path of a weak while loop where sub-collaboration
A repeats n times, the NETD for w ε I(A) and z ε O(A) for the composite collaboration D,
(cp)
w
DΔ z,

is given in Table 9.
Table 9 – Weak While Loop

n
0

1

Fixed Delays / Range of Delays

Stochastic Delays

if w ε C*

0

(74f) 0

(74s)

otherwise

–∞

(75f) –∞

(75s)

if w ε C*

max yεI(A) ((1)(cp)(mzz) AΔyz)

(76f) ∏

otherwise

(1)

>1

(cp)

w
(mzz)AΔ z

maxxεO(A) (

(77f)

(n-1)

(n)

(cp)

(cp)

w
(mzz) DΔ x +

(1)

(cp)

(78f) ∏

x
(mzz)AΔ z)

I A (1)

(cp)

y
(stoc) AΔ z)

w
(stoc)AΔ z(t)

O A

(n-1)

(n)

(cp)

(cp)

(76s)
(77s)

w
(stoc)DΔ x ⊗

(78s)

x
(stoc)AΔ z)

To justify the formulas given in Table 9, we assume that all the dependencies shown in
Figure 18b by an arrow are associated with a zero delay.
Case n = 0:
When A iterates 0 times, then similar to strict while loop, there is no delay as we assumed
that the process of making the choice and its propagation this choice occurs with zero delay.
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Furthermore, for the starting and ending events of the same roles, there is zero delay as there is
no execution of A.
As none of the roles can start their executions in A until the starting event in C* have
occurred, we have a dependency from roles belonging to C* to all the roles, as shown by a zero
delay from the starting event of C* to the ending events of all the roles in A. For the remaining
starting and ending events, as A has not executed, there is no dependency, and hence the delay is
–∞ (because of Equation 12).
Case n =1:
The proof for (74f) and (75f) is similar to the proof of Equations (61f) and (62f) of Table 8.
However, none of the roles may start their execution in A until the choice is made by the roles in
C*. For the ending event of z to occur, dependencies from all the starting events of A to the
ending event of z must occur.
If w belongs to C*, then dependencies from the starting events of all the roles to the ending
event of z must be satisfied and therefore we consider delays from the starting events of all the
roles to the ending event of the desired role in A.
If w does not belong to C*, the only dependency remaining is from the starting event of w
to the ending event of z and hence we only consider the delay between these two events.
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Case n > 1 :
This is calculated using a recursive formula where (n)(cp) DΔwz denotes the NETD for the nth
iteration of the composite collaboration D.
As can be seen in Figure 18b, the (n-1) first iterations of collaboration A can be abstracted
by

(n-1)

(cp)

w
DΔ x.

To calculate the nth iteration of collaboration A, we consider first the previous

(n-1) iterations with the delay (n-1)(cp) DΔwx which are weakly sequenced with the nth iteration with
the delays

(cp)
w
(n)
DΔ x.

The formula for the weak sequencing of these delays is discussed in

Section 5.2.
5.6.2 Consideration of Multiple Control Flow Paths – Range of Delays
We consider multiple control flow paths of a weak while loop where sub-collaboration A
repeats n times, 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞. Based on Table 9, the minimum delay is either zero (if the starting
event belongs to a role making the choice) or –∞ for the remaining roles. This happens when n
= 0. The maximum delay is ∞ when n = ∞:
Minimum Delay:

(cp)

w
(min)DΔ z

(cp)

w
(min)DΔ z

=0

if w ε C*

(79)

= –∞

otherwise

(80)
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Maximum Delay:

(cp)

w
(max)DΔ z

=∞

(81)

5.6.3 Consideration of Multiple Control Flow Paths – Stochastic Delays
We consider all the possible control flow paths and assume that each leads with probability p to
the execution of A and probability q=(1-p) to the termination of the loop. Based on the formulas
for fixed delays, the NETD for collaboration D, (cp)(stoc)DΔwz can be calculated as:
q∑

pi * (i)(cp)(stoc)DΔwz

(82)

and there is the probability q that there is no dependency from w to z, when w ∉ C*. This
happens when n = 0.
The proof is very similar to the proof of (72) and (73). If the role w does not belong to C*, there
exists a probability q for no dependency from w to z. This can happen when n=0.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we analyze performance of global collaborations based on the
performance of the constituent sub-collaborations and the sequencing operators. We consider
composite collaborations, composed of two sub-collaborations with various sequential operators
such as weak sequence, strict sequence, concurrency, alternatives, weak while loop and strict
while loop. We classify roles according to their participation in these sub-collaborations. Based
on these role classifications, we proposed formulas to calculate fixed, stochastic and range of
delays for single and multiple control flow paths.
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6. APPROXIMATION WITH NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Based on the formulas of Chapter 5, we can analyze performance of global collaborations
based on the delays of the constituent sub-collaborations. These formulas have been provided
for deterministic delays as well as for delays that are of stochastic nature.
As many natural phenomena can be approximated very well by a normal distribution, such
distributions have been developed into a standard of reference for many probability problems.
Another reason for their popularity is the central limit theorem, which states that under certain
conditions, the mean of a large number of independent, identically distributed random variables
is distributed approximately normal, regardless of the form of underlying distribution. Hence,
the sum of independent processes often have a distribution very close to normal.
For these reason, in this chapter, we would like to analyze performance of global
collaborations based on normally distributed delays of sub-collaborations and use
approximations as much as deemed appropriate.
6.1 Normal Distribution
A normal distribution is a continuous probability distribution, defined by the probability
density function:

f(x) =

(83)

√
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where μ is the mean/expectation of the distribution, σ is the standard deviation and hence σ2 is
the variance.
As can be seen from Figure 19, the probability density function (PDF) of normal
distributions is symmetric with a single central peak at its mean. The shape of the PDF curve is
described as bell-shaped with the graph falling off evenly on either side of the mean – fifty
percent of the distribution lies to the left of the mean and fifty percent lies to the right of the

Figure 19 – Probability Density Function of a Normal Distribution [31]
mean. The spread of a normal distribution is dictated by the standard deviation – the smaller the
standard deviation the more concentrated the data. It is continuous for all values of X between –
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∞ and +∞ such that each conceivable interval of real numbers has a probability different than
zero. About 2/3 space (68.26%) of all cases fall within one standard deviation of the mean and
about 95% of all cases lie within two standard deviations. The simplest case of a normal
distribution is called a standard normal distribution when μ = 0 and σ = 1.
6.2 Algebra with Normal Distributions
For the following, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we assume all the distributions are
independent and hence have independent random variables which are normally distributed.
6.2.1 Normal Random Variables in Sequence
Figure 7a shows events in sequences. If these events have delays defined as normally
distributed random variables, then the sum of these delays can be defined by the convolution of
their individual distributions. If X1, X2… Xn are mutually independent random normal variables
with means μ1, μ2,…,μn and variances σ12, σ22… σn2, then the sum of these random variables
results in a normal distribution [34]:
∑

Normal(μi, σi2) = Normal (∑

i,

∑

i

2

)

–∞ < μi < ∞, σi2 > 0

(84)

This states that the sum of independent random variables is normal with its mean being the
sum of the constituent means and its variance being the sum of its constituent’s variances.
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6.2.2 Maximum/Minimum of Normally Distributed Random Variables
There are cases when taking a maximum or a minimum of normally distributed random
variables is required such as in various formulas mentioned in Chapter 5. We can calculate the
maximum and the minimum for a general distribution delay by Equations (8) and (9).
Figure 20 illustrates the PDF of two normally distributed random variables X1(μ1, σ12) and
X2(μ2, σ22). From Equations (8) and (9), we know that the maximum/minimum of normal
distributions requires the product of normal distributions, which unfortunately does not result in
a normal distribution. Hence for this reason, we propose an approximation of the product of two
normal distributions as a normal distribution.
We base our approximations on the distance between the means of the two PDFs. In other
words we are going to present approximations for a little overlap or a strong overlap of the curve
of the PDF of two distributions.

X2
X1

μ1 – 3σ1 μ1 - 2σ1

μ1-σ1

μ1

μ1 +σ1

μ1 +2σ1 μ1+3σ1 μ2 – 3σ2 μ2 - 2σ2

μ2 -σ2

Figure 20 – PDF of Normal Distribution of X1 and X2
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μ2

μ2+σ2 μ2+2σ2

μ2 +3σ2

6.2.2.1 Little Overlap
Let us examine distributions X1~N(0,1) and X2~N(4,1) in Figure 21. We say that the
distance can be measured between the mean of the two distributions by the number of standard
deviations away (explained below). The standard deviation is a good candidate as it measures
how spread out a distribution is around the mean.
Let us assume there is a difference of m standard deviations between the two means i.e.
(μ2 – mσ2) > (μ1 + mσ1) or (μ2 + mσ2) < (μ1 – mσ1). If the mean of X1 is sufficiently greater than
the sum of mean and standard deviations of both distributions, then the maximum distribution
can be approximated by X1 and the minimum distribution by X2. Depending on this multiple m,

0.45
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0.35
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7
7.5
8

0

Figure 21a – PDF of X1~N(0,1) and X2~N(4,1)
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we can say how good this approximation is. For example, if m = 3 (or higher), then we can say
that this is a good approximation as we know that approximately 99.7% (or more) of the data lies
within this 3 (or more) standard deviations of the mean and does not overlap with the other
distribution. If m = 2, then most of the data lies within 95% and hence only 5 % data overlaps
and if m=1, then 68% data lies around the mean and 32% data overlaps, and therefore the
approximation is not good.
In Figure 21, X1 has a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 while X2 has a mean of 4
and standard deviation of 1. We can see that these two distributions are quite far away from each
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Figure 21b – CDF of X1, X2, Minimum and Maximum
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other – they are 4 standard deviations away from each other’s mean. Using the functions
provided in Microsoft Excel, we tabulated the PDF and CDF of X1 and X2. Using the Equations
(8) and (9), we also calculated the distributions for the maximum and the minimum curve. These
values are provided in Table 22 in Annex C.1. Based on these values, we graph the curves for
the maximum and minimum as seen in Figure 21b. We can clearly see that the curve for the
minimum follows the curve for the X1~N(0,1) distribution and the curve for the maximum
follows the curve for X2~N(4,1), as expected.
6.2.2.2 Strong Overlap
If there is a strong overlap between the two distributions, as in the case of X1~N(1.5,1.5)
and X2~N(1,1) as shown in Figure 22, we can still approximate the maximum and minimum
under certain conditions.
If the means of two distributions, X1 and X2, have the same value (assumed to be zero in
the following) with variances σ12 and σ22 , respectively, then the distribution of the product of
X1 and X2 can be calculated as follows [85]:

FXY (u)

=

/

/

√

√

δ (x y–u) dx dy

(85)

| |

(86)

=

where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function and K0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind.
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He et al. [32] state that if the mean has the same value as the variance for each variable,
then the exact solution of the CDF, PDF, mean and standard deviation of Z = min{X,Y} can be
calculated as follows:
CDF:

Fz(z)

=

1 – P{min(X1,X2) > z}

(87)

=

1 – P{X1 > z, X2 > z}

(88)

=

1 – [1 – X1(z)] [1 – X2(z)]

(89)

=

FX1(z) + FX2(z) – FX1(z)FX2(z)

(90)

PDF:

fZ(z)

=

fX1(z) + fX2(z) – fX1(z) FX2(z) – fX2(z)FX1(z)

(91)

Mean:

μZ

=

μX1 + μX2 –

(92)

Variance:

=

–

–

fX1(z) FX2(z) dz –

z – μZ)2 fZ(z) dz

–

fX2(z) FX1(z) dz

(93)

As the above formulas requires extensive computation, [32] provides further
approximations to the mean and variance.

μZ

≈

μmin + b1(μmin)1/2

≈

∆

where h1= c1

(94)

(1 –

)+(

, h2= c3

)*

+ c5 ,
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(95)

c1 = 1.911, c2 = 0.4986, c3 = –1.672, c4 = –0.4177, and c5 = 1.996,
= min ( ,

) and δ = |

–

|

For further details on (94) and (95), please refer to [32].
Equations (94) and (95) yields the approximation of the mean of the minimum of
X1~N(1.5,1.5) and X2~N(1,1) as 0.6085.
For these distributions, X1~N(1.5,1.5) and X2~N(1,1), we have calculated the CDF of the
minimum curve using the Equations (8) and (9) in Microsoft Excel. The results are graphed in
Figure 22b and presented in Table 23 of Annex C.2. We can see that the mean of the minimum
curve is between 0.5 and 0.65, while Equation (94) of the approximation method of [32] yielded
0.6085. This gives us confidence in the approximation using Equations (94) and (95).
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Figure 22a - PDF of X1~N(1.5,1.5) and X2~N(1,1)
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Figure 22b – CDF of X1, X2, Minimum and Maximum
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, we approximated the analysis of stochastic delays of Chapter 5 for
Normal Distributions. Normal Distributions are important since the mean of a large number of
independent, identically distributed random variables is distributed approximately normal,
regardless of the form of underlying distribution.

We analyze normal distributions in a

sequence. We also consider concurrency and distinguish the cases of “little overlap” and “strong
overlap” of the PDFs of the given distributions; we also provide formulas to calculate the
maximum or the minimum between two concurrent normal distributions.
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7. DISCUSION OF ASSUMPTIONS
Our work relies on certain assumptions made to analyze the performance of composite
collaborations. In this chapter, we discuss some of their implications and try to estimate the
amount of error that may be caused by these assumptions.
7.1 Shared Resources
Shared resources such as CPUs, processor caches, physical memory, or disk access,
typically refer to a hardware or a software resource that can be accessed by one or more
processes. As shared resources increase the complexity of a performance model, recent work on
performance modeling often tends to omit shared resources [25, 38, 42, 49, 50] or emphasize the
high cost of solving performance model when shared resources are involved [38].
7.1.1 Multiple Simultaneous Users of a Single Shared Resource
So far in our work, we have assumed that there is no resource sharing. While this may
intrinsically simplify our analysis, this is far from the reality. Let us consider several concurrent
users using a system, each requesting similar if not the same service.
For instance suppose that there is only one resource, which is a CPU accessed
simultaneously by several applications.

If there is fair timesharing, and assuming the

performance of these applications are not influenced by any other factors such as memory
paging, disks read/write, then we can say that the time delay of actions executed on the CPU has
a direct relationship with the number of users accessing the CPU – n applications sharing the
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same CPU will run n times slower than they normally would, that is, when they run alone.
Hence, they all slow down by a factor of n. If we consider delays to be fixed delays and if we
know this factor n, then we can calculate the new fixed delays by multiplying the normal fixed
delays by the factor of n.
For stochastic delays, suppose there is only one application accessing the CPU, and the
CPU is also used for other things. The speed of the CPU depends on the load. If we run this
particular application, the time to execute all the action in this application will be affected by
some factor, making it larger or smaller depending on the load. If we repeat this experiment
several times, then we will get a stochastic behaviour (this also gives rise to dependent stochastic
distributions discussed later in Section 7.2).
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x1

b
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Z

x2

x1
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a – actions in sequence
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x2
ob

b – Concurrent Executions

Figure 23 – Execution of Actions x1 and x2
This is illustrated in Figure 23b, where there are two actions x1 and x2. If x1 and x2 are
executed on independent CPUs, then the performance analysis is as described in Chapter 6.
However, if x1 and x2 are executed on the same processor, then we can analyze the two extreme
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cases, depending on when, relative to one another, x1 and x2 execute. If the execution of x1 is
completed before x2 starts (or vice versa), then there are no effects and the performance is as if x1
and x2 were executed on independent processors. On the other hand, if x1 and x2 run as separate
threads in the same application, then it will take twice as much time as it would take on
independent processors. This is of course assuming fair scheduling of the CPU, and x1 and x2
are only utilizing one resource, CPU, and there is no other factor (such as disk read/write, or
memory paging) which may influence performance of these two actions.
7.1.2 Other Scenarios with Sharing of Resources
Suppose, there is a single user in a system, but who has initiated concurrent actions,
which use a common resource that is not a CPU, but rather a disk or a database, or a CPU that is
highly utilized. With these resources, other delays may exist due to queuing, and waiting times,
which have not been accounted for in our performance analysis of Section 5.
Consider the two actions x1 and x2 in Figure 23b. Let us assume that x1 and x2, both,
have a write action on the same database. We can measure the delay of x1 and x2 as per our
testing method from Section 4.1. This delay, let us call it normal delay, will be the delay of x1
and x2 provided that x1 and x2 do not run simultaneously. Now, let x2 execute and during x2’s
execution, allow x1 to execute also and vice-versa. This will give a new delay for x1and x2, let’s
call it “delay with shared resource”. This “delay with shared resource” would typically be
larger than the normal delay due to sharing the access of the database. If there are many
competing processes, consideration needs to be given to additional parameters such as queuing
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time, service time, think time, arrival rate, etc. If we know these performance attributes, then
modeling paradigms such as Queuing Models can be used as a layer below to calculate the
delays for each activity. This allows us to predict delays with shared resources.
7.2 Dependence and Independence
In probability theory, two events are said to be independent if the outcome of one event
does not affect the outcome of the second event. For example rolling a die does not have any
effect on tossing a coin. So far, in our work, we had assumed that the probabilities involved in
our analysis of Section 6 and the stochastic distributions are independent of one another. In this
section, we will discuss what impact dependencies can have on our performance analysis.
7.2.1 Dependent Probabilities
We use probabilities in the analysis of alternatives and repetitions of weak and strict
while loops in Section 6.

In the alternative operator, a probability is introduced which

determines how likely a path of execution is amongst several paths of executions, while in strict
and weak while loops, the probability of repeating the execution of the body of the loop was
introduced. These probabilities had been assumed to be independent.
Let us assume that such probabilities are not always independent.

For example, if we

consider a loop, let us assume that there is a higher probability for the body of loop to iterate if
the body of the loop has already been iterated. This is analogous to a student writing an exam:
If the student knows the answer to a question and he knows that the answer is correct, then the
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student’s confidence increases and the probability for him to get the next question correct also
increases.
Another example is a loop for selecting a winning ball out of a given set of initially n
balls. Here the probability to terminate the loop increases every time the loop is entered.

The

probability of selecting the winning ball initially is 1/n, and at the nth repetition, it is one.
To estimate the effects of dependent probability, one needs to know the details of the
behaviour, a measure of the correlation, and then perhaps one could give a better approximation
for these dependent probabilities.
7.2.2 Dependent Distributions
In our work, we have assumed that the stochastic delays of different sub-collaborations
are independent and also the Nominal Execution Time Delays (NETDs) of a given subcollaboration, from Section 5, are independent of one another. Let us consider cases where these
delays are not independent.
Sequence:
In Section 3.1.4.1, we presented Equation (1) to calculate the resultant distribution of two
independent random variables in series. However, if these random variables represent a
dependent distribution, then Equation (1) and its analysis must be replaced by the following:
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If we assume that two continous random variables X and Y represent dependent
distributions, and we know the joint probability distribution function (PDF), fX,Y(x,y), of X and
Y, then we can calculate the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Z=X+Y by [28]:

FZ = P( Z ≤ z) = P ( X + Y ≤ z) =

–

–

,

,

and differentiating the above equation will result in the following PDF:

fZ(z) = dFZ(z)/dz =

,

,

These equations can be used to calculate the PDF and CDF of the cumulative
distribution. Let us consider the sequence of actions x1 and x2 of Figure 23a. If we consider x1
and x2 to have two delta distributions such as shown in Figure 23b, where there is a probability
of 0.5 for the value to be 10 and probability of 0.5 for the value 20. The average of the
distribution is 0.5*10 + 0.5 *20 = 15. If x1 and x2 are independent distributions, then the
distribution of the delay for both actions in sequence is as follows: probability of 0.5 for the
values to be 10 and 20 and probability of 0.5 for the values to be 10 and 20, and the average is 15
+ 15 = 30. If x1 and x2 are 100 % dependent distributions (to examine the extreme case, we
consider complete dependency - where x1 and x2 always have the same value), then the
distribution of the delay for both actions is 10 + 10 = 20 and 20 + 20 = 40 and the average is (20
+ 40) / 2 = 30. This corresponds to the linearity property of the expected value operator [77]:
E[X+Y] = E[X] + E[Y]
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Concurrency:
For calculating the delay of concurrent actions, one needs to take the maximum of two
individual delays. In Section 3.1.4.2, we calculated the CDF of the maximum of two
independent distributions by taking the product of the CDFs of these two distributions. For
dependent distributions, while we were unsuccessful at an analystical solution, we are still able
to discuss the average of the maximum of the two individual delays.
If the individual delays have identical distributions which are completely dependent, then
the average of the maximum delays is the same as the average of the individual distribution.
However, if the individul delays have independent distributions, then the average of the
maximum distribution is not the average of the individual delays, but is greater than the average
of the individual distributions.
Let us consider again the actions x1 and x2 of Figure 23b. We consider x1 and x2 to have
delta distributions such as shown in Figure 23b, where there is a probability of 0.5 for the value
to be 10 and probability of 0.5 for the value to 20. If these delays are assumed to be
independent, then the average of the maximum can be calculated by 0.25 * 20 + 0.25 * 20 + 0.25
*20 + 0.25 * 10 = 17.5. However, if these delays are assumed to be completely dependent, the
distribution of the maximum will be the same as the distribution of each original delay, and
therefore the average of the maximum would be (10+20)/2 = 15.
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Figure 23b – Dirac Delta Distributions of x1 and x2
7.3 Messages
To realize the ordering relationships among different sub-collaborations in a distributed
environment, one can use the flow messages and choice indication messages as described by
Bochmann in [9]. In the formulas given in Chapter 5, we had assumed such messages would
have a negligible delay and hence have not been included in our analysis. However, in reality, if
we assume that these messages exist and have an appreciable delay, then we should modify our
formulas and include in them the delay of these coordination messages. In the following, we
assume that the delays of coordination messages are known (either measured or otherwise
defined). They then can be taken into account by simply adding them (or convoluting them for
stochastic delays) to the existing nominal execution time delays.
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In this section, we discuss the impact of message transmission delays on the performance
analysis of Chapter 5. We consider the cases of strict sequencing and alternatives. In the case of
weak sequencing, there are no coordination messages, and in the case of weak and strict loops,
there will be choice indication messages, but as the analysis is very similar to that of the
alternative, we do not discuss these cases here.
7.3.1 Strict Sequence
For two collaborations, A and B, strictly sequenced, all actions must complete their
executions before any action in collaboration B may begin.

We modeled this by a

synchronization event S, where event S is dependent on the ending events of all the roles of A,
and the starting events of all roles of B are dependent on S. Using flow messages, this could be
implemented as shown in Figure 24a, where there is a flow message from the ending event of
every role in A to the starting event of every role in B.
Bochmann and Gotzhein in [10] pointed out that not all these dependencies need to be
realized as messages. It is sufficient to have coordination messages from the terminating roles of
A to all of the initiating roles of B, as shown in Figure 24b. Hence, flow messages are modeled
from the terminating events in A, belonging to roles rA and rC to the initiating events in B,
belonging to roles rC, rB and rB’ and rC’ and rB’, respectively(note: there is no flow message from
the terminating event belonging to rC in A to the initiating event belonging to role rC in B, as both
the events belong to the same role).
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Figure 24 – Message Types
If we assume Bochmann’s method for specifying messages for strict sequencing as
shown in Figure 24b, to include the message delays, we need to only revise Equation (15f) for
case (1) of Table 2 as follows (note: a similar revision could also be applied to the stochastic
formula):

maxxεT(A)((cp)AΔwx

+

maxy

ε I’(B)(

(cp)

mxy + (cp)(mzz)BΔyz)

)

where T(A) is the set of terminating events of A, I’(B) is the set of initiating events of B, and
mxy is the message delay from event x to y and is equal to zero if x = y. The above revised
formula is very similar to Equation (15f), except now we take the maximum over all the
terminating events instead of all the ending events of A. This makes sense, as the terminating
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event by definition takes longer than non-terminating ending events. Messages get passed from
the terminating roles of A to all the initiating roles of B, which we account for by adding
message delay mxy.
We note that taking the maximums over the terminating and the initiating roles only, and not
over all ending and starting roles, as defined in Chapter 5 for Equation (15f) simplifies the
calculations in general, since the number of terminating and initiating roles is often much smaller
than the number of ending and starting roles.
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Figure 24c – Message Delays
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For example, in Figure 24c, the fixed delay from the starting event Ci1 to the ending event
co1

of role 1 in collaboration C, CΔ11, can be calculated as (note: there is no delay from the

ending event Ao1 to Bi1, as these two events both belong to the same role r1):
1
CΔ 1

= max (AΔ11 + BΔ11, (AΔ12 + mxy + BΔ11)),

where mxy is the message delay from event Ao2 to Bi1
7.3.2 Alternatives
For collaborations sequenced with the alternative operator, Bochmann [9] introduces the
choice indication message to propagate the choice to a component that does not participate in the
selected alternative. For example, Figure 25 shows collaborations A [] B, where role c* makes
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Figure 25 - Choice Indication Messages
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the choice. If we assume that A is selected, then a choice indication message must be sent to the
all the roles involved in B which are not involved in A.
If we consider Figure 25, and if sub-collaboration A was executed, then our earlier work
had assumed the message delay from iC* to oB and to oB’ to be zero. If we consider message
delays to be non-zero, then the NETD from iC* to oB and to oB’ provided A executes is mc*
mc*

respectively, where mc*

and mc*

is the message delay from ic* to oB and to oB’,

respectively.
In our analysis of Chapter 5, the value zero of Equations 32 for fixed delays of a single
control flow path for the Alternative operator (Table 5) should be replaced by mwz (the message
delay from role w to role z).
7.4 Summary
We recognize we had to make certain assumptions to analyze the performance of
composite collaborations in the earlier chapters. In this chapter, we discuss some of their
implications and try to estimate the amount of error that may be caused by these assumptions.
Assumptions are made for multiple simultaneous users of a single shared resource, for passive
resources, for dependent probabilities and distributions, and for the existence of messages and
impact of message delays on the formulas introduced in Chapter 5.
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8. TOOL
We developed a tool called Performance Analysis Tool (PAT) to analyze the
performance of a global collaboration based on the performance of the constituent subcollaborations, using the formulas defined in Chapters 6 and 7. This tool, implemented in
Eclipse (Java), accepts a UML Activity Diagram, with performance annotations, transforms it
into a corresponding simplified data structure and analyzes the performance. This approach is
described in Figure 26. The input detailing the UML Activity Diagram is created by the user
using a graphical editor tool such as Rational Software Architect (RSA) [70]. This model is
annotated with performance annotations using UML Constraints. The annotated model is then
exported in an XMI format, which the Eclipse XMI reader reads in, and generates the internal
data structure using the UML Meta Model Library. The appropriate information is extracted
from this data structure and transformed into a Simplified Data Structure. The performance of
this Simplified Data Structure is then analyzed, and the results are generated either as a console
output or a file output (depending on the user’s choice).
Any UML graphical editor can be used to generate the input for the transformation and
performance analysis, if it uses the same XMI schema as Rational Software Architect’s.
However, if other schemas are used, then only the reading of the input would need to be revised.
Alternatively, if all the tools use the same schema and a standard XMI is implemented, then no
issues should arise using another UML graphical editor.
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Figure 26 – Performance Analysis Tool
8.1 Software Development Environment
8.1.1 Rational Software Architect (RSA)
The IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA) is a design and development tool
environment that allows software architects and senior developers to specify and maintain all
aspects of the architecture of an application [70]. RSA leverages model-driven development
with UML for creating well-architected applications and services. Built on top of the opensourced Eclipse Platform, this tool is influenced by several open industry standards.
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RSA is a complete design and a development toolset. This tool includes all the features
of the IBM Rational Application Developer for WebSphere Software for building scalable Web
services, Java, J2EE and other portable applications. This software has the capacity for the
visualization and editing of J2EE, Java and C++ structures and behaviour through UML
diagrams. It has support for UML 2.0 diagrams for analysis and design using Use Case, Class,
Sequence, Activity, Composite Structure, State Machine, Communication, Component and
Deployment Diagrams, which allows the user to capture and communicate all aspects of an
application architecture using an industry standard. These diagrams can in turn be used for the
generation of code from the design model. This transformation can be customized to tailor code
generation patterns to meet the needs of an organization.
RSA can generate HTML, PDF and XML reports from UML designs. These documents
are not only useful in the process of documentation but also for the interconnectivity with other
tools. RSA can export user created UML 2.0 models in UML2 format, which in turn can be
imported into the Eclipse Platform (with the UML2 plug-in) for further analysis and
transformation. This powerful feature is extremely useful since this can produce the metaobjects of any given diagrams for further transformations.
8.1.2 Eclipse
IBM’s Eclipse Platform is an extensible Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
used to develop applications in Java.

This open source tool is designed to facilitate tool
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providers with mechanisms and rules to follow that would lead to seamlessly integrated tools.
These mechanisms and rules are described by well-defined API interfaces, classes and methods.
Eclipse can provide support for the construction of a variety of tools for application
development.

By means of various plug-ins, this tool supports arbitrary content types such as

Perl, Fortran, COBOL, C, C++, etc. With its ability to work with GUI and non-GUI based
application development environments, it can run under a variety of operating systems, including
Windows and Linux. Furthermore, it supports the integration of tools across different content
types and tool providers.
8.1.2.1 Plug-ins
A plug-in, the smallest unit of the Eclipse Platform, can be developed and delivered
separately. It is coded in Java and usually consists of Java code in a JAR library, some read only
files, and other resources such as images, web templates, GUI components, etc. A plug-in does
not necessarily need to contain code at all, such as the plug-ins which contributes to online help
in the form of HTML pages. For interoperability between other plug-ins, each plug-in can
declare any number of named extension points and any number of extensions to one or more
extensions points in other plug-ins. The Platform Runtime, on start-up, determines the set of
available plug-ins, leading it to build an in-memory plug-in registry. The extension declarations
by name are matched with their corresponding extension point declarations, resulting in a plug-in
registry which is available through the Platform API.
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8.1.3 UML2 Plug-in
The UML2 project is an open-source project based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework
from IBM. This is a useable implementation of the UML 2.0 meta-model to support the
development of modeling tools. The UML-2 plug-in also provides test cases as a means of
validating the specification, as well as to specify the validation rules for defining and enforcing
levels of compliance. The plug-in provides a common XMI schema to assist the interchange of
semantic models. This feature becomes extremely useful when importing models from various
tools such as RSA.

Not only can models be imported, but they can also be created

programmatically in Eclipse. The UML2 plug-in provides application program interfaces (API)
for the UML 2.0 meta-model it implements. This API can then be used to create user-defined
models as well as to parse in already created models. This in-memory model can then be
transformed according to the requirements of the users. Although this is all a Java-based
implementation, the files are all stored in an XML format for easier interoperability.
8.2 Performance Analysis
In RSA, the dynamic behaviour of a Collaboration is modeled as an extended Activity
Diagram with annotations specifying the various delays and sequence types. This is exported
from RSA as an XMI file and our tool, the Performance Analysis Tool (PAT), parses this XMI
file and renders it as Java Objects in Eclipse.
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PAT calculates the performance of the global collaboration based on the options selected
by user concerning the type of control flow path and the type of delays. The results from the
calculation are directed either to the console output or to a file.
8.2.1 Input to the Tool (PAT)
8.2.1.1 Collaborations
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the structure of Collaborations is defined in UML but
UML has not defined a method to describe the behaviour of Collaborations. In Chapter 2, we
explored different modeling paradigms to represent the dynamic behaviour of Collaborations and
in Section 4.2, we proposed UML Activity Diagrams with partial orders to define the semantics
of the behaviour of Collaborations. To model services and distributed workflows which may
consist of sub-services and sequencing operators such as strict/weak sequences, alternatives,
concurrency, strict/weak loops etc, we selected UML Activity Diagrams as the most suitable
candidate. The semantic of activities is based on inherent token flow, where the token may
contain some data, object or a locus of control. Executions are represented by action (or activity)
nodes and dependencies are represented as edges. As collaborations may involve multiple
components, UML Activities can span over multiple partitions, such that each partition represent
a component.
We model collaborations as annotated UML Activity Diagrams in RSA. In our work, we
analyze collaborations with multiple starting and ending points of execution which we called
starting and ending events, respectively. UML Activity Diagrams can model these multiple
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events – however, they restrict the timing of these events such that all the starting events within a
given activity must occur at the same time and similar for the ending events. In our work, we do
not impose such restrictions and would like to be able to model the multiple starting events when
they occur at different times, and similar for ending events. Hence, we need to extend the
semantics of UML Activity Diagrams to support these and other properties.
8.2.1.2 NETD
In each collaboration, we wish to model the Nominal Execution Time Delays between the
starting and ending events of all the involved roles. To do this, first we model the starting and
the ending event of a role as UML Input and Output pins. Each of these Input and Output pins is
owned by a partition to which the starting and ending events belong. We use UML Constraints
to specify the NETDs. These UML Constraints are associated with one Input pin and one Output
pin. Therefore the NETD specified in the Constraint is the NETD between the Input pin (starting
event) of the Partition (role) which owns this Input Pin and the Output pin (ending event) of the
Partition (role) which owns this Output pin. The delays which can be specified are as follows:


Fixed Delays: “fixed=”



Range of Delays: “max=” , “min=”



Stochastic Delays: “param1=”, “param2=”, “param3=”

Specifying NETD as Fixed Delays and Range of Delays is quite self-explanatory. For
Stochastic Delays, we assume the following:
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i)

NETDs in all the collaborations follow the same type of distribution. This is
specified in a UML Constraint as:
“distributionType=<distribution type>”
where <distribution type> is a String.
ex. distributionType=normal

ii)

Parameters param1, param2, and param3 are generic parameters, which can be
used to specify the parameters of any distribution. For example, if the distribution
type for an NETD is a normal distribution, then param1 can be mean and param2
can be standard deviation. However, if the distribution type is exponential, then
param1 can be the rate and so on and so forth. For example, for a normal
distribution, the mean and the standard deviation can be specified as param1 and
param2, respectively, while no value is specified for param3:
ex.

param1 = 0
param2 = 0.5

For our tool, it is not incorrect to specify all (or some) of the above delay types, as long
as the required delay type is specified. For example, if the tool is asked to calculate Range of
Delays, it expects the NETDs specified as “max=” and “min=” and will ignore values for
“fixed=” or “param1=” etc.
An example of a Collaboration with NETDs is shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27 – Example of UML Constraints
8.2.1.3 Operators
One of the reason, we chose UML Activity Diagram to model the behaviour of
collaborations is the similar set of operators UML Activity Diagrams offer and our requirement
of operators for Collaborations. We can model these operators in RSA as follows.
8.2.1.4 Strict / Weak Sequences
As discussed, a sequence can be a strict sequence or a weak sequence. As there is no
standard notation to differentiate between these two in UML Activities, we use the name
attribute of the UML Control Flow in an Activity Diagram (also known as a sequencing
operator) to define the type of a sequence, as shown in Figure 28. Hence the name of a control
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flow can be either “strict” (also called “strong”) or “weak” – if the type is not specified, then
strict sequence is assumed.

Figure 28 – Strict / Weak Sequence
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8.2.1.5 Concurrency
Concurrency between two collaborations is modelled in the exact same manner as UML
Activities are via, the Fork and Join Node as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29 – Concurrency
8.2.1.6 Alternative
Alternatives are modeled using the UML Decision node. This decision node is owned by
the partition that makes the choice between the multiple alternatives. If the control flow path
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type and delay is selected as multiple control flow paths and stochastic delays, then probabilities
need to be defined for each possible alternative. As shown in Figure 30, probabilities are
specified as “prob=” in a guard condition on the control flow of each alternative path.

Figure 30 – Alternatives
8.2.1.7 Strict / Weak While Loops
Loops are modeled as a sequence of a UML Merge, followed by a UML Decision Node,
as shown in Figure 31. Again, the Decision Node will be owned by the partition which makes
the choice whether the loop continues or exits. For non-stochastic delays (fixed or range of
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delays), we use the parameter “n” in the guard condition of the control flow to define the number
of times the loops is to be executed. For stochastic delays, probabilities will exist for each path
of the alternative. Even though in our model, it is not incorrect to specify both n and probability
in the same model as done in Figure 31, only one of the two attributes will be used depending on
the delay type that was selected by the user. The control flows after the DecisionNode are
named to reflect the type of the loop – i.e. strict loop or weak loop.

Figure 31 – Loops
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8.2.2 Performance Analysis Tool (PAT)
After extracting the XMI model from RSA, we execute our Performance Analysis Tool. As
shown in Figure 32, PAT offers the user to calculate the delay while considering either a single
control flow path or multiple control flow paths.

Figure 32 – Input Console
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Similar steps are followed by the tool for both cases – the tool transforms the XMI file to a
Simplified Data Structure and delays for the global collaboration are calculated based on the
formulas from Chapter 5. However, when a single control flow path is selected, then the delay
for a single path of execution can only be calculated and hence for any alternative paths of
execution in the model, PAT preprocesses the XMI file and prompts the user to select the desired
path of execution. For a single control flow path, PAT can calculate fixed, range and stochastic
delays and for multiple control flow paths, PAT can calculate range and stochastic delays.
8.2.2.1 Simplified Data Structure (SDS)
The annotated UML meta-model is exported by RSA and is imported by the Eclipse XMI
Reader. This model in the form of Java Objects is a quite complex model to work with. PAT
begins by parsing this complex UML meta-model and transforming it into a Simplified Data
Structure, a simple Java data structure consisting of activities with delay information and the
sequencing.
We say that each activity is transformed into a type PerfActivity object. A PerfActivity is
a class which, amongst other attributes, has the name of the activity which it represents and the
delays between all the starting and ending events of the activity.
Similarly various sequence operators are represented by the following Java strings:
“STRICT_SEQUENCE”, “WEAK_SEQUENCE”, “CONCURRENCY”, “ALTERNATIVE”,
“STRICT_LOOP” and “WEAK_LOOP”.
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The Parser creates a Java LinkedList to represent the global collaboration, in the
following called GC_LIST. It parses the UML meta-model as follows:
i)

For the Initial Node, it creates a INITIAL Java String

ii)

For each activity it encounters, it creates a PerfActivity object and adds it to the
GC_LIST.

iii)

For each strict / weak sequencing operator it encounters, it creates the respective
Java String and adds that String object to the list. Hence, the example in Figure
28 would result in SDS as shown in Table 10.
Table 10 – SDS of a Strict / Weak Sequence
GC_LIST
AP
WEAK_SEQUENCE
PO
STRICT_SEQUENCE
SF

// AP is Perf_Activity
// string object
// PO is Perf_Activity
// string object
// SF is Perf_Activity

The elements inside the dark borders make up the contents of a single list (in
this case GC_LIST).
iv)

For the Concurrent operator, there are multiple paths of executions. Each possible
path of execution is transformed into the Simplified Data Structure and added to a
sub-list. Each sub-list is then added to the GC_LIST. So for example, the
Simplified Data Structure (SDS) for Figure 29 would be as shown in Table 11.
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Table 11 – SDS of Concurrency
GC_LIST
…
WEAK_SEQUENCE
CONCURRENCY
RH
STRICT_SEQUENCE
CN
STRICT_SEQUENCE

RF
STRICT_SEQUENCE

The elements inside the dark borders make up the contents of a single list. In
this case, there are 4 lists
list 1: RH, STRICT_SEQUENCE, CN, STRICT_SEQUENCE
list 2: RF, STRICT_SEQUENCE
list 3: CONCURRENCY, <elements of list 1>, <elements of list 2>
list 4 (GC_LIST): …, WEAK_SEQUENCE, <elements of list 3>
v)

Alternative operator is transformed in the same way as the Concurrency operator
with two additions. First, the role that makes the decision is identified and added
to the Alternative list – this is a mandatory addition. Second, for stochastic
delays, there are probabilities for the execution of each path. Hence the
probability for each path is added to each path’s sub-list (EachPathList) – this is
optional as fixed and range of delays do not require probabilities. So, for
example, the model in Figure 30 would be transformed as shown in Table 12.
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Table 12 – SDS of Alternative
GC_LIST
…
STRICT_SEQUENCE
ALTERNATIVE
C
0.7
EI
WEAK_SEQUENCE
PPv1
STRICT_SEQUENCE

0.3
L
STRICT_SEQUENCE

The elements inside the dark borders make up the contents of a single list. In
this case, there are 4 lists
list 1: 0.7, EI, WEAK__SEQUENCE, PPv1, STRICT_SEQUENCE
list 2: 03, L, STRICT_SEQUENCE
list 3: ALTERNATIVE, C, <elements of list 1>, <elements of list 2>
list 4 (GC_LIST): …, STRICT_SEQUENCE, <elements of list 3>
In the Alternative List (List 3), the second element “C” identifies the role C which
makes the decision for the path of alternate executions.
In List 1 and List 2, 0.7 and 0.3 are the respective probabilities for these paths.
vi)

The loop (Strict / Weak) operator is transformed in the same way as the
Alternative operator. There is a decision that is made at the beginning of the loop
to check whether the body of the loop is going to iterate again. The role that
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makes this decision is placed in the Loop sub-list – this is a mandatory parameter.
The number of times the body of the loop iterates can be specified for nonstochastic
Table 13 – SDS of Loop
GC_LIST
…
WEAK_SEQUENCE
WEAK_LOOP
C
2
0.3
RF
STRICT_SEQUENCE
PP
WEAK_SEQUENCE

delays.

0.7
RG
…

This number of repetition is also added to the Loop sub-list.

For

stochastic delays, probabilities are defined for each path succeeding this decision.
These probabilities are added to each path’s sub-list. So, for example, the model
in Figure 31 would be transformed as shown in Table 13.
The elements inside the dark borders make up the contents of a single list. In this
case, there are four lists
list 1: 0.7, RG, …
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list 2: 0.3, RF, STRICT__SEQUENCE, PP, WEAK_SEQUENCE
list 3: WEAK_LOOP, C , 2, <elements of list 1>, <elements of list 2>
list 4 (GC_LIST): …, WEAK_SEQUENCE, <elements of list 3>
In the Loop List (List 3), the first element identifies the type of loop – weak or
strict. The second element “C” identifies the role C which makes the decision
whether the body of the loop will iterate again. The third element identifies the
number of times the body of the loop (list 2) will repeat.
The first element in List 2 is the probability of repeating the loop. The second
element onwards is the body of the loop.
List 1 contains the activities which follows the body of the loop.
8.2.3 Output Generated by the Tool
Once the performance analysis is complete, PAT returns the delays from the starting event of
every role to the ending event of every role in the global collaboration, along with the execution
paths traversed to get the delay.
For each delay, PAT first identifies the source and the destination role between which the
delay is calculated. Then it presents the type of delay that is calculated and finally the value of
the delay is given. Next is the execution path that was taken by PAT to calculate the delay,
which includes the activity name, denoted as “act:”, roles of starting and ending events, denoted
by “s” and “d” respectively – for source and destination.
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A critical path is a path with the maximum delay [23]. PAT can calculate the maximum
delay along its execution path (critical path) by calculating the range of delays for multiple
control flow paths.
As shown partially in Figure 33, for the first delay, it indicates that the delay from the
starting event of role B to the ending event of role D is 18.0 seconds. The path of execution to
calculate this delay is “in activity PPv1, starting event of role B to the ending event of role B,
then in activity CH, starting event of role B to the ending event of role B…” and so on and so
forth.

Figure 33 – Console Output
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For stochastic delays, the NETD for the global collaboration is not evaluated but rather a
formula is generated with the specified parameters which can be modified and used in other tools
such as MATLAB for evaluation. An example of the output produced for a stochastic delay is as
follows:
((param1: 1.0, param2: 2.0, param3: 7.0)
(param1: 4.0, param2: 1.0, param3: 1.0))
MULTIPLY
((param1: 3.0, param2: 2.0, param3: 1.0)
(param1: 2.0, param2: 1.0, param3: 5.0))

CONVOLUTE
CONVOLUTE

8.3 Testing
We have employed manual testing for this tool. Several formulas must be exercised to
calculate the delay of each sequencing operator mentioned in Chapter 5. These formulas are
based on the participation of the roles of the starting and ending events. For example for a single
control flow, for a strict sequence, there are 4 distinct formulas – one for Case 1, one for Case 2,
one for Case 3 and one for Case 4, as mentioned in Table 2. Similarly, for multiple control flow
paths, for the strict while loop, there are 2 formulas – one formula for if the role of starting event
is a Choice role and another formula for the remaining roles. Each of these different cases
should be tested.
Based on these conditions, we formed over 460 test cases based on the various situations
of strict / weak sequence, concurrency, alternative and weak/strict loop. These test cases are
detailed in Annex B, where each “X” represents a test case.
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Our tool was tested against the above mentioned test cases and has passed each of the test
cases.
8.4 Limitations and Future Work
This tool analyzes a given UML Activity Model and calculates the performance of the
global activity. There are still some limitations, some inherent in UML while others are specific
to the tool.


Multiple Delays: The body of a loop (weak or strict) consists of activities. We specify
only a single set of NETDs for these activities. However, each activity may have a
different NETDs for each iteration. Ideally, there should be n delays defined for the n
executions for all the activities in the body of a loop.



Single Role for Choice: In an alternative or a loop, the decision could be made
theoretically by a set of roles as explained in Chapter 6. However, in this tool, we only
support a single role to make the decision. This should be extended to allow multiple
roles to make the decision.



Console Output: The output is currently presented in textual format, whether it is a file
or a console output. Moving forward, it would be great if one could export this output
back to RSA and be able to rebuild the collaboration with the new delays automatically.
This would be extremely useful if the analyzed collaboration is reused as a subcollaboration in another abstract model.
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Two Separate Programs: Currently, one needs to export the UML Activity Model from
RSA and manually run the Performance Analysis Tool, hence requiring RSA and
Eclipse. It would be great if this tool would be a plugged-in to RSA such that one makes
the model with annotation and is able to analyze the performance directly within RSA.



Normal Distribution: In Chapter 6, we have presented approximations of Normal
Distribution to analyze performance. However, these approximations have not been
implemented yet, but rather the tool calculates the stochastic delays as an equation to be
evaluated.



Stochastic Delay Parameters: Currently, we allow up to 3 parameters to define any
distribution. In the future, we hope to make this dynamic and perhaps either ask the user
about the kind of distribution being specified or have the number of parameters be
dynamic such that a user can enter as many parameters as he wishes.

8.5 Summary
In this chapter we introduce Performance Analysis Tool, a tool developed to implement the
formulas introduced in Chapter 5. We discuss the underlying technology and the development
environment used to build the tool. Furthermore, we also discuss the Simplified Data Structure,
an intermediate model used to assist in analyzing the performance of the global distributed
system. Testcases used to test the tool were also discussed as well as the limitations of the tool.
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9. A CASE STUDY
In this chapter, we illustrate the use of the formulas from Chapter 5 by applying them to a
fictitious case study to calculate the global delay for each involved participant.
9.1 Travel Management System
A Travel Management System (M), as shown in Figure 34, is an online service used by
people to reserve flights and hotels. This is comparable to existing online portals such as
Expedia©, Priceline©, Travelocity©, etc. The Travel Management System is composed of
three servers – a front end server serving the customers, a Hotel Management Server (H), and an
Air Travel Management Server (A). The Hotel Management Server interfaces with two external
airline companies partnered with the Travel Management System – namely Excellent Hotel (E)
and Premium Hotel (P). Similarly, the Air Travel Management Server also deals with two
airline companies -- Fast Airways (F) and Reliable Airways (R). The Travel Management
System also has a working relationship with a local Bank (B) for all its financial transactions.
9.2 Structural Aspects of the Travel Management System
As discussed in Chapter 4, we found UML 2 Collaboration diagrams a suitable notation
to illustrate the structural aspects of services. Collaborations inherit from both structural
classifiers and behavioural classifiers. As a structural classifier, a Collaboration identifies the
roles, connectors and collaboration uses. Figure 34 shows a Collaboration diagram describing
the structure of the Travel Management System service, which consists of ten roles and sixteen
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sub-collaborations among the roles. Even though we chose not to do so, we could have modeled
the system using collaboration-uses (instead of sub-collaborations), and then these collaborationuses would refer to other sub-collaborations which would have been defined separately.

Travel Management System
visit
website

Append
Profits

process
flights

Search

select flight
& hotel

Air Travel
Management
System

reserve flight

presents options
Client

Fast Airways

Reliable Airways

Travel Management
System

Hotel Management
System

Query
enter
Information
login
Database

process
payment

confirmation
notice

reserve hotel
Excellent
Hotel

receipt
generated
process hotels

Re-enter Financials
Premium
Hotel
Bank

Figure 34 – Roles and Sub-Collaborations in Travel Management System
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9.3 Behavioural Aspects of the Travel Management System
A typical scenario of a client making vacation plans using the Travel Management System is
illustrated as a CBD in Figure 35. It shows the following order of sub-collaborations:
i)

The client (C) visits the Travel Management System (M) website searching for a flight and a
hotel. He/she enters the desired dates of travel and the destination. This is modeled by the
Visit Website and Search sub-collaborations.

ii) M sends a request to the Air Travel Management System (A) and Hotel Management System
(H) to search for the best suitable matches, modelled by the Query sub-collaboration.
iii) A contacts the two flight companies, Fast Airways (F) and Reliable Airways (R) with the
request. These two companies respond back to A with corresponding price options, which
get processed. All this is modelled by the Processes Flight sub-collaboration.
iv) Processes Hotel sub-collaboration models another similar request which is made by H to the
two hotel companies Excellent Hotel (E), and Premium Hotel (P), which respond back with
their availabilities and prices.
Note: Since the sub-collaborations Processes Flight and Processes Hotel are weakly
sequenced, both of these sub-collaborations may execute in parallel.
Note: There is a strict sequencing after Processes Hotel and Append Profits. This means that all
the roles involved in the previous collaborations need to complete their executions before
Append Profits may execute. This shows the transfer of flight and hotel information from roles
A and H respectively to M.
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v) M processes the flight and the hotel information and adds its own profit to the price and
presents it to the customer, shown by a weak sequence of the sub-collaborations Append
Profits and Present Options.
vi) The client may find the presented choices unacceptable. This will cause the system to go
back to Step ii) where the above is repeated with perhaps a revised set of dates and
destinations.
vii) However, if the options are acceptable to the client, then the client can select the flight and
the hotel, as modelled by sub-collaboration Select Flight & Hotel.
viii) The client may choose not to create a new account, and enter all information as a “guest”
modelled by sub-collaboration Enter Info or he/she may login with an existing account,
which would have all the customer information, including credit card information, which is
modelled by sub-collaboration Login.
ix) M sends this information to the Bank (B) for payment to be processed, modelled by Process
Payment.
x) If transaction is declined, the Bank notifies M, which in turn notifies the customer. The
customer enters a different credit card for authorization.

Also, this new credit card

information is updated in M’s database (dB) simultaneously. This is modelled by subcollaboration Re-enter Financials. This process keeps on repeating until the credit card is
successfully authorized. Because of the weak sequencing, it is possible for the update to the
database to take some time and lag behind. Hence, a scenario may exist where the database
is being updated for the credit card number from the 2nd attempt, while the client may be
entering credit card information for the 5th time.
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Figure 35a – Behavioural View of Travel Management System Collaboration (Part 1)
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xi) Once the transaction is approved, the Bank notifies M. M concurrently reserves the flight
modelled by sub-collaboration Reserve Flight, and the hotel as modelled by subcollaboration Reserve Hotel with A and H, respectively.
xii) A confirmation email is sent to the client, modeled by Confirmation Notice.
9.4 Performance Analysis
We aim to calculate the delay of the global collaboration, Travel Management System,
based on the NETDs of the constituent sub-collaborations such as Visit Website, Query etc.
We analyze the initial three sub-collaborations, “Visit Website” (V), “Search” (S) and
“Query” (Q) in this chapter. This analysis is based on the semantics and the formulas defined in
Chapter 5. Results from the analysis of the remaining sub-collaborations can be found in Annex
A.
9.4.1 Local Delays
The Nominal Execution Time Delay of the elementary sub-collaborations are called local
NETDs (or local delays), annotated as ZΔxy, where x is the role of the starting event, y is the role
of the ending event and Z refers to the sub-collaboration to which these two roles belong
(elementary sub-collaborations are sub-collaborations that cannot be decomposed into further
sub-collaborations).

Each of the sub-collaborations in Figure 35a-b is an elementary sub-

collaboration. We assume that the local delays of all the sub-collaborations are known, either
measured or specified.
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9.4.1.1 Performance of the “Visit Website” (V) collaboration
There are two roles involved in the Visit Website collaboration, namely Client and Travel
Management System. Each role has a starting event and an ending event. NETDs exist between
the starting event of each role and the ending event of each role. This is summarized in Table
13. As these are local delays, we assume these delay are known, either specified or measured
using the testing methodology from Section 4.5.
As Visit Website is the initial collaboration, we assume that there is no synchronization
amongst the involved roles before the starting of the execution and the roles may start executing
their actions as they become available. In a sense, we assume that there is weak sequencing prior
to V. So a very typical scenario may have M being temporarily occupied and the role C would
have to wait for M to become available.
Table 13 – Local Delays of sub-collaboration “Visit Website (V)”
Starting

Ending

Local Delay of V

C

C

C
VΔ C

C

M

C
VΔ M

M

M

M
VΔ M

M

C

M
VΔ C
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9.4.2 Global Delays
In contrast to local delays, we say that a global collaboration is a composite collaboration
that can be decomposed into sub-collaborations sequenced with other sub-collaborations. We
call the NETDs of a global collaboration, global NETD (or global delays). We assume the
global delay is not given but rather is calculated using the formulas from Chapter 5.
9.4.2.1 Performance of the collaborations “Visit Website” (V) followed by collaboration
“Search”(S)
There is strict sequencing between V and S – the composite collaboration abstracting this
strict sequence is denoted as “VS”.

There are two roles involved in this strict sequencing – C

and M, both of which are common roles (i.e. both roles are participating in both collaboration V
and S).
Strict sequencing, as defined earlier, specifies that all the actions in V must complete
before any action in S may execute. Completion of all actions in V is specified by the event VF.
The delay from the starting event of role C of V to VF is the maximum of the delay from the
starting event of C to the ending event of C and the starting event of C to the ending event of M,
resulting in max(VΔCC , VΔCM).
We can calculate the delay from vF to the ending event of role C in S, by taking the
maximum of the delays from the starting event of C to the ending event of C in S, and the
starting event of M to the ending event of C in S, i.e. max(SΔCC, SΔMC ).
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With this, we can calculate the delay from the starting event of C to the ending event of C
for the composite collaboration comprised of sub-collaboration V strictly sequenced with subcollaboration S. This is done by summing up the delay from starting event of C in S to vF, and
the delay from vF to the ending event of C in S, i.e. max(VΔCC , VΔCM) + max(SΔCC, SΔMC ) giving
the total delay from the starting event of role C in V to the ending event of role C in S.
Similar calculations can be done to calculate the remaining three delays
M
VSΔ C,

C
M
VSΔ M, VSΔ M,

where VS is the composite collaboration abstracting the strict sequencing between V and

S, as shown in Table 14.
Table 14 – Delays of Visit Website (V) Strictly Sequenced with Search(S)
Starting

Ending

Role

Role

C

C

Global Delay
Deterministic
max(VΔCC , VΔCM) +

(VΔCC (t) * VΔCM(t)) ⊗

max(SΔCC, SΔMC )
C

M

(SΔCC(t) * SΔMC (t))

max(VΔCC , VΔCM) +

(VΔCC(t) * VΔCM(t)) ⊗

max(SΔCM, SΔMM )
M

M

(SΔCM(t) * SΔMM(t) )

max (VΔMM, VΔMC) +

(VΔMM(t) * VΔMC(t)) ⊗

max(SΔMM, SΔCM )
M

C

Stochastic

(SΔMM(t) * SΔCM(t) )

max (VΔMM, VΔMC) +

(VΔMM(t) * VΔMC(t)) ⊗

max(SΔMC, SΔCC )

(SΔMC(t) * SΔCC(t) )
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9.4.2.2 Performance of composite collaborations “Visit Website” and “Search” (VS)
followed by collaboration “Query” (Q)
The composite collaboration VS is subsequently weakly sequenced with subcollaboration Query (Q).

This is abstracted by “VSQ”. As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, strict

and weak sequences are not associative. Therefore it is important to define the order in which
such sequences are composed. We give priority to the composition of strict sequences over weak
sequences. In this example, this corresponds to the “left-to-right” composition, which we have
been following up to now.

There are four roles involved in the VSQ – namely C, M, A and H, where C ε INC(VS), M
ε IC, and {A, H} ε INC(Q). Even though QΔCC is –∞ as C is not involved in Q, but as can be seen
in Table 15,

C
VSQΔ C

is defined by Equation (23) as

C
VSΔ C

= max(VΔCC , VΔCM) + max(SΔCC,

M
SΔ C).

Again QΔCM is –∞ as C is not involved in Q, but due to the common role M (the only
common role), there exists a path of dependency from CM in VS and MM in Q. Hence,
according to Equation (23), the VSQΔCM = VSΔCM + QΔMM = max(VΔCC , VΔCM) + max(SΔCM, SΔMM)
+ QΔMM. Other delays from the starting event of C are calculated in similar fashion.
As per Equation (23), delays for the abstract collaboration VSQ for roles from INC(Q) to
O(Q), are equal to the NETD measured in sub-collaboration Q, such as VSQΔAA = QΔAA, VSQΔAM =
A
A
A
H
H
H
H
H
H
QΔ M, VSQΔ H =QΔ H, VSQΔ A =QΔ A, VSQΔ M =QΔ M, VSQΔ H = QΔ H.
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Finally, delays from the starting events of the common role of VS to the ending events of
all the roles in Q can be calculated using Equation (21), by taking the sum of

M
VSΔ M

and QΔMX,

where X ε O(Q). Hence VSQΔMM = max (VΔMM, VΔMC) + max(SΔMM, SΔCM ) + QΔMM, other delays
can be calculated as:
M
VΔ C)

M
VSQΔ C

= max (VΔMM, VΔMC) + max(SΔMC, SΔCC ),

+ max(SΔMM, SΔCM ) + QΔMA and

M
VSQΔ H

M
VSQΔ A

= max (VΔMM,

= max (VΔMM, VΔMC) + max(SΔMM, SΔCM ) +

M
QΔ H.

Table 15 – Delays of VS Weakly Sequenced with Query(Q)
Starting

Ending

Role

Role

M

M

Global Delay
Deterministic
max (VΔMM, VΔMC) +

(VΔMM(t) * VΔMC(t)) ⊗

max(SΔMM, SΔCM ) + QΔMM

M

A

max (VΔMM, VΔMC) +

H

max (VΔMM, VΔMC) +

C

max (VΔMM, VΔMC) +

M

(SΔMM(t) * SΔCM(t) ) ⊗ QΔMH(t)
(VΔMM(t) * VΔMC(t)) ⊗

max(SΔMC, SΔCC )
A

(SΔMM(t) * SΔCM(t) ) ⊗ QΔMA(t)
(VΔMM(t) * VΔMC(t)) ⊗

max(SΔMM, SΔCM ) + QΔMH

M

(SΔMM(t) * SΔCM(t) ) ⊗ QΔMM(t)
(VΔMM(t) * VΔMC(t)) ⊗

max(SΔMM, SΔCM ) + QΔMA

M

Stochastic

(SΔMC(t) * SΔCC(t))

A
QΔ M

A
QΔ M(t)
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A

A

A
QΔ A

A
QΔ A(t)

A

H

A
QΔ H

A
QΔ H(t)

A

C

–∞

–∞

H

M

H
QΔ M

H
QΔ M(t)

H

A

H
QΔ A

H
QΔ A(t)

H

H

H
QΔ H

H
QΔ H(t)

H

C

–∞

–∞

C

M

max(VΔCC , VΔCM) +

(VΔCC(t) * VΔCM(t)) ⊗

max(SΔCM, SΔMM) + QΔMM

C

A

max(VΔCC , VΔCM) +

(VΔCC(t) * VΔCM(t)) ⊗

max(SΔCM, SΔMM ) + QΔMA

C

H

max(VΔCC , VΔCM) +

C

(SΔCM(t) * SΔMM(t) ) ⊗ QΔMA(t)
(VΔCC(t) * VΔCM(t)) ⊗

max(SΔCM, SΔMM) + QΔMH

C

(SΔCM(t) * SΔMM(t)) ⊗ QΔMM(t)

max(VΔCC , VΔCM) +

(SΔCM(t) * SΔMM(t)) ⊗ QΔMH(t)
(VΔCC(t) * VΔCM(t)) ⊗

max(SΔCC, SΔMC )

(SΔCC(t) * SΔMC(t) )
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9.4.2.3 Performance Results of the sequence “Visit Website”, “Search”, and “Query”
Table 16 shows the local NETDs between the starting events of each role to the ending
events of each role for all the roles involved in the three sub-collaborations, Visit Website,
Search and Query. Most of these delays are self-explanatory, for example, in sub-collaboration
Visit Website, delay from the starting event of role Client (C) to the ending event of the role
Client (C) is 10 seconds, and so on. Some of these delays are –∞, for example, from the starting
event of role Client (C) to the ending event of the role Client (C), as per Equation (12) these roles
are either not involved in that sub-collaboration or dependencies do not exist between those
events.
Table 16 – Local Delays (in seconds)
Delay

Delay

Delay

C
VΔ C

10

M
QΔ M

1

H
QΔ M

C
VΔ M

15

M
QΔ A

4

H
QΔ A

M
VΔ M

2

M
QΔ H

4

H
QΔ H

M
VΔ C

4

M
QΔ C

C
SΔ C

60

A
QΔ M

4

C
QΔ M

C
SΔ M

45

A
QΔ A

3

C
QΔ A

M
SΔ M

30

A
QΔ H

M
SΔ C

35

A
QΔ C

–∞

–∞
–∞
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H
QΔ C

C
QΔ H

C
QΔ C

4
–∞
3
–∞
–∞
–∞
–∞
–∞

Table 17 – Global Delays the sequence of sub-collaborations “Visit Website”, “Search” and
“Query” (in seconds)
Global Delay
M
VSQΔ M

max (2, 4) + max(30,45) + 1 = 50

M
VSQΔ A

max (2, 4) + max(30,45) + 4 = 53

M
VSQΔ H

max (2, 4) + max(30,45) + 4 = 53

M
VSQΔ C

max (2, 4) + max(35,60) = 64

A
VSQΔ M

4

A
VSQΔ A

3

A
VSQΔ H

A
VSQΔ C

H
VSQΔ M
H
VSQΔ A

H
VSQΔ H
H
VSQΔ C

–∞
–∞
4
–∞
3
–∞

C
VSQΔ M

max(10 , 15) + max(45,30) + 1 = 61

C
VSQΔ A

max(10 , 15) + max(45,30) + 4 = 64

C
VSQΔ H

max(10 , 15) + max(45, 30) + 4 = 64

C
VSQΔ C

max(10 , 15) + max(60, 35 ) = 75
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9.4.3 Remaining Sub-Collaborations
Detailed performance analysis for the remaining sub-collaborations, based on the
formulas from Chapter 5, can be found in Annex A. We abstract the behaviour of the Travel
Management System of Figure 35a-b as collaboration D. Using our tool, Performance Analysis
Tool, we calculated the fixed delays from the starting event to the ending event of each role. As
the Travel Management System has an alternative path of execution, our tool calculates the delay
for each path of execution and the results are presented in Tables 18 and 19 of Annex A.3.
9.4.4 Discussion
The performance analysis of the global “Travel Management System” can be used to
identify a number of things:


In many cases, “server time” is contracted from server-provider companies such as Amazon
and IBM, where the contracts stipulate the use of the server where the charges are based on
the resources consumed such as server–hours or amount of data–transfer [2]. If the amount
of time typically required for a service is known, then this information can be used to better
negotiate with the service-providers.
For example, in the Travel Management System, our tool has calculated the delays
from the starting events to the ending events for all the roles. If we assume that the time of
the starting events for all the roles is the same, then we can determine the amount of time
required for a server by taking the maximum of the NETDs: maxiεI(D) (DΔio), where D is the
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global collaboration. For example, from Equation (3), the time when the ending event of role
A (Air Travel Management) occurs is:
TB =

max (DΔCA, DΔMA, DΔAA, DΔHA, DΔBA, DΔDA, DΔQA, DΔRA, DΔEA, DΔSA)

TB =

max (123.5, 119.5, 116.5, 113.5, 33.5, 27.5, 106.5, 110.5, 104.5, 102.5)

=

123.5

Therefore, if the time of the starting events is the same for all the roles, then the amount
of time required for Air Travel Management to satisfy a single client is 123.5 seconds.
This can be determined for each of the involved roles.


If the Air Travel Management sub-system is a third party sub-system and this service can be
provided by multiple service-providers, then our tool can calculate the performance impact
of these options on our global collaboration. In this way, the tool can analyze the effects on
performance due to addition, removal and replacement of any software sub-systems within a
given workflow.



In many cases, the end-to-end delay typically describes the delay from the beginning to the
ending of execution of actions in a behaviour involving only a single role. In this context
with multiple roles, the end-to-end delay is the delay from the first starting event to the last
ending event in the global collaboration. Obviously the first starting event depends on the
availability of each role. If we assume that all the roles become available at the same time,
i.e. time of the starting events for all the roles is the same, then the end-to-end delay is the
maximum delay from the starting to the ending event for all the roles involved:
end-to-end delay = max M ε I(D), N ε O(D) (DΔMN)
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The end-to-end delay obviously depends on the control flow path for fixed delays. For
the control flow path where sub-collaboration EI was executed, the end-to-end delay is 130.5
secs, while when sub-collaboration L was executed, the end-to-end delay is 128 secs, both
from the starting event of role C to the ending event of role M.


In an execution of a workflow, a critical path is the longest necessary path of execution from
the initial event to the last event, producing the above mentioned end-to-end delay. Any
increase of the delay of an action along the critical path will also increase the end-to-end
delay by the same amount.
Similarly, the end-to-end delay can be reduced by reducing the delays of some actions on
the critical path. This can be done by sub-collaborations with slack time, providing resources
to sub-collaborations on the critical path in order to improve the overall process.
As we do not model the allocation of resources in our modeling specification, we do not
have enough information to determine the resources on which the actions are executed in our
case study. If the allocation of resources is known, then with our tool, we can observe the
impact of reducing large delays along the critical path i.e. reduction of end-to-end delay.

9.5 Summary
In this chapter, we analyze the Travel Management System, a case study to evaluate our
work, to calculate the global delay for each involved participant. We also discuss the benefits of
our work such as the calculation of the critical path, end-to-end delay, server time needed, etc.
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10. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In the literature, there are numerous methodologies to model the behaviour of a
distributed system. Modeling paradigms such as UML, Queuing Networks, and Petri-Nets are
among the more popular ones. Most of these paradigms, though, assume the basic activities in
the decomposition are allocated to a single component. Typically, an activity has a single input
and a single output. Performance of such systems has been analyzed in various research
projects.
In practice, the behaviour of a system is often specified at a higher level of abstraction,
i.e. even the basic activities are relatively large. Some of these activities may involve multiple
roles. For each role, there is a starting and an ending point of executions, which we call starting
and ending events.
The contributions of this thesis are the following:
1. Collaboration Behaviour Diagrams (CBD): We explored the possibility of using existing
modeling paradigms to specify the behaviour of an activity with multiple starting and ending
events. To this end, we defined the semantics of the dynamic behavior of Collaborations
using the formalism of partial orders, called Collaboration Behaviour Diagrams. This helped
us not only to model collaborations with multiple independent starting points of execution
(starting events) and multiple independent ending points of executions (ending events), but
also allowed us to model the dependencies between these events.
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2. Testing Methodology: We realized that the behaviour and the dependencies will not always
be specified, and the given system description may be a black-box specification. Based on
an existing testing methodology, we developed a method to measure the performance
characteristics related to the dependencies amongst the starting and ending events of the roles
involved in a black-box activity.
3. Performance Analysis: Using Collaboration Behaviour Diagrams (CBD), we defined the
semantics of composite collaborations and developed a set of formulas to calculate their
performance based on the delays of the constituent sub-collaborations. These compositions
may consist of sub-collaborations related by strict sequence, weak sequence, concurrency,
alternative executions, or strict or weak while loops.
4. Types of Delays and Control Flow Paths: We provide formulas to calculate different types
of delays: fixed delays, range of delays and stochastic delays. Fixed and range of delays are
typically used in hard real-time systems, where performance is a critical property of the
system. Stochastic delays are delays that are represented by distributions such as Normal,
Exponential, Poisson Distributions etc. We calculate fixed delays for a particular single
control flow path while analysis for range of delays, and stochastic delays requires all
possible paths.
5. Approximation of Normal Distribution: We propose approximations for the case of
stochastic behavior with Normal distributions. We present approximations for the cases
where the curves of two normal distributions are far apart and have very little overlap, and
where the curves are close together and have a strong overlap. These approximations are
illustrated through examples.
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6. Expected Errors: We discuss the expected errors that may be introduced due to ignoring
shared resources such as CPUs, database, etc. or ignoring dependencies in the case of
stochastic behaviours.
7. Messages: As the collaborations we consider may involve multiple components, we
consider the use of coordination messages from [9] to realize the ordering relationships
among different sub-collaborations in a distributed environment. For the case that these
messages have an appreciable delay we modify our performance analysis formulas to include
the delay of these coordination messages.
8. Performance Analysis Tool: We constructed the Performance Analysis Tool, which takes
as input the dynamic behaviour of a collaboration in the form of an annotated UML Activity
Diagram. It analyzes the performance of the system for a single or for multiple control flow
paths and calculates the delays between the different starting and ending events of the
collaboration in terms of fixed delays, range of delays or stochastic delay distributions.
9. Case Study: We presented a fictitious case study of a Travel Management System and
demonstrated the performance analysis of the global collaboration based on the performance
characteristics of the sub-collaborations.
Further work could be done in this area along the following lines:


Apply the tool for performance analysis of industrial examples.



We would like to analyze the “Cancel/Interruption” sequencing operator and develop
formulas to calculate the performance of collaborations that uses this operator.
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There were some conditions made for the sharing of resources as discussed in Chapter 7.
We discussed estimates of errors introduced for some of these assumptions but not for all.
Further analysis of the errors introduced by the remaining assumptions would be quite
useful.



We have made the assumption that the stochastic distributions of the performance
parameters of a given sub-collaborations and of different sub-collaborations are
independent. We would like to be able to relax these constraints and analyze the
behaviour of a system in more general situations.



We impose certain conditions when we approximate calculations with Normal
Distributions. We would like to relax these conditions and be able to present the
approximations with as little conditions as possible. Furthermore, we would like to have
an estimate of the errors introduced with these approximations.



For the calculations involving stochastic delays, we have approximated only Normal
Distributions. We would like to approximate calculations for collaborations with other
distributions such as Exponential, Binomial, etc.



Finally, we would like to explore whether we could adapt our work to calculate other
global measures such as cost.
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ANNEX A
For the Travel Management System case study, we first constructed an annotated activity
model in Rational Software Architect, as shown in Figure 36 below. In this model, the local
NETDs specified between the starting and ending events of each role for each activity is shown
in Table 18. This annotated model is imported into our tool. Our tool analyzes this model and
calculates the global NETD, as shown in Tables 19 and 20 below. In this example, we calculated
fixed delays, and due to a deterministic control flow, Table 19 shows the delays when
collaboration “L” was executed and Table 20 shows the global NETD when sub-collaboration
“EI” was executed.
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A.1 Input

Figure 36a – Travel Management System (Part 1)
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Figure 36b – Travel Management System (Part 2)
194

Figure 36c – Travel Management System (Part 3)
195

Figure 37a – Travel Management System – Nested Activity (Part 1)
196

Figure 37b – Travel Management System – Nested Activity (Part 2)
197

Figure 37c – Travel Management System – Nested Activity (Part 3)
198

A.2 Nominal Execution Time Delays (in secs) for the Travel Management Service
Table 18 – Local NETDs
Delay

Delay

Delay

Delay

Delay

Visit Website (V):
C
VΔ C

6

C
VΔ M

7

M
VΔ M

2

M
VΔ C

3

M
SΔ C

2

Search (S):
C
SΔ C

1

C
SΔ M

3

M
SΔ M

5

Query (Q):
M
QΔ M

3

M
QΔ A

2

M
QΔ H

1

A
QΔ M

6

A
QΔ H

4

H
QΔ M

3

H
QΔ A

2

H
QΔ H

1

A
QΔ A

5

Process Flights (PF):
M
PFΔ M

7

M
PFΔ A

2

M
PFΔ Q

5

M
PFΔ R

4

A
PFΔ M

6

A
PFΔ A

2

A
PFΔ Q

3

A
PFΔ R

6

Q
PFΔ M

1

Q
PFΔ A

5

Q
PFΔ Q

6

Q
PFΔ R

4

R
PFΔ M

5

R
PFΔ A

3

R
PFΔ Q

4

R
PFΔ R

6
Process Hotels (PH):

M
PFΔ M

5

M
PFΔ H

6

M
PFΔ E

3

M
PFΔ S

2

H
PFΔ M

2

H
PFΔ H

6

H
PFΔ E

7

H
PFΔ S

2

E
PFΔ M

4

E
PFΔ H

1

E
PFΔ E

6

E
PFΔ S

5

S
PFΔ M

2

S
PFΔ H

3

S
PFΔ E

6

S
PFΔ S

5

M
POΔ C

3

Append Profits (AP):
M
PFΔ M

5
Present Options (PO):

C
POΔ C

7

C
POΔ M

1

M
POΔ M

6

Select Flight & Hotel (SF)
C
SFΔ C

7

C
SFΔ M

6

M
SFΔ M
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2

M
SFΔ C

3

Enter Information (EI):
C
EIΔ C

2

C
EIΔ M

3

M
EIΔ M

4

M
EIΔ C

6

M
LΔ C

3.5

B
PPΔ B

3

Login (L):
C
LΔ C

4

C
LΔ M

2

M
LΔ M

2

Process Payment (PP):
M
PPΔ M

2

M
PPΔ B

7

B
PPΔ M

1

Re-Enter Financials (REF):
C
REFΔ C

2

C
REFΔ M

3

C
REFΔ B

1

C
REFΔ D

6

M
REFΔ C

3

M
REFΔ M

6

M
REFΔ B

5

M
REFΔ D

4

B
REFΔ C

5

B
REFΔ M

6

B
REFΔ B

3

B
REFΔ D

2

D
REFΔ C

4

D
REFΔ M

3

D
REFΔ B

2

D
REFΔ D

1
Receipt Generated (RG):

M
RGΔ M

3

M
RGΔ B

1

B
RGΔ M

1.5

B
RGΔ B

2

H
RHΔ H

5

A
RFΔ A

4

Reserve Hotel (RH):
M
RHΔ M

6

M
RHΔ H

1

H
RHΔ M

2

Reserve Flight (RF):
M
RFΔ M

1

M
RFΔ A

3

A
RFΔ M

6

Confirmation Notice (CN):
C

CNΔ C

3

C

CNΔ M

4

M
CNΔ M
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1

M
CNΔ C

2

A.3 Output Generated by the Tool
Table 19 – Global NETD (Fixed Delay) when Sub-collaboration “L” is Executed
Delay

Delay

Delay

Delay

C
DΔ C

127.0

M
DΔ C

123.0

A
DΔ C

120.0

H
DΔ C

117.0

C
DΔ M

128.0

M
DΔ M

124.0

A
DΔ M

121.0

H
DΔ M

118.0

C
DΔ A

121.0

M
DΔ A

117.0

A
DΔ A

114.0

H
DΔ A

111.0

C
DΔ H

119.0

M
DΔ H

115.0

A
DΔ H

112.0

H
DΔ H

109.0

C
DΔ Q

73.0

M
DΔ Q

69.0

A
DΔ Q

66.0

H
DΔ Q

63.0

C
DΔ R

73.0

M
DΔ R

69.0

A
DΔ R

66.0

H
DΔ R

63.0

C
DΔ E

73.0

M
DΔ E

69.0

A
DΔ E

66.0

H
DΔ E

63.0

C
DΔ S

73.0

M
DΔ S

69.0

A
DΔ S

66.0

H
DΔ S

63.0

C
DΔ B

118.5

M
DΔ B

114.5

A
DΔ B

111.5

H
DΔ B

108.5

C
DΔ D

105.5

M
DΔ D

101.5

A
DΔ D

98.5

H
DΔ D

95.5

Q
DΔ C

110.0

R
DΔ C

114.0

E
DΔ C

108.0

S
DΔ C

106.0

Q
DΔ M

111.0

R
DΔ M

115.0

E
DΔ M

109.0

S
DΔ M

107.0

Q
DΔ A

104.0

R
DΔ A

108.0

E
DΔ A

102.0

S
DΔ A

100.0

Q
DΔ H

102.0

R
DΔ H

106.0

E
DΔ H

100.0

S
DΔ H

98.0

Q
DΔ Q

56.0

R
DΔ Q

60.0

E
DΔ Q

54.0

S
DΔ Q

52.0

Q
DΔ R

56.0

R
DΔ R

60.0

E
DΔ R

54.0

S
DΔ R

52.0

Q
DΔ E

56.0

R
DΔ E

60.0

E
DΔ E

54.0

S
DΔ E

52.0
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Q
DΔ S

56.0

R
DΔ S

60.0

E
DΔ S

54.0

S
DΔ S

52.0

Q
DΔ B

101.5

R
DΔ B

105.5

E
DΔ B

99.5

S
DΔ B

97.5

Q
DΔ D

88.5

R
DΔ D

92.5

E
DΔ D

86.5

S
DΔ D

84.5

B
DΔ C

39.5

D
DΔ C

33.5

B
DΔ M

40.5

D
DΔ M

34.5

B
DΔ A

33.5

D
DΔ A

27.5

B
DΔ H

31.5

D
DΔ H

25.5

B
DΔ Q

–∞

D
DΔ Q

–∞

B
DΔ R

–∞

D
DΔ R

–∞

B
DΔ E

–∞

D
DΔ E

–∞

B
DΔ S

–∞

D
DΔ S

–∞

B
DΔ B

31

D
DΔ B

25

B
DΔ D

18

D
DΔ D

12
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Table 20 – Global NETD when Sub-collaboration EI is Executed
Delay

Delay

Delay

Delay

C
DΔ C

129.5

M
DΔ C

125.5

A
DΔ C

122.5

H
DΔ C

119.5

C
DΔ M

130.5

M
DΔ M

126.5

A
DΔ M

123.5

H
DΔ M

120.5

C
DΔ A

123.5

M
DΔ A

119.5

A
DΔ A

116.5

H
DΔ A

113.5

C
DΔ H

121.5

M
DΔ H

117.5

A
DΔ H

114.5

H
DΔ H

111.5

C
DΔ Q

73.0

M
DΔ Q

69.0

A
DΔ Q

66.0

H
DΔ Q

63.0

C
DΔ R

73.0

M
DΔ R

69.0

A
DΔ R

66.0

H
DΔ R

63.0

C
DΔ E

73.0

M
DΔ E

69.0

A
DΔ E

66.0

H
DΔ E

63.0

C
DΔ S

73.0

M
DΔ S

69.0

A
DΔ S

66.0

H
DΔ S

63.0

C
DΔ B

121.0

M
DΔ B

117.0

A
DΔ B

114.0

H
DΔ B

111.0

C
DΔ D

108.0

M
DΔ D

104.0

A
DΔ D

101.0

H
DΔ D

98.0

Q
DΔ C

112.5

R
DΔ C

116.5

E
DΔ C

110.5

S
DΔ C

108.5

Q
DΔ M

113.5

R
DΔ M

117.5

E
DΔ M

111.5

S
DΔ M

109.5

Q
DΔ A

106.5

R
DΔ A

110.5

E
DΔ A

104.5

S
DΔ A

102.5

Q
DΔ H

104.5

R
DΔ H

108.5

E
DΔ H

102.5

S
DΔ H

100.5

Q
DΔ Q

56.0

R
DΔ Q

60.0

E
DΔ Q

54.0

S
DΔ Q

52.0

Q
DΔ R

56.0

R
DΔ R

60.0

E
DΔ R

54.0

S
DΔ R

52.0

Q
DΔ E

56.0

R
DΔ E

60.0

E
DΔ E

54.0

S
DΔ E

52.0

Q
DΔ S

56.0

R
DΔ S

60.0

E
DΔ S

54.0

S
DΔ S

52.0

Q
DΔ B

104.0

R
DΔ B

108.0

E
DΔ B

102.0

S
DΔ B

100.0
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Q
DΔ D

91.0

R
DΔ D

95.0

B
DΔ C

39.5

D
DΔ C

33.5

B
DΔ M

40.5

D
DΔ M

34.5

B
DΔ A

33.5

D
DΔ A

27.5

B
DΔ H

31.5

D
DΔ H

25.5

B
DΔ Q

–∞

D
DΔ Q

–∞

B
DΔ R

–∞

D
DΔ R

–∞

B
DΔ E

–∞

D
DΔ E

–∞

B
DΔ S

–∞

D
DΔ S

–∞

B
DΔ B

31.0

D
DΔ B

25.0

B
DΔ D

18.0

D
DΔ D

12.0

E
DΔ D
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89.0

S
DΔ D

87.0

ANNEX B – TEST CASES
We tested our tool extensively. For each sequencing operator, we considered a single
control flow and multiple control flows. For a single control flow, we calculated the global
NETD as fixed delays, range of delays and delay distributions (stochastic delays). For multiple
control flows, we calculated NETDs as range of delays and delay distributions (stochastic
delays). For each of the delays calculated, we also kept track of the path of execution required to
achieve the calculated delay. The test cases are shown in Table 21 below, where each “X”
represents a single test case. Each case under each delay type (i.e. 1,2,3,4..) represents the
conditions which were specified in Tables 2 to Table 9. We also calculate delays when a
collaboration is nested within another collaboration. Even though this is not mentioned in Table
21, we test this functionality as well.
Table 21 – Test cases for Sequence Operators
Strict Sequence:
Single Control
Fixed
Flow
Delay
1: X 2: X
3: X 4: X
Path
1: X 2: X
3: X 4: X
Multiple Control
Flow
Delay
Path

Range
max: 1: X
min: 1: X
max: 1: X
min: 1: X

Range
max: 1: X
min: 1: X
max: 1: X
min: 1: X

2: X
2: X
2: X
2: X

2: X
2: X
2: X
2: X

Stochastic
Distribution
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X
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Stochastic
Distribution
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X

Weak Sequence:
Single Control
Flow
Delay
Path
Multiple Control
Flow
Delay
Path

Concurrency:
Single Control
Flow
Delay
Path
Multiple Control
Flow
Delay
Path

Alternative:
Single Control
Flow
Delay

Path

Fixed
1: X
3: X
1: X
3: X

Range

2: X
4: X
2: X
4: X

max: 1: X
min: 1: X
max: 1: X
min: 1: X

Range
max: 1: X
min: 1: X
max: 1: X
min: 1: X

2: X
2: X
2: X
2: X

Fixed
1: X
3: X
1: X
3: X

max: 1: X
min: 1: X
max: 1: X
min: 1: X

Range

Fixed
1a: X
2a: X
3a: X
4a: X
5a: X
1a: X
2a: X

1b: X
2b: X
3b: X
4b: X
5b: X
1b: X
2b: X

Stochastic
Distribution
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X

Range

2: X
4: X
2: X
4: X

max: 1: X
min: 1: X
max: 1: X
min: 1: X

2: X
2: X
2: X
2: X

2: X
2: X
2: X
2: X

Stochastic
Distribution
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X

2: X
2: X
2: X
2: X

Stochastic
Distribution
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X

Stochastic
Distribution
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X
1: X
2: X
3: X
4: X

Range
max: 1: X
4: X
min: 1: X
4: X

2: X 3: X
5: X
2: X 3: X
5: X

max: 1: X 2: X 3: X
4: X 5: X
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Stochastic
Distribution
1a: X 1b: X
2a: X 2b: X
3a: X 3b: X
4a: X 4b: X
5a: X 5b: X
1a: X 1b: X
2a: X 2b: X

3a: X 3b: X
4a: X 4b: X
5a: X 5b: X

3a: X 3b: X
4a: X 4b: X
5a: X 5b: X
min: 1: X 2: X 3: X
4: X 5: X

Multiple Control
Flow
Delay
Path

Range of Delays (Max)
1: X
6: X
1: X
6: X

2: X
7: X
2: X
7: X

3: X
8: X
3: X
8: X

Range of Delays (Min)

4: X 5: X
9: X
4: X 5: X
9: X

1: X
6: X
1: X
6: X

2: X
7: X
2: X
7: X

3: X
8: X
3: X
8: X

4: X 5: X
9: X
4: X 5: X
9: X

Multiple Control Flow
Delay

Stochastic Delays
1: X 2: X 3: X 4: X 5: X 6: X 7: X 8: X 9: X

Path

1: X 2: X 3: X 4: X 5: X 6: X 7: X 8: X 9: X

Strict While Loop:
Single Control
Fixed
Flow
Delay
1a: X 1b: X
2a: X 2b: X
3a: X 3b: X
Path

Multiple Control
Flow
Delay
Path

Range
max: 1a: X
max: 1b: X
min: 1a: X
min: 1b: X
max: 1a: X
max: 1b: X
max: 1a: X
max: 1b: X

1a: X 1b: X
2a: X 2b: X
3a: X 3b: X
Range
max: 1: X
min: 2a: X
min: 1: X
min: 2a: X

2a: X
2b: X
2a: X
2b: X
2a: X
2b: X
2a: X
2b: X

Stochastic
Distribution
1a: X
1b: X

2b: X
1a: X
2b: X
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1b: X

Stochastic
Distribution
1a: X
1b: X
2a: X
2b: X
3a: X
3b: X
1a: X
2a: X
3a: X

1b: X
2b: X
3b: X

Weak While Loop:
Single Control
Fixed
Flow
Delay
1a: X 1b: X
2a: X 2b: X
3a: X 3b: X
Path

Multiple Control
Flow
Delay
Path

Range
max: 1a: X
max: 1b: X
min: 1a: X
min: 1b: X
max: 1a: X
max: 1b: X
max: 1a: X
max: 1b: X

1a: X 1b: X
2a: X 2b: X
3a: X 3b: X
Range
max: 1: X
min: 2a: X
min: 1: X
min: 2a: X

2a: X
2b: X
2a: X
2b: X
2a: X
2b: X
2a: X
2b: X

Stochastic
Distribution
1a: X
1b: X

2b: X
1a: X
2b: X
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1b: X

Stochastic
Distribution
1a: X
1b: X
2a: X
2b: X
3a: X
3b: X
1a: X
2a: X
3a: X

1b: X
2b: X
3b: X

ANNEX C – NORMAL DISTRBUTION APPROXIMATION
C.1

Analysis of X1~N(0,1), X2~N(4,1)
We examine in Table 22 the PDF and CDF of a normal distribution variable X1 with

mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 and of a normal distribution variable X2 with mean of 4
and standard deviation of 1. We use Equation (3) and (4) to calculate the minimum and the
maximum delay. With the values in the table, we calculate the mean of the minimum and the
maximum by determining when the probability for minimum and maximum graph is 0.5 (the
mean of a normal distribution is found when the probability is 0.5).
The minimum distribution is identical to X1 and the mean is at 0. The maximum
distribution is identical to X2 and mean is at 3.75. This conforms to what we proposed in
Chapter 6, namely that if there is little overlap, then the minimum of the two distributions will be
the distribution with smaller mean and vice versa for the maximum.
Table 22 – PDF and CDF of X1~N(0,1), X2~N(4,1)
CDF

PDF
-4
-3.75
-3.5
-3.25
-3
-2.75
-2.5
-2.25
-2

X1
0.00013383
0.000352596
0.000872683
0.002029048
0.004431848
0.009093563
0.0175283
0.031739652
0.053990967

X2
5.05227E-15
3.61829E-14
2.43432E-13
1.53854E-12
9.13472E-12
5.09494E-11
2.66956E-10
1.314E-09
6.07588E-09

X1
3.16712E-05
8.84173E-05
0.000232629
0.000577025
0.001349898
0.002979763
0.006209665
0.012224473
0.022750132
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X2
6.22096E-16
4.59463E-15
3.19089E-14
2.08386E-13
1.27981E-12
7.39226E-12
4.016E-11
2.05226E-10
9.86588E-10

max(X1,X2)
1.97026E-20
4.06244E-19
7.42294E-18
1.20244E-16
1.72762E-15
2.20272E-14
2.4938E-13
2.50878E-12
2.2445E-11

min(X1,X2)
3.16712E-05
8.84173E-05
0.000232629
0.000577025
0.001349898
0.002979763
0.006209665
0.012224473
0.022750133

-1.75
-1.5
-1.25
-1
-0.75
-0.5
-0.25
0
0.25
0.5
0.65
0.75
1
1.25
1.5
1.75
2
2.25
2.5
2.75
3
3.25
3.5
3.75
4
4.25
4.5
4.75
5
5.25
5.5
5.75
6
6.25
6.5
6.75
7
7.25

0.086277319
0.129517596
0.182649085
0.241970725
0.301137432
0.352065327
0.386668117
0.39894228
0.386668117
0.352065327
0.301137432
0.241970725
0.182649085
0.129517596
0.086277319
0.053990967
0.031739652
0.0175283
0.009093563
0.004431848
0.002029048
0.000872683
0.000352596
0.00013383
4.77186E-05
1.59837E-05
5.02951E-06
1.48672E-06
4.12847E-07
1.07698E-07
2.63924E-08
6.07588E-09
1.314E-09
2.66956E-10
5.09494E-11
9.13472E-12
1.53854E-12
2.43432E-13

2.63924E-08
1.07698E-07
4.12847E-07
1.48672E-06
5.02951E-06
1.59837E-05
4.77186E-05
0.00013383
0.000352596
0.000872683
0.002029048
0.004431848
0.009093563
0.0175283
0.031739652
0.053990967
0.086277319
0.129517596
0.182649085
0.241970725
0.301137432
0.352065327
0.386668117
0.39894228
0.386668117
0.352065327
0.301137432
0.241970725
0.182649085
0.129517596
0.086277319
0.053990967
0.031739652
0.0175283
0.009093563
0.004431848
0.002029048
0.000872683

0.040059157
0.066807201
0.105649774
0.158655254
0.226627352
0.308537539
0.401293674
0.5
0.598706326
0.691462461
0.773372648
0.841344746
0.894350226
0.933192799
0.959940843
0.977249868
0.987775527
0.993790335
0.997020237
0.998650102
0.999422975
0.999767371
0.999911583
0.999968329
0.999989311
0.999996602
0.999998983
0.999999713
0.999999924
0.999999981
0.999999996
0.999999999
1
1
1
1
1
1
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4.46217E-09
1.89896E-08
7.60496E-08
2.86652E-07
1.01708E-06
3.39767E-06
1.06885E-05
3.16712E-05
8.84173E-05
0.000232629
0.000577025
0.001349898
0.002979763
0.006209665
0.012224473
0.022750132
0.040059157
0.066807201
0.105649774
0.158655254
0.226627352
0.308537539
0.401293674
0.5
0.598706326
0.691462461
0.773372648
0.841344746
0.894350226
0.933192799
0.959940843
0.977249868
0.987775527
0.993790335
0.997020237
0.998650102
0.999422975
0.999767371

1.78751E-10
1.26864E-09
8.03462E-09
4.54788E-08
2.30499E-07
1.04831E-06
4.28924E-06
1.58356E-05
5.2936E-05
0.000160854
0.000446255
0.00113573
0.002664952
0.005794815
0.011734771
0.022232563
0.039569455
0.066392351
0.105334962
0.158441086
0.226496583
0.308465764
0.401258193
0.499984164
0.598699926
0.691460112
0.773371861
0.841344505
0.894350158
0.933192781
0.959940839
0.977249867
0.987775527
0.993790335
0.997020237
0.998650102
0.999422975
0.999767371

0.040059161
0.066807219
0.105649842
0.158655495
0.226628139
0.308539888
0.401300074
0.500015836
0.598741807
0.691534236
0.773503417
0.841558914
0.894665038
0.933607649
0.960430545
0.977767437
0.988265229
0.994205185
0.997335048
0.99886427
0.999553745
0.999839146
0.999947064
0.999984164
0.999995711
0.999998952
0.99999977
0.999999955
0.999999992
0.999999999
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7.5
7.75
8

C.2

3.61829E-14
5.05227E-15
0.00013383

0.000352596
0.00013383
5.05227E-15

1
1
3.16712E-05

0.999911583
0.999968329
6.22096E-16

0.999911583
0.999968329
1.97026E-20

1
1
3.16712E-05

Analysis of X1~N(1.5,1.5), X2~N(1,1)
We examine in Table 23 the PDF and CDF of a normal distribution variable X1 with

mean of 1.5 and standard deviation of 1.5 and of a normal distribution variable X2 with mean of
1 and standard deviation of 1. We use Equation (3) and (4) to calculate the minimum and the
maximum delay. With the values in the table, we calculate the mean of the minimum and the
maximum by determining when the probability for minimum and maximum graph is 0.5 (the
mean of a normal distribution is found when the probability is 0.5).
The mean of the minimum and maximum is very close to the value approximated by
Equations (94) and (95).
Table 23 – PDF and CDF of X1~N(1.5,1.5), X2~N(1,1)
CDF

PDF
-4
-3.75
-3.5
-3.25
-3
-2.75
-2.5
-2.25
-2
-1.75
-1.5
-1.25

X1
0.00032018
0.000581788
0.001028186
0.001767317
0.002954566
0.004804067
0.007597324
0.011685534
0.017481259
0.025435082
0.035993978
0.049540776

X2
1.48672E-06
5.02951E-06
1.59837E-05
4.77186E-05
0.00013383
0.000352596
0.000872683
0.002029048
0.004431848
0.009093563
0.0175283
0.031739652

X1
0.000122866
0.000232629
0.00042906
0.000770985
0.001349898
0.002303266
0.003830381
0.006209665
0.009815329
0.01513014
0.022750132
0.033376508
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X2
2.86652E-07
1.01708E-06
3.39767E-06
1.06885E-05
3.16712E-05
8.84173E-05
0.000232629
0.000577025
0.001349898
0.002979763
0.006209665
0.012224473

max(X1,X2)
3.52198E-11
2.36603E-10
1.45781E-09
8.24069E-09
4.27529E-08
2.03649E-07
8.91058E-07
3.58313E-06
1.32497E-05
4.50842E-05
0.000141271
0.00040801

min(X1,X2)
0.000123153
0.000233646
0.000432457
0.000781665
0.001381527
0.00239148
0.004062119
0.006783107
0.011151977
0.018064819
0.028818527
0.04519297

-1
-0.75
-0.5
-0.25
0
0.25
0.5
0.65
0.75
1
1.25
1.5
1.75
2
2.25
2.5
2.75
3
3.25
3.5
3.75
4
4.25
4.5
4.75
5
5.25
5.5
5.75
6

0.066318093
0.086345064
0.10934005
0.13466579
0.161313816
0.18794125
0.212965337
0.226511583
0.234710218
0.251588818
0.262293144
0.26596152
0.262293144
0.251588818
0.234710218
0.212965337
0.18794125
0.161313816
0.13466579
0.10934005
0.086345064
0.066318093
0.049540776
0.035993978
0.025435082
0.017481259
0.011685534
0.007597324
0.004804067
0.002954566

0.053990967
0.086277319
0.129517596
0.182649085
0.241970725
0.301137432
0.352065327
0.375240347
0.386668117
0.39894228
0.386668117
0.352065327
0.301137432
0.241970725
0.182649085
0.129517596
0.086277319
0.053990967
0.031739652
0.0175283
0.009093563
0.004431848
0.002029048
0.000872683
0.000352596
0.00013383
4.77186E-05
1.59837E-05
5.02951E-06
1.48672E-06

0.047790352
0.066807201
0.09121122
0.121672505
0.158655254
0.202328381
0.252492538
0.285470336
0.308537539
0.36944134
0.433816167
0.5
0.566183833
0.63055866
0.691462461
0.747507462
0.797671619
0.841344746
0.878327495
0.90878878
0.933192799
0.952209648
0.966623492
0.977249868
0.98486986
0.990184671
0.993790335
0.996169619
0.997696734
0.998650102
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0.022750132
0.040059157
0.066807201
0.105649774
0.158655254
0.226627352
0.308537539
0.363169349
0.401293674
0.5
0.598706326
0.691462461
0.773372648
0.841344746
0.894350226
0.933192799
0.959940843
0.977249868
0.987775527
0.993790335
0.997020237
0.998650102
0.999422975
0.999767371
0.999911583
0.999968329
0.999989311
0.999996602
0.999998983
0.999999713

0.001087237
0.00267624
0.006093566
0.012854673
0.02517149
0.045853145
0.077903426
0.103674076
0.123814163
0.18472067
0.259728484
0.345731231
0.43787109
0.530517216
0.618409609
0.697568581
0.765717567
0.822204042
0.867590405
0.903145506
0.930412105
0.950924262
0.966065726
0.977022531
0.98478278
0.990153311
0.993779713
0.996166235
0.997695719
0.998649816

0.069453247
0.104190118
0.151924855
0.214467606
0.292139018
0.383102588

0.48312665
0.544965609
0.58601705
0.68472067
0.772794009
0.845731231
0.901685391
0.94138619
0.967403079
0.98313168
0.991894896
0.996390572
0.998512618
0.999433609
0.99980093
0.999935488
0.999980741
0.999994708
0.999998662
0.999999689
0.999999934
0.999999987
0.999999998
1

